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• Lessons of the Cleveland Strike 
By JOHN A. DYCHE. 
The)whole of last winter, ever since the 
igning of the Protocol in the city of New 
nrk, persistent rumors were spread in Cleve-
land to the effect that the International Union 
intended to call a General Strike in that city 
in the cloak and suit trade, and that the New 
Vork manufacturers were conspiring with the 
International officers to call a strike in Cleve-
land in order to drive the trade from that 
ity to New York. Who was responsible for 
hose rumors, who were the initiators, whether 
t uas our people or the Cleveland manu-
facturers, we do not know. However, these 
nmors made us feel very uncomfortable. 
Our Difficulties in New York 
IJSI winter was a very trying and critical 
eriod for us. Few of us believed that the 
ettlement which we made with the Protective 
" ssociation would have a lasting effect. The 
cneral strike of 1910 was carried through 
lostly by the energy, enthusiasm and devo-
lon of the newly arrived Russian revolution-
y element, an element which wanted nothing 
ess than the closed shop, and did not want to 
ear of any compromises, but who were finally 
nipelled to accept a settlement which in-
ludcd the Preferential instead of the closed 
hop. something which even very few of the 
caders understood, (what this Preferential 
hop would ultimately amount to, I doubt very 
iuch whether its authors fully understood). 
protocol was signed which was based on 
>« principles of arbitration, something which 
k great niass of our people up until today 
tgard with suspicion. The behavior of the 
^Plovers, as well as the workmen in the 
b°ps, was such that we expected the protocol 
Quid go up into the air, and that the fight 
°uld commence over again. At the same 
time wc had a stupendous task of welding 
together the great mass who joined the ranks 
during the General Strike and to create a 
working mechanism to attend to the daily 
need of our workpeople in the shops, a prob-
lem which few unions had to solve within a 
short period. It was quite natural under 
such circumstances for the International offi-
cers not to think of a strike either in Cleve-
land or elsewhere. 
The Struggle in Cleveland Unavoidable 
Still, we felt that sooner or later the Inter-
national Union would have to carry through 
its policy of equalizing conditions throughout 
the industry in the various cloak and skirt 
centers in the United States. The Interna-
tional officers were anxious to postpone this 
trouble, while our people both in New York 
and Cleveland were anxious to have it real-
ized as soon as possible. The mass of people 
in New York city were desirous of effecting 
the equalizing of conditions, because at every 
settlement of prices, the employers in New 
York contended that it was impossible for 
them to pay the prices demanded, due to the 
competition of other cities, where the hours 
of labor were longer and the earnings lower. 
Our people in New York became uneasy and 
commenced to grumble and wanted to know 
why the International officers did not en-
deavor to carry out union conditions in other 
cloak centers. Extreme dullness in our trade 
last winter was also one of the causes why 
many of our people in New York city were 
under the impression that the General Strike 
had the effect of driving the trade out of this 
city to other places where cloaks and skirts 
were made under non-union conditions. 
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The Quarterly Meeting of the General 
Jixecutive Board 
Last April, when the General Executive 
Board met in Cleveland, Ohio, we found that 
the struggle in that city between our locals 
and their employers, was in full blast, both 
were bending their efforts to win the work 
people on their sides. There was a strong 
determination on the part of the manufac-
turers not to grant the same conditions which 
were obtained in New York, The manufac-
turers also circulated rumors that the Inter-
national officers had sold themselves to the 
New York manufacturers and were ready to 
call a strike in Cleveland with the object of 
driving out the trade from Cleveland to New 
York. At the mass meeting which wc ad-
dressed in Cleveland, during the week of the 
Executive Board Meeting, we expressed our 
opinion that if the work people of that city 
would show an earnest determination to ob-
tain union conditions in Cleveland and if the 
manufacturers refused to grant the demands, 
a strike would be called. But as mentioned 
above the question of a strike in Cleveland 
was up to the manufacturers. It was for 
them to say whether they would voluntarily 
grant the demands o r fight them out. During 
the deliberations of our General Executive 
Board in Cleveland, quite unexpectedly com-
mittees of the various Cleveland locals ap-
peared before the Board and submitted a list 
of demands which they said they intended to 
submit to their employers in the coming,sea-
son and for which they wanted the sanction 
of the General Executive Board. Two days 
were spent in discussing-the nature of the de-
mands and after important changes, such as 
the substitution of a fifty hour week, for an 
eight hour day, originally demanded by our 
locals in Cleveland, those demands in their 
amended form were referred back to the lo-
cals for adoption. 
After this meetfng it became evident that 
our locals in Cleveland were determined to 
force the issue with their employers during 
the coming summer. On several occasions I 
thought of going to Cleveland to interview 
the manufacturers and to persuade them if 
possible to come to an understanding with 
our locals. But recollections of an interview 
I had with the Cloak and Suit manufacturers 
of Cleveland a year previous, their empty 
pride, the contempt which they manifested in 
their conversation to every form of unionism 
and to the idea of collective bargaining with 
their employees, have destroyed every desir 
on my part to meet them again in ,. nference 
The impression which I carried away as tht 
result of a conversation with Mr. Black K 
the beginning of last year, was that he Wongs 
to the class of social reformers who are nr» 
and anxious to reform the whole world, 
selves excluded. Most of us are now 
the impression that our first steps should 
been in the way of missionary work a 
the cloak manufacturers in the city of ( 
land and if my efforts in that directio 
previous year brought no results, it wa 
to the fact that I then represented a \ 
insignificant organization, while now thai 
were one of the strongest unions in the U 
States the results would have been
 su»e 
different It is true, that some independent 
manufacturers expressed their willingness, 
several weeks before the strike, to confer mft 
the representatives of the union and to enter 
into an agreement It appears, however, thai 
the Manufacturers Association succeeded n 
getting those friendly manufacturers on their 
side. When we approached them on the t\t 
of the strike with our demands, it was too 
late. Whether a peaceful settlement with the 
Independent Manufacturers only would have 
helped us to win our struggle with the Asso-
ciation is problematical. I am inclined to be-
lieve that*if we had to conduct shop strikes 
with the Association of employers the whole 
movement would have soon ended in a mis-
erable failure. We have succeeded in col-
lecting over 1300,000, mostly from our Local 
unions, because we were conducting a Genera! 
Strike in Cleveland. On the other hand, if « 
had to deal with shop strikes, involving about] 
2,500 strikers, and incurring an expenditure 
of very nearly $16,000 a week, we could not] 
possibly have collected a quarter of the 
amount, with the result that the strike WTJUH 
have had to be given up.very soon and then 
the victory of the settled shops would soon 
be lost. 
Special Meeting'of the G E. B. 
On the 28th of May we received a speed 
dispatch from Brother Feit, Second \ ' « 
President of the Internaitonal Union, that ft* 
demands of the Cleveland locals had beea 
unanimously ratified by the mcmlxrs and to 
situation of that city was such as to necessitate 
the immediate presenting of the demand* 
the manufacturers. On Thursday, J«w J~ 
a special meeting of the General Exceoa* 
Board took place at the General office * 
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which Messra. Rosenberg, Feit, Greenberger, 
Amdur. Polakoff and myself were present. 
Mr. Low K a l z » , h e a t t o r n c y f o r t h e 
Cleveland locats and Attorney Meyer Lon-
don were also present. The .New York 
members of the Board were under the im-
pression lhat the beginning of June was too 
early, but the arguments of Brother Feit con-
vinced us that the situation in Geveland de-
manded immediate action. His reasons were 
in shortjs follows: (1) The season in the 
cloak and skirt trade in the middle West 
commences much earlier than in New York. 
(2) Several of the employers had already 
made prices with their work people, some-
thing which never happened before in that 
city. )(3) That the employers were doing their 
utmost, by means of bribes and other favors, 
to win the work people on their side and 
persuade them from presenting demands. (4) 
As soon as the cloakmakers would see the 
large bundles before them, and -the possibility 
of earning from |20. to $30. per week, it 
would be impossible to call them out of the 
shops. (5) That the masses were impatient 
and demanded immediate action before the 
season was in full swing. Quite a number 
<i them were suspicious, believing that the 
talk of a General Strike was a mere threat 
nd that the International Union was not in 
arncst. They cited their experience of a year 
•eforc when the masses voted unanimously 
or a General Strike, while the union did not 
ut it into effect If we could not convince the 
lasses that the union was in earnest the whole 
ovemeut for enforcing union conditions 
wild fail and it would take years to get our 
)ple into line again. 
Particularly convincing was Mr. Feifs ex-. 
lanation of the Bohemian situation. About 
5% of the cloaks and skirts manufactured 
n the city of Cleveland are done by outside 
onrtactors. The majority of these contract-
us mostly Bohemians, employ exclusively 
omen and girls of their own nationality. 
nose Bohemian contractors were alway3 sus-
icious and unfriendly to the inside operatives 
bo arf mostly Jews and Italians. This dis-
, s t
 ktween the inside and outside em-
o te s had done incalculable harm to the 
mons in Cleveland in the past. Most of the 
'nkes which were lost was through the fail-
rp
 of the outside contractors to cooperate 
l lh t I , c
 '"side, people. A strike could only 
ettective with their help and co-operation. 
" " endless trouble and efforts on the part 
Mother Feit he Succeeded in coming to an 
understanding with the Bohemian Contractors 
who had an organization of their own. Those 
contractors at last decided to present a list of 
demands to the employers together with the 
inside operatives and they signed a document 
pledging every support for demands for gen-
eral improvement. This settlement with the 
inside and outside contractors was effected on 
condition that the demands should be presented 
to the manufacturers immediately, otherwise 
the support of the contractors would be lost 
and without their co-operation the failure of 
the strike was a foregone conclusion. After 
due consideration we decided that the safest 
way would be to present our demands simul-
taneously to all the manufacturers. It ap-
peared that the employees of three of the 
largest firms in the city, namely: Landesman-
Hirschheimer, A. Black & Co. and T. M. Sil-
ver, were badly organized and loyalty to the 
union was problematical. Those shops could 
only be taken down when a General Strike 
was called. On calling merely shop strikes, 
the probabilities were that the people in those 
shops would remain at work and this would 
have had a demoralizing effect upon the great 
mass of the cloak makers and the work 
people in the other shops would take an ex-
ample from those shops and return to work. 
We at last decided to appoint a committee of 
three, namely: Messrs. Rosenberg, Polakoff 
and myself to proceed to Cleveland and help 
the locals to present their demands. The 
same eevning we left for Cleveland. 
(To be continued) 
The Latest Phase of the Cleveland 
Strike. 
Miss Ger t rude Barnum to Organize the 
Consumers. 
(From ihe Cleveland Press.) 
Miss Gertrude Barnum of Chicago, (who 
as National Organizer of the Women's Trade 
Union League, organized the first State branch 
Leagues in Illinois. Massachusetts and New 
York) passed through Cleveland to-day on 
her way to Ashtabula where she will begin a 
State wide campaign in behalf of the Cleve-
land strike. 
Miss Barnum is a daughter of Judge Wm. 
H. Barnum of Chicago, who has been a strong 
supporter of Union Labor for many years. 
She has been through many "strikes" in the 
past ten years, notably those of the Kabo 
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* 
MISS GERTRUDE BARNUM. 
Corset Workers of Illinois, the Fall River 
Textile Workers, the Troy Laundry Workers 
and the recent United Garment Workers 
strike in Chicago. And she now proposes to 
take a hand in the strike of the Cleveland 
Cloak and Skirt Makers. 
A reporter found her at the headquarters 
of the Cleveland Federation of Labor, asking 
for a list of the manufacturers in New York 
State. Illinois, Missouri and in certain cities 
of Ohio where cloaks and skirts arc made 
under union conditions. 
"I am going to appeal to the Consumers of 
these states to insist on knowing that their 
cloaks and skirts arc made under fair condi-
tions." she explained. 
"But the strike in Cleveland is over, is it 
not?" the reporter inquired. 
"Oh dear no. It has only finished the first 
skirmish," was the reply. "It will not be 
over until the Collective bargain principle 
takes the place of the individual bargain now 
forced upon helpless women and foreigners. 
The Union is strong in Cleveland and the 
members arc merely taking a respite until 
another season. You cannot crash the demo-
cratic principle in industry any more than in 
politics. Truth crushed to earth will rise 
again. 
A manufacturers' Association dealing
 WIIn 
an individual young Italian girl i*
 e„ mam, 
festly unfair that the whole public is nnw 
rising up to insist upon a square deal Dunn? 
the recent garment strike in Chica^,. churches 
contributed strike funds from their offer-
tories, the Federation of Women's Clubs took 
off their coats and worked strenuously for 
their sisters whose last drop of hlood and 
hope was being drained by means ..{ the in-
dividual bargain. Bishop Anderson supported 
the strikers in a very militant manner I am 
simply amazed to learn that the society wom-
en, club women and church societies sat pa* 
sive through the Cleveland strike while the 
employers refused to arbitrate and insisted 
upon settling the issues by the force of star-
vation and false arrests and intimidation by 
hired thugs and sluggers. Those employers 
are like medieval barons insisting on the 
Federal' system in Industry. They refuse the 
workers the representation form of Indus-
trial Government, where the workers ran 
elect representatives to bargain for the terms 
upon which they may sell their labor, which 
means their very life. 
When employers refuse to arbitrate there 
is nothing left for the workers to do but to 
strike. They prefer to settle by arbitration. 
but if they must fight they fight for their 
rights. And that is what the race has always 
had to do for progress. 
Emplojfcrs who point to good sanitary con-
ditions and "welfare work" with such pride 
amuse me. Such things are'just the decencies 
which sould be as common as well-furnished 
offices, with good ventilation and a closet to 
hang coats. We "do not want "benevolent 
Despots" in American Industry. The public 
demands that the "Boss" in Industry should 
go; that democracy and representation for 
the collective bargain should be established 
In New York this new principle is .fullr 
established in the Ladies' Garment Indus"?-
There are lesser and larger "courts'' for ad-
justment of grievances and a final permanent 
board of which Mr. Louis D. Brahdeis of 
Boston and Mr. Hamilton Holt, Kditorrof the 
"Independent" are members.
 ( 
The Cloak Manufacturers arc so pleased 
with the working out of their trade agf« 
ments that they now say they would not go 
back for worlds to the anarchy which pre-
vailed under the old "individual bargain 
principle. Does it not seem absurd t 
Cleveland manufactures. Instead of adopt"* 
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ihe system so approved by New York Em- bargain is as great an advantage to employers 
lovers should insist upon repeating history as to workers and I am going to tour Ohio 
H fighting it all out again only to come to and other states to organize the consumers 
the same plan as New York in the end. to help the Cloak and Suit Makers of 
Of course I fully believe that the collective Cleveland. 
Mrs. Barnum Interviews Morris Black. 
Arranged by Mitt Myrta Jones and Mitt Latimer. 
I told Mr. Black my interest is to bring 
about Union conditions in various states; that 
I had been closely connected with Hull House 
for .seven years, and came to the conclusion 
that the trouble with the neigborhood was 
mainly industrial injustice; I told him of my 
work and my various connections and that my 
plan was to create public opinion for arbi-
tration and "The Industrial Ballot;" that in 
Illinois, for instance, during the last Garment 
Strike, we got endorsements not only from 
the masses of working people, but from 
Federations of Women's Clubs, State Suffrage 
Associations, Teachers Federation, Conven-
tions of Congregational, Unitarian and other 
Clergymen, and even from the Bishop of the 
Episcopal Church, and heads of the depart-
ments of Universities. All these people were 
speaking for us and raising funds. 
I said that always before taking part in 
such a campaign, I try to see employers to 
make a final appeal for arbitration to prevent 
further fighting, but that if it came to a fight, 
I would do my part to line up the public for 
arbitration. I said that ,what I now hoped 
was that Mr. Black would confer with Mr. 
Brandeis, and the Officers of the Cloak & Suit 
Makers Union, and come to an agreement 
with them. If it could not be, then I would 
join .the big campaign the local Union had 
planned, and would stump this state as. I had 
stumped others informing: the puhlic of the 
employers' refusal to arbitrate, and advertis-
ing the coats made by their rival firm which 
dealt on democratic principles with employees. 
Mr. Black maintained that a small minority 
only were represented by the Union, and they 
M been coerced, therefore, there was no 
democracy about it. I answered, "If it were 
true that less than ten per cent, were rep-
resented by the Union Officials it was un-
democratic to refuse to meet the representa-
tives of even one per cent." 
He wondered I would condone the methods 
0 (
 this strike, and spoke of the violence I 
said, "the violence which was most dangerous 
in this country was that which prevailed in 
factories where they insisted upon 'the Indi-
vidual Bargain,'—-the violence of long hours— 
(sapping the vitality) ; unprotected machinery 
(resulting in frightful accidents) ; bad light 
(destroying eye-sight and causing nerve 
strain) ; overcrowding (resulting in tubercu-
losis, etc.) ; low pay (which means bad hous-
ing and all its frightful results); black lists, 
etc. The violence which results after a re-
fusal to arbitrate a strike, I blame upon the 
employers." 
He said, "there was no black list in Cleve-
land,—except that naturally people could not 
be taken back who had slugged a non-union 
worker who might sit at the next machine." 
I answered, "it seemed to me the employers 
had done some slugging when they relied 
upon cold and hunger to force their terms 
upon the people, yet the people would have-
to come hack and work for that kind of 
sluggers, and next to their tools, the scabs. 
He said he was disappointed to find me so 
blinded. I answered, "I was not especially 
disappointed in him because I had hardly 
hoped I could move him if the suffering of 
his own people, and overtures for peace, be-
fore and during the strike, had not moved 
him to arbitrate." 
He spoke of bad leadership, I said. "Mr. 
Brandcis, Mr. Hamilton Holt, and the New 
York Manufacturers' Association considered 
the leadership of The-International Garment 
Workers' extraordinarily good, and predicted 
that the New York Protocol agreement would 
be of great value to the whole country in 
other trades as well as the garment industry, 
and I urged him again to confer with Mr. 
Hrandeis on this point. He said he wished to 
do so, and thought lie could point out to Mr.. 
Hrandeis many flaws in the working out of 
the plan of the Protocol. 
He deplored the methods of Trade Union-
ists generally. I admitted that they were not 
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always faultless, any more than the methods 
of some of our poetical leaders, but that they 
seemed better and more social on the whole 
than the methods of the benevolent despots 
who insisted upon the "Individual Bargain." 
I said, "The Unions had done more in phil-
anthropy, education and legislation, besides 
raising the standards of labor conditions than 
all other agencies in the country." 
We were both most polite through the inter-
view, and when I arose to go, he seemed 
surprised and reluctant to have me leave. I 
just remarked in parting that I had thought 
it only fair to use my efforts for peace before 
joining the war, but that I was now going to 
do my best to get support for the local Lady 
Garment Worker's Union by stumping the 
state and asking support for a "Collective 
Bargain." 
He said the majority of the workers were not 
in favor of a Union in his trade. I said, if 
that were true, a man of his intelligence and 
standing ought to be helping to educate them 
to know that their only hope lay in the Trade 
Union. I said that the majority of colored 
people were satisfied with slavery until public 
opinion forced freedom upon them; that the 
majority of women had given no thought to 
their political rights and obligations until -he 
minority had educated them; and that a-> lie-
liever in political suffrage for both men and 
women, he should be one of the educators 
preaching the need of-the Industrial Ballot 
representative 7orm of Industrial Government. 
Then I bowed and departed. 
On the way outf I showed Miss Latimer, 
his Welfare Worker, my Wfttt-workcd-out 
schedule of the campaign through the stat. with 
lists of meetings of Trade Unions, Socialist 
locals, Women's Clubs, Church Societies, and 
Suffrage Organizations; and told her of the 
"Distributing Committee" in Ashtabula which 
would drop our literature into every mail Itox 
in the city. And I showed her the letter from 
the state suffragette's President offerinc us 
the use of their headquarters in various cities. 
Committees would be appointed in every 
important town to interview buyers and get 
them to sell ladies' garments made by people 
in fair shops. I told her I was selecting the 
most attractive, reasonably priced coats and 
skirts, made by Union firms, and would create 
an immense demand for these, thereby cutting 
down the sales everywhere of the Wooltex 
and other unfair firms. 
Aspects of the A. F. of L. Convention. 
By A. ROSENBERG 
Apart from the usual annual speeches and 
jurisdiction struggles between one national 
union and another that are always a well-
marked feature of the Convention, certain 
questions have been brought forward which, 
are destined to have a great effect in welding 
all the smaller unions into great and powerful 
departments of the American labor movement. 
The wood working trade has always been 
divided into three national unions, namely, the 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, the 
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and the 
Wood Workers. These three national unions 
have for the last 15 years been at logger-
heads. It often happened that one union has 
been "scabbing" against another, bringing dis-
credit on the labor movement. The Atlanta 
Convention has finally resolved that these 
three unions must merge into one national 
union. 
A similar resolution has been adopted re-
garding the plumbers and steam fitters. It 
having been demonstrated that steam fitting 
and plumbing is practically one and the same 
trade, and there is no reason for the existence 
of two unions side by side. 
True, the Federation has no legal power to 
compel.the fusion of two unions, inasmuch as 
under its constitution the affiliation of these. 
unions is of a voluntary nature. The I-cilera-
tion has, however, the right, if so decided by 
a two-thirds majority, to withdraw the charter 
from any affiliated union upon its refusing jo 
comply with an authoritatrve decision of this 
kind. And no union would take this risk, for 
it might mean its being put out of business 
Steps have also been taken at this G-nvcn-
.tion to bring the various unions of the need* 
trades nearer to each other. A resolution was 
adopted calling on President Goropcrs t 
vene a conference of all national unions in 
this trade with a view to the formation0' • 
Wearing Apparel Trades department. Natur 
ally, a long time must elapse before such a 
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department will become an, accomplished fact 
or before its services to the trades will be of 
any value. Nevertheless, it is a step in the 
right direction. 
The coal and metal miners have also had a 
conference and have formed a mining depart-
ment, comprising half a million workers. 
It is necessary to refer here to two import-
ant resolutions dealt with by this Convention 
that have been much made of, both by the 
capitalist and Socialist'press, while in reality 
neither of them were of a socialist character. 
The first resolution required that the officers 
of The American Federation of Labor shall 
be elected by referendum. Both President 
Gompers and First Vice-President Duncan 
favored this resolution. On the other hand, 
some socialists admitted that from a practical 
Jtradc union standpoint it would be almost 
impossible to carry it out successfully. For 
this reason it was decided to refer the reso-
lution to the Executive Council to find out 
whether election of the Federation officers by 
referendum is possible and practicable. 
The second resolution related to the Civic 
Federation. This was introduced by Duncan 
McDonald, orte of the delegates of the United 
Mine Workers who is also a socialist. The 
socialists naturally attached much importance 
to this resolution. But in course of debate it 
developed that at the last Convention of the 
United Mine Workers the same, identical 
resolution was adopted, resulting in the with-
drawal of John Mitchel from the Civic Fed-
eratiptj, while the motives underlying the 
resolution have not been free from blame. It 
appeared that the ultimate aim of the resolu-
tion at that Convention was merely to get rid 
of an influential opponent in the union. 
The story as related at the. Atlanta Conven-
tionrevealed the following facts: Tom Lewis, 
the former president of the United Mint 
Workers who was defeated at the last 
election, conceived this resolution as a means 
of wreaking vengeance on John Mitchel who 
helped to defeat him. It was proved in the 
first place that 54 delegates to the Miners* 
Convention who came from Ohio State were 
illegally admitted. These 54 delegates had 
between them some 200 votes through which 
the majority for the historic resolution, com-
pelling Mitchel to withdraw from the Civic 
^deration was obtained. Ex-President Lewis 
Micvcd that Mitchel was not likely to give 
«p his $6,000 a year salary in the Civic 
Federation, consequently his membership in 
*he Union would lapse. But Lewis was mis-
taken in his calculations. John Mitchel re-
signed his position in the Civic Federation 
and retained his membership in the United 
Mine Workers. 
There have been many non-socialist dele-
gates at the Convention who on the question 
of the Civic Federation shared the view of 
the socialists. These would most probably 
have voted for the resolution. But since the 
socialist press made this resolution a means 
of attacking Gompers personally all the anti-
socialist elements combined and voted against 
it. 
I am convinced that had the socialist press 
refrained from giving undue prominence to 
this matter the vote against the Civic Fed-
eration would have been much larger. Possi-
bly the resolution would have been adopted. 
The McNamara trial in Los Angeles has 
also been extensively debated on the floor of 
the Convention. It appears that the organ-
ized workers throughout the country have 
been rather slow in their financial support for 
the defence of the accused brothers. 
On the whole the Convention has been one 
of the most interesting and instructive. 
«he Som  Interesting Resolutions 
Pertaining to our own International Union 
the following resolution was introduced by 
our delegate, Ab. Rosenberg, and finally 
adopted. 
WHEREAS: The work people employed in 
the Ladies' Garment Industry in the city of 
Cleveland were working under the most mis-
erable and oppressive conditions, viz: working 
in sweat shops, working long hours for star-
vation wages and under a system of black-
listing, and 
WHEREAS, manufacturers of ladies gar-
ments in the city of Cleveland have persistently 
refused to meet a committee for the purpose 
of co-operative adjustment of said conditions 
or to submit same to arbitration, and 
WHEREAS, such refusal of the manufac-
turers of the city of Cleveland resulted in the 
cessation of work on June 7th, 1911. involving 
6,000 men and women; and 
WHEREAS, the International Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers' Union has expended over 
$300,000 to defray the expenses of such strike; 
therefore, be it 
RESOLVED, That the thirty-first annual 
convention of the American Federation of 
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Labor pledge its full moral support and as-
sistance to the International Ladies' Garment 
Workers Union to* try and bring about an 
adjustment of the existing controversy; and 
be it further 
RESOLVED, that the American Federation 
of Labor, in convention assembled, instruct 
all organizers, central and state bodies and 
the Labor Press to make known to the mer-
chants and consuming public the conditions 
under which ladies' garments are manu-
factured in the city of Cleveland. 
The following resolution moved by dele-
gates Zuckcrman of the United Cloth Hat 
and Capmakers of North America, also has 
an important bearing on our trade. 
WHEREAS, the interests of labor arejnore 
effectively protected and advanced by a closer 
affiliation and co-operation of the different 
organizations of a given industry, and 
WHEREAS, with this object in view the 
American Federation of Labor adopted the 
Trades Department form of organization of 
the separate industries, and 
WHEREAS, such form of organization by 
the American Federation o£ Labor has proven 
to be a success and should therefore be en-
couraged and extended, therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the Executive Council 
of the American Federation of Labor should, 
as soon as practicable, call to a conference 
the representatives of the organizations com-
prising the wearing apparel industries for the 
purpose of the formation of a Wearing Ap-
parel Trades Department. 
The committee recommended the adoption 
of the resolution. 
. Delegate Nestor moved as a substitute that 
the entire matter be referred to the Executive 
Council for consideration as to the need of 
such a department, and that the various or-
ganizations that would be affected be com-
municated with to find out whether or not 
they wanted such a department. (Seconded.) 
The substitute offered by delegate Nestor 
was carried. 
Resolution No. 134—By Delegates Ladies' 
Garment Workers' International Union: 
WHEREAS, Messrs. Harris and Blanck, 
proprietors of the Triangle Waist Co., of New 
York City, have been requested to provide 
safe and sanitary workshops for their em-
ployees; and 
WHEREAS, said firm refused to gram saicl 
request, the employes decided to stop work 
until safer conditions were provided and de-
clared a strike against said firm; and 
WHEREAS, The Triangle Waist Co.. with 
the assistance of certain politicians, defeated 
the objects of their organized employes and 
employed strike-breakers to assist them rand 
WHEREAS, A fife occurred in workshop 
of said firm on Saturday, March 25, 1911 
resulting in the loss o'f lives of 147 operatives 
of above named firm; and 
"WHEREAS, A number of these employes 
have testified that the employers had insisted 
on keeping the exits locked; and 
WHEREAS, Both Messrs. "Harris and 
Blanck have after an investigation been ar-
rested and held for trial charged with causing 
the loss of lives of 147 persons, and for somc 
unknown reason their trial has been post-
poned for about nine months; therefore, be it 
RESOLVEI^ That the A. F. of L use their 
good offices to bring to trial those guilty of 
causing this sad catastrophe; and, be it further 
RESOLVED, That since the accused Messrs. 
Harris and Blanck are in the shirtwaist busi-
ness under the name of the Reliance Waist 
Co., and working under the same conditions 
as prior to March 25, 1911; therefore; be it 
further * 
RESOLVED, That the A. F. of L place 
the Reliance Waist Co. on the-unfair list. 
The committee reported as follows: 
Your committee recommends that the Con-
vention express its condemnation of the con-
ditions that were responsible for the Triangle 
Waist Company horror; that it.urge the State 
and city authorities to exercise unceasing vigil-
ance and precaution to prevent a repetition of 
the calamity; that these authorities make im-
mediate investigation of working and sanitary 
conditions and lire escape facilities in the plant 
of the Reliance Waist Company, and that or-
ganized labor and sympathizers have in view 
the identity of interests between the Triarfgle 
Waist Company and the Reliance Waist Com-
pany. We also recommend to the Executive 
Council that it exert its influence to the end 
that those responsible for the Triangle catas-
trophe shall be brought to speedy trial and 
penalty. 
The report of the committee was adopted. 
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The Fight Over The Civic Federation. 
No Change in the Attitude of the Leaders 
By A. Rosebury 
The great surprise of the American Federa-
tion of Labor Convention is the overwhelming 
defeat of the resolution by Duncan McDonald 
of the United Mine Workers, requesting 
President Gompers and his colleagues to with-
draw from the Civic Federation. 
Tor some months prior to the Convention 
the news spread that Gompers was going to 
be defeated. William Haywood repeatedly 
said so. The Western Federation of Miners, 
the coast seamen with the powerful Andrew 
) Furuseth at their head and others were re-
ported as having made common cause to bring 
about this change in the policy of the Federa-
tion. The United Mine Workers it was said, 
would certainly press the issue and Delegate 
McDonald did not fail to do so. 
The trend of recent events, the McNamara 
ease, the inclination of 6ome of the big unions 
towards system Federation and Industrialism, 
the persistent "leavening" going on within, the 
Socialist victories in many states—all this was 
going to make Gompers' convertion or defeat 
a dead certainty. When McDonald's resolu-
tion was introduced, the centrifugal influence 
of the socialists was thought to have gained 
in velocity. When the referendum resolution 
was carried, even though it was only the 
modified minority report, the scale was further 
turned in favor of the Socialist influence. So 
far almost every one was certain of the result. 
But when the crucial moment arrived, lo 
ami; behold: everything remains as before. 
President Gompers and his colleagues retain 
the confidence of the overwhelming majority 
of the delegates and of their respective un-
ions behind them. How is this to be ex-
plained? 
The only explantaion of this surprise lies 
in the fact that the American workingman, 
even if he is a socialist, is not going to throw 
overboard a brilliant leader like Samuel Gom-
_ Pers, under whose services American Trade 
Unionism has thrived and added to its forces 
year by year. 
.No organization can gain anything from a 
sudden reversal of a policy that has proved 
beneficial to the workers in ever so slight a 
degree. An organization of the size and 
standing of the American Federation of Labor 
is necessarily confronted with everyday prob-
lems of organization arising in the various 
unions affiliated with it. As such it cannot 
live on the mere enunciation of principles. 
Its work is of the nature of hard practice and 
daily experience and it must seize every op-
portunity to promote the interests of its affili-
ated unions and their individual members. 
The delegates who voted against McDonald's 
resolution did not do so because they are in-
veterate opponents of socialism, but rather 
because nothing could be immediately gained 
by a mere enunciation of principles. 
A large number of intelligent vvorkingmen 
and women no doubt believe in socialism as 
the next stage in the progress of society to-
wards nobler and better conditions of life. 
But they also believe that the Trade Union 
movement would jeopardise its interests by 
merging its forces with the socialist party or 
uniting with socialists upon any and every 
question. As individuals, trade unionists 
should be encouraged to join and support the 
socialist movement. President Gompers him-
self set this example when he publicly sup-
ported Job Harrknan's campaign in Los An-
geles. Finally, by Resolution No. 176, intro-
duced by the Labor Representation Committee, 
the Convention officially urged the citizenship 
of Los Angeles to .vote for Job Harriman. 
If the two movements are ever to unite they 
can only do so upon a basis calculated to 
preserve the integrity and independence of 
each. All the talk of "capturing' the Trade 
Union movement suggests a merging like that 
of Jonah and the whale. This is neither 
realizable nor desirable. What such a "leaven-
ing'' process can achieve is to increase and 
accentuate the existing bitterness and keep 
the two movements indefinitely separated. 
It is easier to brand your opponent a hypo-
crite than to meet him half way Upon equal 
and honorable terms, but it is hardly politic 
or tolerant. Gompers' consistency has been 
called in question because he adheres to his 
opinion. Yet no man has been more consis-
tent and upright. Undaunted by leavening 
processes, by agitation and attacks against him. 
or by the thought of defeat, he declares in his 
report that the Policy of the American Fed-
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eration of Labor is still the same old one of 
which the laborer has not ceased to be in 
need. "The ground-work principle of Amer-
ica's labor movement," says the report, "has 
been to*recognize that first things come first. 
The primary essential in our mission has been 
the protection of the wageworker, to increase 
his wages, to cut hours off his long work-day, 
which was killing him, to improve the safety 
and sanitary conditions of the work-shop, to 
free him from tyrannies, petty or otherwise, 
which served to make his existence a slavery." 
These were and are the primary objects of 
trade unionism of which surely no trade un-
ionist can complain. 
Delegates' Stand Commended. 
The following motion has been unanimously 
passed at the first meeting of the Advisory 
Board of the Italian Branch of the Goak & 
Skirt Makers Union: 
WHEREAS, The delegates of the I. L G. 
W. U. to the convention of the American 
Federation of Labor in Atlanta, Ga., have 
voted against the policy of permitting any 
officer of the A. F. of L to be connected with 
the National Civic Federation; and 
WHEREAS, We think this is the proper 
step to be taken on this issue in behalf of the 
true interest of labor.
 m 
RESOLVED, That the Executive Board of 
the Italian Branch of the Cloak & Skirt 
Makers Union, duly appreciate the stand taken 
by the delegates of our International Union, 
as showing right interpretation of the class 
consciousness of the rank and file. 
The Unrest in the Garment Trades. 
Spontaneous Movement Among the Wrap-
per, Kimona and House Dress Makers, 
and White Goods Workers. 
A mighty unrest has arisen among the low-
liest workers in the ladies' garment trade. In 
our issue for November we had occasion to 
write of the movement among the shirtwaist 
makers. But the unrest has spread to a class 
of workers hitherto untouched by waves of 
unionism and organization—the white goods 
workers and wrapper and kimono makers. 
In the proceedings of the special meeting of 
the General Executive Board, reported in 
another column, we read that committees from 
these workers appeared with the request that 
the International Union extend to them its 
moral support in their present agitation for 
organization and better conditions. 
Throughout the land the employees in tlit^c 
various branches of women's wear are mostly 
young women and children, working under 
the worst conditions of wages, hours and 
sanitation. At times these conditions become 
so intolerable as to drive them to revolt. Only 
a few months ago about 800 unorganized 
young girls walked out of a corset factory in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, and they did not re-
turn until they were constituted into a union. 
As an organized body they were able to ob-
tain redress of their grievances. 
Just at this moment Local 41, compose'! of 
wrapper, kimono and house dress makers is 
up and doing. An additional office to the on? 
in Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, has been taken to 
attend the employees daily flocking to the 
Union. The spirit of unionism has taken hold 
of them and they appear to have determined 
to leave no stone unturned in order to raise 
themselves from the low level to which they 
have sunk. 
The history of this trade is one of vicissi-
tudes and periods of transition. 
About 20 years ago the making of wrappers 
had been introduced. Undergoing* rapid de-
velopment it had reached a stage after 10 
years when tens of thousands of people found 
employment therein. But about 8 years aco 
the kimono appeared on the market and since 
then the wrapper industry began gradually to 
decline. 
. But the kimono which has supplanted the 
wrapper is destined to meet with no Ittier . 
fate. During the last three years the house 
dress has been fast encroaching on the kinw.no 
and will'eventually reduce it to the position 
of the wrapper. However, it by no mean? 
follows.that the two kinds of women'*: wear 
will go out of existence altogether. The pnv 
cess of death, so to speak, is a slow one and 
the manufacture of wrappers and Idmonos to 
a limited extent may be carried on. indefinitely. 
Meanwhile the house dress is more and 
more coming into vogue. Manufacturer*' 
themselves are said to prefer it to the wrapper 
and kimonos, because of the economy ef-
fected both in the maetrial and labor re- . 
quired in its production. Naturally the profits 
are larger. 
At present between 6,000 and 6.000 worker* 
find employment in these trades and fully S 
per cent: of these are young girls of 15 to 18 
years old. No great skill is required to make 
up these garments and division of labor has 
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been carried to a fine a r t Every garment 
coes through 12 or 15 hands before it is 
finally finished and any shops where an em-
ployee makes an entire garment has so far 
not conic to knowledge. 
This no doubt is responsible for the bad 
conditions prevailing in the trade. Here thejre 
cannot be even individual bargaining. Where 
minute division of labor exists and the labor-
ers arc young girls in their teens, and in the 
abwice of a strong union to control the sit-
uation and protect such helpless employees, 
there can be no bargaining whatever. The 
employers simply impose their own terms 
without the employees venturing to utter one 
iword of protest 
;
 Within the last few years the vicissitudes 
referred to have afforded the employers an 
opportunity to cut 40 per cent off wages. As 
a result more than half of the employees re-
ceive no more than $3.00 a week, working in 
most cases sixty and more hours. Under such 
circumstances is it surprising to read of their 
movement for a general strike? 
There are at present some 36 so-called union 
shops in New York, Brooklyn and Browns-
ville; shops where the business agent is al-
lowed to collect the members' dues. The 
majority of these, however, are outside con-
tracting shops, while the union influence in 
the inside factories is almost conspicuous by 
its absence. Thus constant competition among 
the workers tends to complicate and render 
difficult the efforts of the union to bring about 
better working conditions. 
The Wrapper and Kimono Makers' Union, 
Local 41, has been in existence for about a 
year and a half and has a membership of 
1,000. Owing to the agitation for better con-
ditions it is daily increasing its numbers. The 
employees feel that too long have they been 
groaning and travailing under a vicious sys-
tem of oppression. 
The aim of the present movement is there-
fore ultimately to control the workers of the 
inside shops, to reduce hours to 50 a week, 
to secure at least a 20 per cent raise in wages 
"and to bring about an improvement in sani-
tary conditions. 
The employees fervently hope that the Gen-
eral Executive Board will not withhold its 
sanction for a general strike and are impa-
tiently awaiting the signal 
Th« White Good* Worker». 
The movement among the workers of the 
ladies' garments, commonly known as "white 
«ood>," or rather "ladies' muslin underwear," 
has been in progress for nearly a year. It 
was to these workers that Samuel Gompers 
said at a recent meeting at Cooper Union that 
they should avoid a strike as far as possible. 
But if they could not improve their conditions 
by negotiation and peaceful means then they 
must strike and strike hard. 
There are some 300 shops in this trade, 
employing about 15,000 "hands" and 98 per 
cent, of these are said to be women workers. 
The majority are young, frail girls, helpless, 
friendless and without relatives in this huge 
city. Hence the task of organizing them has 
not been an easy one. 
The conditions of this trade, owing princi-
pally to the helplessness of these young people, 
are reported as being the worst in existence. 
In other trades at least a small number of 
employees are privileged in earning good 
wages. But in the white goods trade the 
foremost employee is the lace seamstress. 
But even these "aristocrats" earn no more 
than between $7.00 and $12.00 a week. Na-
turally those, .who receive $7.00 are in the 
majority. Nor are the cutters better off. The 
working hours are practically dictated by the 
employers. The manufacturer is the absolute 
master of the situation, while the employees 
have no voice in the matter of their labor 
conditions. 
, The membership of the White Goods Work-
ers' Union, Local 62, has of late grown con-
siderably, thanks to the efforts of the Inter-
national Union. The majority of the em-
ployees, however, will not join the union until 
they are called out on a general strike. The 
employers likewise will keep their "hands" in 
subjection until a general upheaval will force 
them to mend their ways. Among them a few 
profess to be eager for a change in the work-
ers' condition, but under the pretext of losing 
their trade by competition individual manu-
facturers concede this much; that the union 
must make no exception in their case. If 
they have to pledge themselves to better con-
ditions they will do so only through the 
pressure of a general strike. 
As already referred to the union has ap-
plied to the G. E. B. for direction and guid-
ance and the workers of the trade are eagerly 
awaiting the promise of the International Un-
ion to lend them its prestige and support The 
unrest set in motion by the shirt waist makers 
in 1909 will not subside until sweating condi-
tions arc entirely eliminated from every branch 
of the ladies' garment trade throughout the 
land. 
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Editorial 
•*-•% 
At the Annual Convention of the Na-
tional Cloak & Suit Manufacturers As-
sociation, held in Toledo, Ohio, the early 
part of last month, a vote of thanks was 
tendered to Philip Frankel, Secretary of 
that Association, for his noble services 
in helping the Qeveland manufacturers 
to win their recent strike. Froirl what 
we can learn from the press and the re-
ports, it appears that this motion was 
not met with any laughter. The gentle-
men who participated in this convention 
seemed to be entirely devoid of a sense 
of humor. Can ay one tell us what the 
Cleveland manufacturers won in this 
strike? We all know of their financial 
losses. They admit that it will take 
them years before the trade which was 
driven to other cities, as the result of 
the strike will return to them. W e can 
assure them that the trade which they 
have lost will not come back to them, 
that this fight will continue until either 
they come to some settlement or under-
standing with our organization or quit 
manufacturing cloaks and .suits in that 
city. Our International Union is to-day 
much larger in membership and stronger 
in finances than it was a year ago this 
time. W e can assure them that as long 
as there will be members in our Organi-
zation and a dollar in our treasury the 
fight.with the Cleveland manufacturer-
will not be given up. Cleveland is not 
going to be the only scab city in the 
United States. Indications are at hand 
that the manufacturers are beginning, to 
realize what they are*up against.. The 
sooner they do it the better for everyone 
concerned. W e are for, peace and as the 
British say: " W e don't want to fight, but 
if we do, by jingo, we have the men 
and the money too." 
W e understand that this National 
Cloak and Suit Manufacturing Associa-
t ion/ which by the way, is composed 
mostly of employers of the Cloak and 
Suit trade of the middle West, are un-
dertaking a scientific investigation in the 
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cloak industry, with the object of up-
lifting their branch of the trade, includ-
ing labor. We are inclined to believe 
that it will be much better for the in-
dustry for t n e m t 0 l e a v e * a b o r a l o n e i n 
this work of uplifting. Labor objects to 
industrial feudalism. The workers want 
no Kvors from their employers. Any 
change, if it is to result in any improve-
ment in their condition, can only be ef-
fected by the consent and cooperation of 
labor. Mr. Morris Black knows from 
experience that industrial paternalism 
will not do. It failed in Cleveland and 
it will fail elsewhere. Should the ideas, 
spirit and attitutde of the leaders of that 
Association permeate the rank and file of 
its members then we can expect a repeti-
tion of the Cleveland affair elsewhere. 
We hope, however, that the employers 
outside of Cleveland have learnt a lesson 
from the Cleveland strike and know 
what a disastrous and ruinous under-
taking it is to fight our International 
Union. 
In another column we publish an in-
teresting interview which Miss Gertrude 
Barnum had with Mr. Black. Some of 
his contentions are amusing. He asserts 
that the majority of the workers are not in 
favor of a union in his trade. This is 
not correct. What could you expect if 
an employer sends an ultimatum to his 
work people, that they must either quit 
the union or leave his employ? Some, 
however, send their dues to the union 
while others do not attend the meetings, 
hut send the dues through parties un-
known to the firm. He complains of 
the violence committed by the strikers. 
But Mr. Black, more than any other 
manufacturer in Cleveland is responsible 
for the violence during the strike. It 
was,putside of his factory that the first 
not occurred when many of the strikeers' 
heads were broken by hired thugs and 
one innocent outsider who received ser-
ious injuries is now suing Mr. Black. 
Mr. .Black knows that he is not telling 
the truth when he states that there was 
no blacklisting in Cleveland. Why, Mr. 
Horowitz of T. M. Silver, told us openly 
that he would not admit into his factory 
people who were striking at any other 
firm because he would not do his neigh-
bor dirty. If this is not an admission of 
blacklisting, what is? If necessary we 
could produce affidavits from members 
of our union who were hired by Philip 
Franklin to spy on the workpeople and 
report to the members of the Association. 
On November 23, an article appeared 
in the New Post by Brother Cutler, a 
member of Local No. 1, complaining that 
the Cloak Manufacturers* Protective As-
sociation do not live up to the terms of 
the Protocol. Instead of paying the 
prices agreed upon by the employees they 
send the work to be done outside at a 
cheaper cost, thereby bringing about un-
fair competition between the inside aiuf 
outside workers and reducing the earn-
ings of our members. This complaint of 
Brother Cutler would have had some 
justification if the members of the Manu-
facturers' Protective Association were 
the only ones who are sending work to 
outside contractors. Brother Cutler can-
not be ignorant of the fact that the In-
dependent as well as the United Manu-
facturers' Association are resorting to 
the same practice. As long as there will 
be members of our union who are willing 
to work for lower prices they will find 
manufacturers, .members of the Protec-
tive Association, United or Independent, 
who will be only too willing to take ad-
vantage, Protocol or no- Protocol. As 
long as the employers can get work done 
cheaper outside they will do it. Nothing 
can stop them. 
. . . 





There is only one way of solv-
ing this problem of the competition 
between the inside and . outside 
workers, and that is the abolition 
of the outside contractors, and having all 
work done inside. There is no other way 
out of it. It is a huge task and a very 
difficult undertaking, but as mentioned 
above there is no other solution to the 
problem. We are under the impression 
that this could be accomplished if our 
people would be in earnest about it. 
There can be no further improvements in 
the condition of the trade in the city of 
New York unless this evil of outside 
contracting work is abolished. The soon-
er our members realize it the better it 
will be for all concerned. 
We believe that the Manufacturers' 
Association will not object to this idea. 
It appears to us that the employers will 
not object to any arrangement which will 
put all employers on one footing. 
» From the report of the American Fed-
eration of Labor Convention, we are the 
fifth largest International Union in this 
country. Only 10,000 more members 
will make us the Third International 
Union. We do not doubt for a moment 
that at the next convention of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor this will be the 
case. 
The working of the agreement between 
the members of Local No. 38 and the 
Merchants' Society of Ladies* Tailors 
has not been as satisfactory as we ex-
pected. The principal trouble is the in-
experience of Local No. 38 to deal with 
an association of employers, the failure 
of the members to realize that there is 
all the difference in the world dealing 
with individual employers and an organ-
ized body of employers. One of the 
reasons for the unsatisfactory working 
of the agreement between Local X0. $ 
and the Association .is that the rcmarka-
ble growth and achievement of this un-
ion was not due. to their own effort, but 
largely to the success of the other locals 
of the International Union. L*»l No. 
38 must realize very soon that the Inter-
national Union will not allow the locals 
to continue to violate their agreements 
with their employers and the laws of oui 
International Union, by continually call-
ing or threatening shop strikes, as they 
have recently done. Local 38 will have 
to put a stop to this practice and disci-
pline its members who disobey its or-
ders, otherwise they will soon find them-
selves outside of the jurisdiction of the 
International Union. 
.Worse Than a Scab. 
After GW had finished the ratile snake, the 
toad and the vampire, he had some "awful 
substance" left with which he made a scab.. 
A scab is a two-legged animal with a cork-
screw soul, a water-sogged brain and a com-
bination backbone made of jelly and glue 
Where other people have their hearts, he car-
ries a tumor of rotten principles. When, the 
scab comes down the street honest men turn 
their backs, the Angels weep tears in haven 
and the devil shuts the gates of hell to keep 
him out. 
No man has a right to scab as long as there 
is a pool of water deep enough to drown- his 
body in or a rope long enough to hang his 
carcass with. 
Judas Iscariot was a gentleman compared 
to a scab, for after betraying his master he 
had enough character to hang himself, and a 
scab has no t 
There is but one creature lower than a scab, 
and that is a union man who, with a paid up 
union card in his pocket and after taking the 
sacred obligation to be true to his class, walks 
into the booth on election day and votes de-
liberately for a bunch of strikebreakers and 
gun-toters who only a few short weeks ago 
were ready to shoot down peaceful, unoffend-
ing, working people from the tops of sky 
scraper*.—"The Railway Clerk." 
wmm BSflBS 
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General Executive Board in Special 
Session. 
A special meeting of the General Executive 
Board was held on Saturday, November 4th, 
at 32 Union Square, New York City. 
There were present: A. Rosenberg, J. S. 
Grcenbergcr. B. Witashkin, S. Polakoff, H. 
Kieinman and M. Amdur. 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
A committee from the White Goods Work-
ers' .Union, Local 62, appeared asking for the 
sanction by the General Executive Board of 
a General Strike in their trade. The com-
mittee stated that all the employees in their 
trade are waiting for this signal in order to 
flock into the Organization. Their history 
had been one of ups and downs. Individual 
employers refuse to raise wages or improve 
conditions unless employers generally are com-
pelled to do so. Consequently they could 
neither raise their status as workers nor 
organize-. the employees who were composed 
mostly of young girls. A general strike was 
the only practical step for them to take. 
Otherwise even their present organization was 
destined to collapse. Upon sanction being 
given by the G. E. B. for a General Strike, 
they would be able to build up a strong and 
solid union. 
In reply to a question by the President they 
said that it was impossible to work out a 
scale of-prices for piece workers. At present 
the dual system prevailed and prices were very 
low both for week workers and piece workers. 
A committee from the Wrapper and Ki-
mona Makers, Local No. 41, consisting of S. 
Cutler and three members of the Union, ap-
pealed to the Board to help them in their 
present crisis. According to the committee 
the present membership of the Union was 
about 1,000 and consisted of a good element. 
As to their trade conditions their agreements 
with a number of employers expired some 
time ago. They refrained from asking for a 
renewal of agreements without presenting 
fresh demands which they would have to 
tack up by strikes. They worked at present 
&* hours per week in Union shops. In non-
union shops there was no .fixed limit to the 
num!*r of hours and in some shops they ex-
needed sixty per week, while the most un-
•*»! prices prevailed in the trade. Their 
""'mate aim was to equalize the rate of 
*
ascs, and render them more or less uniform 
at
»a to reduce the hours to at least 62 per 
*««. During this year wages had decreased 
by about 30%. Owing to bad conditions the 
employees did not keep to their branch of the 
trade, but frequently went to work in other 
branches which were busy for the time being. 
The result was that new comers took their 
places at smaller wages. Their trade lay 
mostly in New York City between 4th and 
27th streets. According to information they 
possessed, a large number of employers would 
be willing to sign agreements granting better 
conditions if the union were in a position to 
organize and call a general strike. But for 
this they were in need of financial assistance. 
They proposed opening a branch office in 17th 
Street, and proceed to organize the shops of 
the District. They therefore requested the 
General Executive Board for a loan or gift 
of $200.00 to enable them to carry on this 
work, feeling sure that it would ultimately 
result in great gains to the workers in the 
trade. 
As matters stood they could gain nothing 
without a General Strike. Their union could 
not survive the present crisis unless the Inter-
national Union would grant their request. In 
his opinion the renewal of agreements would 
necessitate presenting demands for better con-
ditions. This would certainly involve them in 
a General Strike, for which they hoped the 
G. E. B. would give its sanction. 
All that they asked was that the Inter-
national Union should recognize their agitat-
ion and lend them moral and financial support 
to enable them to come out publicly 
The Board agreed that a committee of 
three be appointed with full power to act m 
the case of Local No. 62. President Rosen-
berg, J. S. Greenbergcr and B. Witashkin were 
appointed and asked to attend their meeting 
on Monday next 
The Board agreed that $200.00 be granted 
to Local No. 41 on condition that they raise 
their dues to IB cents per week not later than 
January 1st, 1912, otherwise the International 
Union would do nothing to advance their 
cause. As to sanctioning their presenting de-
mands and their movement for a General 
Strike, the G. E B. could not do this without 
these demands being first submitted in writing 
for approval 
A communication was read from Morris 
Lieherman, member of Local No. 10. com-
plaining that he was charged $25.00 initiation 
fee, although he was a resigned member, and 
was therefore entitled to be dealt with less 
stringently. He paid this fee under protest 
and now appealed to the G E. R to take up 
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his case. Upon motion Vice-President Pola-
koff was apjfointed to investigate the whole 
matter. 
In a communication from the District Coun-
cil of Philadelphia the G. E. B. was requested 
to secure the services of an organizer for 
Locals No. 15 and No. 43, and also financial 
assistance. Agreed that President Rosenberg 
be given power to deal with the matter. 
The Awakening of the Baltimore 
Ladies' Tailors. 
According to information from Baltimore 
the ladies' tailors have at last been stirred 
to a consciousness of their position and have 
launched a vigorous movement which must 
ultimately benefit the workers of their trade. 
For five years past these workers* were con-
tent to toil submissively and without question 
as to whether the growth of the trade and 
the accompanying prosperity entitled them 
also to a trifle more per week in wages and 
to improved conditions generally. But the 
march of recent events has let in some light upon 
their unenlightened minds. The union condi-
tions won in New York and other cities have 
had their effect even in most unexpected 
quarters. 
It is to the credit of the leaders of Local 
No. 34 that they have gone the right way to 
work in givinjf expression to the discontent 
thus generated. At H general local meeting 
the conditions of the Baltimore ladies' tailors 
were discussed in detail and it was resolved 
to try and get all the employees into line. A 
special committee of twelve was appointed to 
work in conjunction with the Local Executive 
Board. This Committee set itself the task of 
calling shop meetings and its work was at-
tended with great success. 
At all of these meetings the feeling of the 
employees was practically the same. They all 
agreed that a change for the better in the 
working conditions must be made forthwith. 
As a direct result of this organized move-
ment the following demands were drawn up 
in the form of an agreement to be signed by 
the employers: 
1. The employer to maintain a union shop 
where union conditions as to hours and wages, 
should prevail and to employ only members 
of Local No. 34 in good standing; each shop 
to have its appointed chairman. 
2. Nine hours shall constitute a day's work, 
viz.: from 8 a. m. to 12 noon, 1 hour for. 
lunch and from 1 to 6 p.m.; 2 hours overtime 
a day. from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. which shall he 
paid for at the rate of time and a half 
3. Week workers shall receive a raise of 
$2.00 a week in wages. 
4. A list of prices for piece work. rs. rang-
ing from $16. to $18. per coat, shall be
 a,j. 
justed by Price Committees and attached to 
each individual agreement. 
5. All work to be made on the premises: 
outside contracting to be abolished. 
A number of the largest firms immediately 
conceded these demands and signed the agree-
ments. In a few shops strikes had to be 
called, but after 3 days the employers settled 
up and the workers returned to work trium-
phantly* while other firms settled before their 
employees had time to walk out of the shop. 
Sonic of the members wanted to abolish 
piece work altogether and establish a system 
of week work. But it was not thought ad-
visable to run the whole gamut of union de-
mands this season. Next season the organi-
zation is expected to be sufficiently strong tn 
make a stand for week work and a week of 
50 hours, in the manner of the ladies' tailors 
of New York. 
One of the employers, Wolf Cohen, has. 
however, quickly proved how utterly unrelia-
ble some of them are in the matter of agree-
ments. After agreeing to the points enumer-
ated above and almost before the ink was dry 
he proceeded to break the provision prohibit-
ing outside contracting and discharged 2 em-
ployees without any other reason than their 
loyalty to the union. Upon a committee being 
sent to talk the matter over he refused to 
consider the case, asserting his power to do 
what he liked, even to break the aprepment 
over his own signature. Perceiving that it 
was impossible to unbend him from his un-
reasonable attitude the committee had no 
alternative but to call out all the employees. 
Mr. Cohen stated that the employer's asso-
ciation, to which he belonged, would not 
permit the union to run their busin/ss-a 
stock argument that does duty on all wen 
occasions, and that they' were determined to 
drive the Union out of Baltimore. Of course. 
Mr. Cohen is not the first employer to titter 
such threats, but he will find, perhaps too 
late, that such threats are easier to utter than 
to carry out. The employees are equally de-
termined to give him a fight to be remembered 
Meanwhile Mr. W. Cohen has gone to Ne* 
York to recruit scabs. But the ladies' tailor* 
of New York are well organized and will s« 
to it that his object is frustrated 
* 
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The Burning Question of Safe and 
Sanitary Shops. 
Success Attending the First Annual Meeting 
of the Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
Is Evidence of the Awakening of 
the Workers to the Import-
ance of the Problem. 
The November issue of this Journal was 
already on the press when we received a copy 
of the First Annual Report of the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control in the Cloak, Suit and 
Skirt Industry of Greater New York. We 
could therefore include only Meyer London's 
article of which we have received an advanced 
copy. 
Simultaneously with the appearance of the 
Report, a mass meeting was held at Cooper 
Union Institute on November 9th. Among the 
speakers were Meyer London, attorney for the 
Unions, Julius Henry Cohen, attorney for the 
manufacturer's Association; Lillian D. Wald, 
Dr. George M. Price. Dr. Henry Moskowitz, 
B. Schlesinger, A. Rosenberg, S. Polakoff and 
M. Sigman William J Schieflein presided. 
" On the speakers' stand were also present as 
guests. William Filene of Boston, H. F. J. 
Porter, the fire protection, expert, and B. 
Marsh, chairman of the City Committee of 
Congestion. 
•One of the means employed by the Board 
to reach the indifferent of both sides is that 
of education. In the words of the Report, 
"the success of the Board depends upon its 
educational activity, its propaganda of the gos-
pel of improved sanitation, its value to the 
industry, to the shop owner, and to the worker, 
and the extent to which its decrees are en-
forced both by the Manufacturers' Association 
and the Union." 
Until the establishement of the Board the 
apathy and indifference of both employers and 
employed and the absence of any scruples on the 
part of the public in general was like a.strong, 
solid walL But the battering ram in the shape 
of the great general strike of 1910 made the 
first breach therein and a year's work of the 
Board bids fair to bring about its ultimate 
demolition. Judging from the enthusiasm dis-
played at the meeting and the growing interest 
manifested in its work it seems evident that 
the demand for safe and sanitary work shops 
is destined to have a place in the forefront of 
every list of demands likely to be presented to 
employers in the garment trades in the near 
future. 
For in thousands of shops in Manhattan 
and Brooklyn unsanitary conditions and faulty 
fire protection undermine the health of the 
workers and endanger their lives day by day. 
Thanks to the systematic investigation of the 
Board of Sanitary Control and warnings to 
employers, a large number of factory owners 
have introduced various improvements. But 
there still remain some 1,800 unsafe shops in 
the cloak trade alone, to say nothing of the 
numerous work places in the shirtwaist, white 
goods, wrapper, kimono and housedress trades, 
in which mostly young girls are employed that 
stand in urgent need of better sanitation and 
proper fire protection. 
The Report of the Sanitary Board alluded 
to is in a good many particulars almost a 
revelation. For it reveals a state of things in 
this the second city of the world which is a 
blot on a great civilized country. It's more 
than 100 pages bristle with facts and figures 
of an interesting and absorbing nature. And 
the record of the work accomplished by the 
Board in the course of the year is certainly 
one to be proud of. 
Those who combat the influence of Union-
ism, who in and out of season denounce its 
leaders and vilify its officers, would have to 
admit upon a perusal of ibis Report, that of 
all agencies which appear solicitous for the 
well being of the toilers, trade unions arc the 
most fit and efficient to cope with evils of this 
kind. The great cloakstrikc and the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control resulting therefrom 
have no doubt saved many lives. In the Asch 
building alone, on the day of the Triangle 
horror, many cloakmakcrs have escaped certain 
death by the Union rule of 1 o'clock on Satur-
day, while through the activity of the Board 
nineteen out of twenty-one dingy basement 
factories were closed, and its occupants saved 
from ill-health, or perhaps death. Even gov-
ernment' departments could not show such a 
splendid record in ten years. This is because 
the city is only nominally solicitous on behalf 
of the toiling masses, while with trade unions 
it is part of the aim for which they exist 
The Cloak trade has initiated a movement 
for safe and sanitary shops which sooner or 
later is destined to benefit the whole com-
munity. 
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Notes from Women's Trade Union 
League, New York. 
The Neckwear Makers of the Up-town 
Branch of Local No. 41016 have won a signal 
victory in bringing to a successful conclusion 
the signing of contracts with their employers 
for the ensuing year. 
It is just a year since the girls joined the 
Union. They were practically forced into the 
union by the cutters,—and the contracts of 
last year brought no material gains to the 
women workers. Owing to this fact it was 
difficult to keep the union spirit of the girls 
alive, but Miss Scott, their business agent, has 
succeeded in doing this,—with the result that 
they are now a strong, powerful union body. 
When the settlements were made in the 
shops members of each shop's crew were 
present and took an active part in making up 
the agreement under the direction of Miss 
Scott and a member of the Up-town Branch 
who has .-shown special ability in this work. 
This was the first opportunity for the Branch 
to do collective bargaining. 
Wherever a raise in prices was asked for 
some increase was given, and in many other 
ways the power of the Union was recognized. 
The agreements call for a shorter work 
day; one thing insisted upon was that the 
inside workers be given full work before any 
work is given to outside contractors and that 
any manufacturer employing a contractor is. 
obliged to put up a bond to guarantee the 
payment of wages if the contractor defaults. 
The contracts stipulate that- electric power, 
cotton, needles, hammer, straps and oil shall 
be furnished by the manufacturers. Hereto-
fore the employees had to supply these. 
The Neckwear Makers arc to be congratu-
lated on their victory which concerns not only 
their members but is also a victory for union-
ism and especially encouraging for the union 
workers. 
The League is happy to report that the 
Textile Workers, at their annual convention 
held in New York last.month, appointed Miss 
Melinda Scott as New York representative. 
A lockout in Kluge's two label factories, 
where the employees prepared an agreement 
calling for better prices, is now on. It Is. 
needless to say that Miss Scott is co-operating 
with the workers locked out. 
FLORENCE RAUH, 
Chairman Publicity Committee, 
Women's Unions in France. 
By HELEN MAROT. 
I spent the summer in France, a coumry 
where there is less to be found of women's 
unions than in any other country, and where 
what was to be found would be difficult for 
one to get who is not glib with the French 
language. 
f much resembled the Irishman in France 
who assured his companions, when they found 
themselves stranded in a strange country, that 
he could speak French and would obtain for 
them a much needed cooking utensil. With 
all the confidence in the world, he approached 
the house of a French farmer: "Parlcz \ous 
Francais? And will you lend me the loan of 
your frying-pan?" But even if you should 
persevere to the end, and get the "frying-
pan" translated into good French, and con-
gratulate yourself that you have accomplished 
communication with a Frenchman, your hap-
piness is short-lived, especially if they have 
understood you, and bless them, they arc 
quicker of understanding than all the other 
people on the globe. For when they under-
stand you, your troubles have just begun, for 
they, with their desire to respond, come back 
at you with a flow of words such as never 
was heard outside of sunny France. 
But it was most annoying when I went to 
see a woman like Mme. BonnervaiJ who has 
been for the last fifty years in the fight for 
the emancipation of laboring women, and who 
for her part in the fight suffered banishment 
from her own country. Mme. Bonncrvail 
understood less English than I French, and 
we left each other with the tantalizing knowl-
edge that we had everything in the world in 
common, but our power of communication 
was painfully limited. 
But what I gathered from her and from 
Mme. Lafarguc, who is a daughter of Karl 
Marx and from several other women, was 
that the organization of women's unions had' 
counted for little so far, either for the direct 
benefit of the members or for the labor or. 
women's movements in gene/al. Mile Ste-
phanie Bovard, who is an old trade unionist 
and is now manager of a co-operative artificial 
flower factory, spoke of a union of hat trim-
mers as the strongest in the Confederation 
General du Travail, the central body of Earfe 
What is there about the workers on men's 
hats that makes of them such fine unionists-
There is the old and strong union in England, 
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which has advanced wages and conditions for 
a quarter of a century or more. And here in 
the United States there are no better con-
ducted unions among men or women than the 
Hat Trimmers of Newark, New York and 
Danbury. 
The Hatter's Union in France includes as 
well the Cap Makers, which is also in the 
United States one of our strongest unions. 
The French National Union of Hat Makers 
includes both men and women, and is the 
first federated union to include in its pro-
gramme equal pay for equal work for men 
and women. It has also. like the Hatters and 
Cap Makers in the United States, indorsed the 
label with great success. Last year there was 
alockout, and the union paid strike benefits 
of. 35 francs or $7 a week. The benefits 
amounted in all to 100,000 francs or $20,000. 
' Connected with the C. G. T. as the central 
body of Paris is familiarly known, are the 
' following unions in which women, are in-
cluded : Dressmakers, Laundry Workers, 
Stenographers and Clerical Workers, Tailors. 
Hat Makers, Feather Makers, Waist Makers, 
Hair Dressers, Carriage Makers, Shoe Makers 
and ITower Makers. 
In the Federation of Clothing Makers of 
Paris, working on vests, coats and pants, are 
enrolled as members of the union 1.500 women 
and 700 men. In Amiens there are 100 dues-
paying members. Recently they have won 
two out of three strikes. In a union of dress 
and shirtwaist makers in Toulouse, there are 
140 women. 
In the population of France, which accord-
ing to the last census was 38,730,000, there are 
19,715,075 workers. 12,910,565 working men 
and 6,804,510 working women. The propor-
tion of working women to men in industries 
is: in agriculture, 28%; in commerce, 35%; 
in"-domestic service, 77%; in professions. 33%. 
the fact that there are women in the unions 
, in France indicates a change from the old-
fashioned regard of women in that country 
as well as in other countries. But what can 
make for the liberation of women and the 
bringing them in line with the great move-
ments of the time is the fact of their becom-
ing in such large numbers self-supporting. 
The French people are quick to act, and it 
seems sjife to predict that the movement for 
the advancement of women as well as of 
labor
 win advance in the next few years to 
come out of all proportion to the movement 
m the past 
Ottilie'a Garden. 
By GERTRUDE BARNUM. 
We were attending a moonlight "lawn 
party" in Ottilic's back yard, which bloomed 
gayly with "roses, lillics, daffy-down dillies 
and pretty maids all in a row." 
It was a wonderful surprise, this German 
Garden tucked away in a forgotten corner of 
Chicago's West Sidc( behind the crowding, 
towering tenement walls. A bit of idealism 
which had withstood a half-century's threats 
and temptations, sending forth its delicate 
shoots, Spring after Spring, to belie the hard-
ening cynicism and sordid degeneracy of the 
encircling and encroaching city. And the 
lovliest flower of the lovely garden was Ot-
tilie herself, bending her flaxen head and slim 
supple body over a pansy bed or bank of 
geraniums as she selected nosegays for her 
guests. 
• On an ornate iron bench, under a willow 
tree, sat her white haired father, a cobbler 
who had resisted the tyranny of the factory 
system, stoutly maintaining his independent 
shop and individualistic philosophy, and ekiiiK 
out the day's earnings by teaching the violin 
at night. A half dozen of his pupils were 
now lovingly grouped about him as he played 
melodious bits from Rubinstein, Schubert and 
Schumann. 
"Isn't it like a fairy talc!" exclaimed Stella, 
romantically fastening a rose in her hair. 
"It's better than that," said Josephine, "it's 
the real thing." 
But Stella ignored the interruption and 
continued. "I can just imagine that Ottilie 
is a fairy queen. She merely waves a golden 
wand and lo! all the little gnomes bound out 
from a hollow tree and begin to make the 
columbine grow." 
"And / can tell you," Josephine insisted, 
that Ottilie's golden wand was an iron spade 
and her ten fingers were the gnomes that 
did the grubbing. Columbine would never 
grow if she didn't get right down to business, 
in spite of mosquitoes and darning needles; 
and plant seed, root weeds, fight worms and 
manipulate the watering can." 
"Thafs more like it," sighed Ottilie. "And 
this year the terrible rains washed up most 
of the first seeds, so we had to plant again. 
It certainly did look as though nothing was . 
ever going to begin to come up." 
"But you stuck to it, and it came out all 
right." Josephine was growing more solemn 
every minute. 
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After the little home-made cakes and Ger-
lman cider had been circulated, and the old 
people had cordially delivered the parting 
blessings, we went bumping and rattling 
homeward in the street car, through the 
flashing commercialism of the "Loop." My 
companion sat quite speechless, with a rapt 
expression on her handsome face, until I said 
with curiosity. "A penny for your thoughts, 
Joe." 
"I was thinking," was the happy reply. 
"How encouraging it all was. I've been aw-
fully blue lately. It seems, sometimes, as if 
the girls would never understand what the 
labor movement really is. But I guess, if 
we'll only quit leaving things to the fairies 
and gnomes and learn patiently to do our own 
work—just keep on planting seeds, even if 
they arc washed up a few times—why. by and 
by, they'll come up after all. That's only the 
beginning, of course. There's "always got to 
be the frosts and bugs and worms to fight, 
and pesky, stinging, buzzing things tormenting 
you while you're trying to do your best. But 
if we'll only stick at it, some day I believe 
the old world may begin to bloom fair.— 
juat like Ottilie's garden." 
The General Federation of Trades 
Unions of Great Britain. 
My Bmn Turner 
Away back in the seventies and the 
eighties attempts were made to form a 
general federation but it got no further 
than the "thinking" stage. In the middle 
of the nineties I was on a committee ap-
pointed by the trades union congress, 
held in Norwich, to form a scheme of 
federation. The late Fred Hammill was 
the secretary. It died because the Miners 
delegates to the next Congress and the 
Cotton operatives were not favorable to it. 
After that a scheme was engineered 
by the "Clarion," but the real author of 
the plan was Mr. P. J. King, a burly 
Irishman, who was then secretary of the 
Chemical workers laborers' union. This 
-was called "King's scheme" and it had 
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in it the elements of financial soundness 
but it was too vast to take root. 
At another trades union congress hcj(i 
eleven years ago a proposal was made 
for the formation of a federation of 
trades and a committee was appointed 
with Mr. Isaac Mitchell as its secretary. 
It was a lucky stroke for Isaac—as an 
unknown man—to get the preliminary 
appointment, but he represented a big 
society and when the scheme*was floated 
Re became secretary with a good salary, 
and is now a well-paid government offi-
cial under the Board of Trade. He is, 
however, a man of much natural ability. 
This Federation was established on a 
basis of financial insurance in case of 
strikes. The payments at the first were 
six pence per member per quarter or 
about 50 cents a year. For the first year 
no society received any benefits, and thus 
with about a quarter of a million mem-
bers they were able to put away a tidy 
sum of money. 
The benefits came into Operation at 
the end of 12 months and were at the 
rate of 5 s. or $1.25 per person on strike 
for 8 weeks. There was a number of 
unions that only paid half contributions 
and only received half benefits. These 
were few and they are a small minority 
to-day; 
Most unions pay direct from their 
funds to the Federation; others put a 
levy on per quarter and each member 
thus contributes direct. • 
After a few years time the funds grew 
until they had over a half milion dollars 
invested. When the membership had in-
creased they were able to meet the in-
creased responsibility and a suggestion 
was made to reduce the contributions of 
those unions who had drawn little money 
out. ^Ultimately the payments were re-
duced to 8 cents per quarter, whilst the 
benefits remained the same. The hig 
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unions were the chief ones to complain 
about the contributions, and they were 
also the people who drew the most out 
in proportion to the smaller unions. 
The Federation is governed by a man-
agement committee of sixteen, including 
three trustees, a president, vice-president, 
treasurer and secretary, the latter being 
the-only paid officer of the federation. 
The management committee meet month-
ly and consider every application from 
societies for benefits. Individuals cannot 
claim benefits direct. All matters are 
dealt with through the unions and when 
a .union has a wage movement on, it 
notifies the General Secretary of the 
Federation of trades, and the committee 
then tries to assist in getting good terms 
and avoiding a strike or a lockout and 
when the men are out it pays benefits to 
the union;—not to the man or men di-
rect^  on the basis for full members of 
5 s. or i*A dollars per week for twelve 
weeks, and at the end of tha t time the 
case is reviewed and often the benefits 
continue for one or more months and 
have even lasted for over 6 months. The 
Federation is really an insurance society 
with two-fold powers: Powers of pay-
ing benefits according to contributions 
paid"in, and powers of assisting in times 
of wage or trade trouble in getting the 
best help and advice possible to prevent 
or to settle disputes. It has done as 
much good in one direction as in the 
other. Tlie late Pete Curran was its 
president until his death. Now, Aid Gee, 
of T h e Woolen workers union of York-
shire, is the president, with Mr. Apple-
ton, a former lace workers union secre-
tary, as its general secretary. 
The chief unions, except the miners, 
are now in the Federation. It has nearly 
three-quarters of a million members. The 
miners have a federation of their own 
and are not connected with this. But 
soon there may be a merging of the 
Labor party committee, the trades con-
gress committee, and the federation com-
mittee into one compact body. 
The Spirit of Unionism. 
In the "New Post," the organ of the Cloak-
makers' Union, the story is related that on 
Monday, November. 13th, at 10 o'clock, the 
employees of the Juvenile Cloak Co., all mem-
bers of the Children Cloaks and Reefer-
makers' Union, Local 17, suspended the elec-
tric power for a few minutes in honor of the 
opening- of the convention of the American 
Federation of Labor. 
The employer, exceedingly surprised, looked 
around in dismay. The first idea that must 
have crossed his mind was that the current 
gave out or he may-have thought of a walk-
out for which there was no reason. On being 
explained the cause he evidently felt relieved. 
As this large firm was a union shop even be-
fore the great strike, the action of the em-
ployees was quite natural to him. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what it* name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept a n y excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBiN, Pr—. CMAS. L, BAINE. Sftt'jh-ltsB* 
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Names and Addresses of Local Secretaries, Business Agents and Headquarters 
L N . Y. Cloak ft Sui t Operator .—B. Fried. Sec'y., 
Office, 121 E. 18th St. 
1 Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak ft Skirt Maker*—M. 
Sandfer, S e c > , 1848 Monmouth S t . ; Mas 
Arodar, Organizer, Office, 88 N. 10th S t 
4. Baltimore, M d , Cloakmakers—D. Cohen, 1000 
E. Baltimore S t 
8. San Francisco Ooakmakers—R. Jane , Sec'y, os5 
Golden Gate Avenue. 
9. N. Y. Cloak & Suit Tai lor t—A. Guycr, Sec'y. 
Office, 118 E. 10th S t 
10. N. Y. AmaL Lad. Gar. Cutters—Henry Singer, 
Sec'y, Office. 7 West S a t S t 
I t BrownaviUe. N. Y. t Cloak ft Skirt Maker*— M . 
FinkeUteln. Sec*y, Office, 1706 Pitkin Ave. 
12. Boston, Mass.. Cloak Preaaera—D. Data, Sec'y. 
18 Garden S t 
13. Montreal . Can., Cloak ft Skirt Maker*— S. Laben-
sohn, 18 Prince Ar thur . W e s t 
14. Toronto , O n t , Cloak Maker*— M. Yampolsky, 
IV-4 Agnes S t , cor. Elizabeth. 
18. Philadelphia. Pa.. Ladies' Waist Maker*—Pauline 
Newman, Org'r . . Office, 224 Pine S t 
16. St. Louis , Moy Ladies' Gar. Cutter*—Jake 
Goodman, 4017 Shenandoah Ave. 
17. N. Y. Reefer Makers—J. Roaeti, Sec 'y; M. 
Leader, Organizer. Office, 01 Delanccy S t 
i a S t LooJa, Mo. . Ski r t Makera ' Union—A. Wax, 
Sec>T2 Q 48 S. Sheridan Ave. 
' 10. Montreal , Can., Cloak ft Sui t Cut ters—E. Lasare, 
Sec'y, 182 MitcheUon S t 
2 a N. Y. Rain Coat Maker*—J. Israel . Sec 'y; A. 
Cohen, Bus. A g ' t ; Office, b E. I7 tn S t 
2 L Newark, N , J., Lad. Tailors ft Cloakmakers—M. 
Brack , Sec'y; E . Fine, Org ' r ; Office, 182 
P r ince S t 
22. New Haven , Conn.. Lad. Garment W o r k e r s -
Fred Varonick, 128 Washington Ave. 
2 1 N. Y. Sk i r t Makers—J. Abramsky, Sec'y; Office, 
118 E . 10th S t -
26. N. Y. Wais t Makers—A. Baroff. Manager ; Office. 
161 Clinton S t 
a6. Cleveland. Ohio, Skirtmakers—S. Frankfort , 
Sec'y, 3609 E. 48th Place. 
27. Cleveland, Ohio, Sldrtmakers—S. Pr i samt Sec'y, 
5909 Woodland Ave. 
2 a Passaic, N. J . , Ladies ' Garment Worker*—H. 
Kleinman, Sec 'y. 70 E. 10th S t , N. Y. C 
20. Cleveland. O., Cloak ft Ski r t Finishers—Ida 
B u t . Sec'y, 2738 E. 51st S t 
80. Albany, N. Y., Ladies ' Tailors ft Dressmaker*— 
N . Fe in , Sec'y, 6 4 Wcster lo S t 
81. S t LooJa, Mo., Cloak ft Skirt Preaaera—H. Corn-
blect, Sec'y, 020 N. 17th S t 
j a . Peekskm, N . Y.. Underwear Workers—Anna 
Mart in , Sec'y, 118 Grant Ave. 
8 a Atlantic City. N. J., Ladles ' Tailors—J. Rosea, 
Sec'y, 118 1|2 Georgia Ave. 
34. Baltimore, Md.. Ladies' Tai lors—Morris Herts-
bach, Sec'y, 220 W. Barre S t 
85. N. Y. Pressers Union—J. Lnbinaky, Sec'y; Office, 
228 Second Ave. 
l a Boston, Mass., Ladies ' Tailor*—I. Par i s . Sec 'y; 
Office, 8 Lnvcring PL 
87. Cleveland, O. Pressers—Sam Tsober , Sec'y, 
S545 E . 3Sth S t 
• a N. Y. Ladies ' Tai lors—D. Bernstein, Sec 'y; 
Oft**. - 48 E . 22nd S t 
80. N. Y. Pett icoat M a k e r r - A . Dlugyn, S e c > . 63 
GratUn S t , Brooklyn. W. Y. 
40. Sprlnfield, Mass., Ladies ' Tai lors— H . Scaaffer. 
Sec'y, 74 Boylston S t 
41. Brownsville. N . Y., Wrapper Makers— B. Label* 
sky, Sec 'y; Office, 1727 Pitkin Ave. 
42. Cleveland, Ohio, Cloak Cotters—J. Chaloupka, 
Sec 'y. &452 Kimmel Rd. 











































' • ' ' 
Chicago, J1L, Ckttkmaker*— A. Tens! 
Office, 1125 Blue Island Ave. 
Syracuse, N . Y., Dress Makers—] i 
Grape S t 
Denver, Colo., Ladies ' Tailors—J „. .,i_, 
1505 Julian S t 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Ladies ' Garment Cuiie r*—Tu-
nis Cronin, Sec'y 1715 Madison R0..4 
Brownsville, N. Y.. Misses & Children-* Drej* 
makera—N. Friedlander, Sec'y, Stonr Art CM 
Blake Ave., Columbia HalL * " ' " • 
Loa Angelea, CaL, Ladies ' Tailors—Han-, Schoti. 
land, Sec'y, 8a 1. Court S t 
Philadelphia, P a , Cloak ft Skirt Cutter*—Frank 
Stein, Sec'y, 618 McClellan S t M " * 
Philadelphia. Pa., Silk Suit & VYaiM Makers' 
Union—P. Abrams, 2501 So. Shcridais Si 
Boston, Mass., Cloak ft Skirt Makers—M. Car-
men, Sec'y; Office, 31 N. Russell St. 
Milwaukee. Wis., Ladies' Garment Workers—I 
Rosenfeld, Sec'y 63M Eleventh St. 
Troy, N. Y., Ladies ' Tailors—I. Ton-uky, JOO 
River S t 
Montreal, Can., Cloak & Skirt Pressers— S. L* 
benson, Sec'y, 18 Prince Arthur, West 
N . Y. White Good* Workers— M. L ischiiz. Sec'r 
284 Henry S t '" 
Cincinnati Cloak Makers—A. Kaplomti, 610 
Richmond S t 
N . Y. Buttonhole Makers—A. Steinberg. Sec'y, 
Headquarters , 81 Second Ave. 
Carmel, N. J . , Ladies ' Garment Workers—Fannie 
Herder , Sec'y, Carmel, N. J. 
Toledo, O., Cloak ft Suit Makers—J. Cohen. 
Sec'y, .'-!.;;: N ; 14th S t 
Brownsville, N . Y., Cloak ft Skirt Pieisers— 
Chas. Ducker, 283 Stone A v e ; Office, 17s 
Watkins S t . Brooklyn, N. V. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak & Suit Finishers—B. 
Shane, 3837 Wyahusing Ave. 
Chicago, IlL, Ladiea* Tailors—M. Kaizman. Sec'y. 
1146 Blue Island Ave. 
Brownsville, N. Y.. Dressmakers—Lena Kasdm. 
Sec'y, care of Rolnick, 866 Dumont Ave. 
Boston, Mass., AmaL Lad. Gar. Cutlers—Sam 
Tacobson, 82 Grove S t 
jrcester, Mass., Cloak ft Skirt Makers—Loon 
Shor, 47 Providence S t 
Chicago, I I I , Cloak ft Skirt Preiser s—Hymaa 
Smiigoft Sec> , 639 W. 13th St 
Boston, Mass., United Rubber Garment Workers 
—Rose Myers, 60 Lebanon St.. Maiden, Mass. 
S t Louis, H o . , Cloak Operators-r-Maurice Dao-
ziger, Sec'y. 903 N. 11th S t . Room 10. 
Bridgeport, Conn., Lad. Tailors 4 Dressmakers-
N. Horowitz, 673 Barn urn Ave. 
Cloak ft Suit Cut ters ' Union of Chicafio-Psul 
Blcscbkc, 6661 Clarcmont Ave. , ' 
Kalamazoo. Mich.. Corset Workers— Joseph 
Wood, 428 So. Burdick S t . „ . 
Boston, Mass.. Petticoat Makers I men— Bessie 
Liberty Sec'y. 63 Oswego S t 
Cincinnati, O., Skirtmakers Union—r.rnnia Bets. 
Sec'y, 620 Riddle Road, Chiton Heights. Cm-
A&OftS?*. L Cloak * Wn ***-
sSffitfi «?~*~ 
N. Goldberg, f t l West York S t . 
Louisville, Ky.. Ladies* Garment Workers-* 
Epstein, 032 W. Jefferson St. 
Buffalo, N . Y., Ladies ' Garment Workers-
A. Madow, Sec'y, 165 Cedar S t , 
Worcester , Mass., White Goods Workers-!-
Glass, Sec'y, 64M Centre Ave ,-B: f tn . 
Toronto, Cad.. Cloak ft Skirt P r e ^ n I won 
I . Glass, 64 H Center Ave. . « 
S t Louis, Mo., Alteration T a i l - " 
Mooney, aand & Car Sts. i - - u . 
Chicago. IlL, Skir t Makers U n i r n - I i ^ u * « 
*oD, Sec'y, t a j a Waahburne Ave 
Detroit, Mich.. U d i e s ' Gannent Workers t o -
— H . Ahman, 146 Macomb S t 
Toledo, Ohio, Ladies' Garment tt^rkers-
Kopp, Sec 'y. 1020 Moore S t 
wJ 
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mon, 
.ttL 0 . . Cloak ft Skirt Pressers—A. Ber-
Scc'y, l ow Wesley ATt. 
Pittsburgh, F t , J a d i w ' T r i o r s — J . Rosenberg, 
Sec'y, **54 Bedford Ave. 
._. providence. R- L. Ladies* Tailors ft Dress-
**• makers. Mary Gortean. 3? Curtis S t 
mi Richmond, Vs., Ladies Garment Workers—D. 
Horowitz, 316 W. Gary St. 
, „ . Monticil, Can., Raincoat Makers Union—L. 
Cohen, Sec'y, 1209 City HaU Ave. 
. . . Oveland, O.. Bohemian Cloak & Skirt r ressers 
J
 tlnion—J. kalal, Sec'y. 3553 E. 76th S t 
mi Cleveland, O., Hungarian Cloak & Skirt Makers' 
Union—John Zalla, Sec'y, 57 U Bridge Ave. 
JOINr BOARDS A DISTRICT COUNCILS. 
Joint Board of New York—M. Pearlstcin, Secretary; 
Office. 70 East loth S t 
Joint Board of Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office, 
311 North 10th S t 
loint Board of Boston, Mass.—M. Kurland, Secre-
tary, 31 North Russell S t
 m ' 
feint Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Bets, Secre-
tary ' 6JO Riddle Road, Clifton Heighta. 
Joint Board of S t Louis—Jacob Glickman, Business 
Asent. Fraternal Bldg., n t h ft Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Clevelancfc-S. Frankfurth, Secretary, 
1609 East 48th S t 
joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hertxbach, Secretsry; 
Office, m o East Baltimore S t 
joint Board of Albany ft Troy—S. Bermon, Secre-
tary, 59 Rensselaer S t , Albany, N . Y. 
Joint Board of Chicago—S. Hsr tmaa , Secretary; 
Office, 1125 Blue Island Ave. 
Joint Board of Montreal, Canada—J. Slobodaky, 
Sec'y, c/o Harrison, 2328 S t Dominique S t 
District Council of New York—S. Elstein, Sec'y; 
Headquarters, 32 Union Square. 
District Council of Philadelphia—Simon Davidson, 
Sec'y, 525 Mifflin S t 
District Council of Toronto—H. R. Barton, Sec'y* 
Labor Temple, 14 Church S t 
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J O H N A. D Y C H E 
32 Union Square NEW YORK CITY 
MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On WM»U 
H. Frank 8c Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman* & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 118 West 27th Street, New York City. 
On Cloalc* and Suits 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
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JWWV 8 my? VK I>D fyayj D^P nyu T8 
IV0P8B H Dmrmyc B*J «i jyoJipi DDJVT 
'"l i DD3?yt " t 0*11 o*iioy |ynyn8?y3 IIK 
JlDK.tPJ VH DV IK iyD 
: i n jyiiya T^ K IJBDCIV ny'noK nyn 
P* ramtaip 8 v w ,iy3*op* jnjy 
"'cif K^3*B»>nyD3>K ya^"K pB ttfttu^tfii 
"-K IJniyj viR jyjuf oy nyasyn *PIK ,oiyo 
He lyijj j i j n
 §nw , 0 D%n)$ ,-,D ^ y t y i i 
uov^a lis tuna s 
—: nypitfu ojyonw pa i*op8-iyi nynoiyn 
,""iypi$n Djym83tt oyi iyo>K anjyty? 
n pa yj^K PK ".U J„ i y i rs ,iyj*r I>K no 
•yor« inytjw I^D lyoanwix yDoa'ftpj 
iyT rs jyanJa TO mm D«T IIK jyoyi 
o*ii ^ST pi« i u .iyi^oy-ia^iB oyn M.n j , 
•lyo ".n j „ i y i TN J IK lyptyoya >»« TK 
,1*0^^2 jy:yn D*noy lya^nc iv ttfnyc 
oyi jyjyn iy^^nc ix IBIBD PK oy^ys IIK 
.OIKDC nyryn pn i»no 
inyit yovy^ n ISD |«o"t*ijp B anjy"i 
PM iyj*i D*noy iyp I^K TS I^K 3»IJJ ,in«» 
JIB Tnb"Dpi*Jp oyi IID yi:yD^iv H Jivyn 
JD3>iJ1 IIK ?*!D» 
-DPI*>P >i iyn
 f in* i ya^oy ero pnw 
nnyt K HMM iy:8o^y3 ^* j PK ynooiWM 
urnranr f iun i n IIK ysio^ y jmyi j 
n»iM jytMHO'w y3«?p nny? osny: T*J o*n 
-pi*^p iyn o*n I«T ^ M tm^siKiyaniM 
D^D JIK joye'n^ii VD'na DDttoyj ly^^o 
H pa ^ wp i y i lyaiiyu* vt iy o*n oayi 
pa ynoonj^K n iyn oj^n JIK ,iyo"3i8 
D;yv*iB 50 *TIK ojypMiojy Tt o*n opi*?p 
iyn 3i5»D pK i * i B^*I I ,?*DB MI iyayn 
yiyoyia ^*; lysso DDiKiy: iyD«opi*?p 
,iyny? TO ? T D jynyi o*n -iy2K .oyen'Mi 
" " i jyiyii DPI*^P pa oiywupyEUBD H r« 
-nn y i^D o^o I>*J (yi«c
 r iy3" i IIK T*J 
PK up:n iy — ?ny3«opi*>p i y i IIK ,D:yD 
yiyoyu \V2$c iv OKDC;K .nnv PK ,DMJ 
1M>*112 r*a 10 ps 1*3 iy oaUD ,Dytrrnii 
rfvn |yai>*08 osn
 fon*M nayis MM .1*11« 
D*l D*1H8B 0^ 3 p^K iy DD"11 ,y3BT11K H 
,Tyn t^ K iy2D;y p*e iy^K .T^ K 
5yj*BC K lytniya V o*n D;yD^iy 
I*E 8 o"t Tno PI*!?P i n PK :>y:rK iy^ j 
H pB oiyp^D H 0*11 I^ K D*1 PK ,">W 
p*i ,Diyp"D"DD3yB MI
 roi " io yjyny'Bnyfi |yo"3i« iyai3y3 ^ t poipn .n .r .K oiyp^o 
"3 py^o oiyn oy MI $yw M?K .OPI*^P 
-oo3^yi ,IIK DPI*^P iv »i fynya i " i o w 
DO " ! 18B PK T"1B p'P TK T^yO«n»B 
i>83 »»i iyny3 "D MI "D DII*H ,V^ IV 
1M18B T>K i y i " ^ PK ,1"1D iy"T IV W l l 
psn^j iniD"pi*^P i n ." i PB ^ B inyi 
ny3K jjw^eny nytyn pa iiy'B' « in* 
o*iioy iino iv OKB^:M, ,iy3»opi*f»p i n 
•3K: 1*3 iy PK ,?n"«nvoMK nso H OIK 
.W i n iv coD^D^oyB PK a^ oy^  
VH 1"1D i n DH811 y3«tiiK yo"iiv n 
PK uui »3 o*ii i«Biyi PK
 foay5r MtM 
39 TypHjrn oajwitu on** t in 
-TK «iiv W M 5KB W H jmspyn TO 
: pom |y5»t nyo"3iK n r« ,TO I#MI Djyaeny 
ypMnya^yBiv m* own oya^jny m
 #jyD-»n 
,pK tyBinoya 5>*D8 "U8BDWP„ nyryn o'o 
~iya p£if? nyo"3iK T« 1UD P#M1 ,Dayo"iiv 
y*8 1W) i»« >n jy5$t opyco t» ,iynyor 
•Jftt WJTM PB jyenya iv lyaKtoay n'i ?yo 
* .DIP iys 
ne»5p pM .TT W W w o » * B ijn 
pK Dyeyte I'M nyo'iM ,1*118? pw PK |«? 
.0"318 tSntSO 1*3 PK ^ 1P818P 
8 oyoip n lyaipi IK?*D-pyfo I'IMB 
n iv i»jn "I oya^yn ,MT*IB PM ty-iv*? 
" p w n o ^BD,, pa nou ftm nyo"3iK 
: %nv*} Dip PK o$ .Oyaanyno |»na JOT) 
n8 i"p m MTK ,nyo"3i8 W $ y3"o„ 
-18 ,T* HI »*I'M HI ni« |1M ,*fOU t'M 0"3 
,MI '•ITB IIK ,«an D>iy nsa rnJa i*p |yo"3 
MI o*a nnyo o5>yn P? .11 .t .H m MTK PK 
i8D iyD"ai8 o5*t ITK t8 i ima twin 
".DD'IDIM 3^ 8H 
l a n w tyaya w r m n lyo-iKn TO 
.pyfo |lfi D"V |'M Dip I'O'D 1803$ |]Dftm 
y^8 iyo3iK pmo Da$B>HJip | y w H 
MI py5»o PM jnJypn |Ki"£a iruyotfoiK 
.|Mt'0 «'3 I'M 
Itfw nyraiK IIB MirropDyjMO njn PJMK 
JIB yjKno n lipya'iM oyi DVM oonyaiyB 
.iKe^piny 
iv iyw 8 pfi iwM'to n pe yj^ K t8 
pit? |yo own ,|MP"pmy PK DTjnbyo ynrpK 
-»K |'M |M*n Da*W T8 |1M ,DD1Kliy3 338* 
03'>BB yty^taiip irurw*18 I'M iyn$ nya 
.DP8D 8 PK ,05'Bny PM-ojnn 
IW'jv o w e nyon n pa Diysoyo n 
ou jysya »? no PK iyp 17 tap*} ?8 ,P#.TB 
- r n o pfi |y&MrjnB_/n IMM ,fya3>o'o TO 
-"Piny yp80 nu
 #oiy>pny fjnyn BTOtpu1 jyB^ yn "i «nm ,>'t jya t^ ,iwui' 'T .JM^ 
ixnyn iv OIK |y5n'B iv PK lyp^ xn iv nyoy3 
1»sw xnyoy3 ,Y?&p JIM Wrayo ynyoys 
-DMK pynv i n n ay5w- T^K yo^ owp 8 
v i n oj"o ysnyii ,ixnwnyi oSnywiy 
I'M a?8Biy i m p vJWWMfn oyn PK ,Dony 
s\v:&* you iyo»3n8DM« 
iv onnwDyaBMK tyj"T oiysoyo y?8 
192118138^ iyoi oyn P I nswvovnu inyii 
Ziyojnpyo oiv WWTiM iny"t jywyns PK 
y % n op'roaw iwnp jyjyp |y?wr »t DIM 
.DiJt?y3 oyn DM? o»n8 Ti iv "BD*» 
18 lysyaya D*n*n W T M H iy;«^ - r ,; 
.01*11 oyr^p Dnsycnr-'ni 
nUW PK J'D3*P 0^ 3 18BJ"K ? V:N;VN" 
-oyn rjyii ,0"3i8 WDPIIDO:^ -^ w 
ojn .D i^y Dyj"Dya5-B oy-i »: --.cU.a 
-'»iynw nypiw PJ n own D-Hbsr ;rucr" 
PK TJ1K "3 0380 yDyiB Ty^-IK -ft«J 
D^D "o^3jnw 8 fysijn «? |yii ;-N rCiKe? |yjyn lyajio^v ys^ayo wn^M iy«s8p^ « 
.y?8 TJ1K "3 pW jyD"ll Dtfn |yjyv ,79r-1 
OnOD yol2 H PK 0381P JIK D2".:DJ? ; r 
W3"?i8B I^ K PK onoe tyOD^r pn i-K 
,^11 8 oonyj oy ! D'3 inyo — ;•«
 DnDD 
ooynj tyo PK jyjMiya IVUio^ v yr« ,»^ 
riifo lO'Mrunim n unn^ Biw P^W ir 
y»H'M Jnipt n PK ,DDP8II ^:»PT ^ 
iyt"? iv DQifiB PK fl't [nnyoiye i»o«r» 
»pn iyo .o3»oya pnyn iv^y^y-s r.r-K 
.5»o pro'^ m s "STO 
.njn^o non^J » 
1911 ,iyol8 nyaoy««ja pipvptv 
17 ^MpK1? ITB o^proynD n 
•IT *a h .K 
TO lysi^ n 083*0 oyayaasriyD oyi T ^ 
pu DMfcnifB ftuWUiyoj'K n iv D^IJVF: 
-yao oyn JIB UIJDJTI I'BMK ,IK?IP oijn^ 
iynj8?ir^ i8B o^ yooyoK lya^ o-yc 50 ?pr 
H pfi ]yopy^p [yBi8T TO ivsrvv, ,?"^cs 
-ya ,oy oo^n ,TD ivaipi jyjsnx -o^ ysoyr 
ypi80B» o1© p"iOD lynas^ ivf'P cyi DX'or 
o'oiyn ypso prSm TO .iKftp layi'io 7 
jytyn |y>n*viva^K oiyaoyo nyww iwn» 
•T^ayo MI Swas? MtM o;yo 50 [IE t3;yt3Dyc« 
« n n^ o iy3*n nysoynwa bsaip I'am 
•tfiM'a*':!1 TJWW 
PB
 f'aMBoyp PI^P rbmipyS n 
n lysyayaBMK oijn
 #D,-IDD yei5 earn 29 
n nyoMK o^nvvya jrw1 o»n n« Wffl'3 
oTompa83 o«n ny ya>y« ^ - 2 2 
nyryn W W JDWmwtt PK "K^" 2°-
8 l*a p n ^ t n nyo"3i8 H BW1 W 
iy3*n "t 5«n ,nynns pa DyrtT-ivwi 
l*ii iyay> PB oyeftT'ii H lifers-^ 28np-
•lyoipyapmv jya t^ to^jni .cpyws r» 
-aiK iv irwpwa iy3yayaiy3'K fs D"*> n 
TJJPHW tD^?D1K3 DH«* I j n 38 
I -an gibrtf no I8*B « n v w ,P" IDD po 
[ D«f?urj8 r "^"no PK IU'JV n pm #l*o 
I nwwu n iw lyavurwo n p« ,|ywwa 
m D5»n D*I ,TD fyj^r ,iyn . I K C " I D 
I V P H O M I umSipi jyoiayaa* |y i * iw 
I T1D H J*W « ***** Diyi»3B> iy*a 
an iv:$ iV3«fn iy33iviy"D ?IK jynJyn 
I pD itfo i n n« ,M«DiyanK n DWIW 
PK jsnwnn i n n w i PK ,oypi Djjnnns 
iyi o'o ,iyaa«3ya ryi^ iyo PK P"IOD i n 
DPTO P« lyjayc .BKin no wmoD^m 
-yBtr jyatfii rwtjn iyD»:nK n IKII ,-iyDeyc 
H j t f en$D lytacny oyi tyoiayaatf *jin nyta 
iyi (iE9 -wans n t8 ,tya"? iy»»d5wn 
jrosjn yo'iw M**n ryaip yon>B nyoMia 
["USE iy3$n *n D«II ,iyaanyDyanj;D PK 
-tp ny-i Da«n iya*n p« pwm B'a P^IDD 
c^LD^noy ,i$uv ynoyD ,yoia 8 n»a i n 
.onjn»ac ynjnaK n ef tm 
po yuBoyp |IM DP"1DO ya'DQj'p n pK 
DP8B iyryn T a^yttaBMn lira Djrvi l y r u c H 
lTOsriP»»fi H P« ,jMn PK ma iya$rv 
vpjn ftp iyo I5»DK nm — jyynoDMiB 
! CD"3 8 jyamaya |yno 
iv:yr iKPonytwrn JIB iyoipa$ Djn ms 
t i f i p n m i l aynp yttfs H ip *wa TO 
•yiiD>ip-y:ya^Tya'nD-yB"DDon8a«-yB',0D^ 
" w a r n "ycwoiiwimnrDyijipB-ySyJ 
.gOuromni ya-iyi$B p« ya^oya^s aan 
TT DJHP |yo MI nn«> 8 m inyia pic 
B lino iv MI ,iypnp y5«pn«i iyraiK PK 
W"\ TO T * I MI anviipiyo .^»r you 
! jyt>a«DipDn PK yasp^ p« 
"lyt^ 1": oyn T O jya$n o iwopy* HMK 
OM T 5 V D W J38D3$ I8 oasoya p i c T I K 
«ivayi Dijn lyaKio ftPD^frftntifD "lya'K 
•')$ .pay9 D'P^B I'B^D ni3"c iwn?»a 
•IPD8D H |ycMW 3an5»3DM« "IJHJJ I^ V^SD 
3:i3yiiy2 8 pK J»jjrmww «| »ift wpi 
IP3"1 DJTl (ID — nniTMVDMK DlfllDP yp8D 
.D"ii n»a i^ya t^ n I%D 
O*D jya»? iyta"ai« ycn^K i^ «p8p>c n 
nybaiK o^iioy ]ntp\ iv ^^ oaKp »^ a ^ »r p'p 
W-ppijn oasoya lyaejn ix p*S« p« jyoia 
Diwac no D'na ^ya n jyn us j5*ony 
i MJ lyoipya mi
 fD^ioy lyonyanyoaiK 
w n tin ,nyD>^ 3iK h po 5^»n v^ynyoina 
.a^DiyB tanyu 
w Tw IHK> o n n^ o poifn B»D^*B 
vrmn ^ i " i ^ K .oana i^B \»p D38oyj 
.>W&n«V IW»TK -lyraiK ?yayn 
w*o 8 D^D ,aan iyD"3i8 IID o^oajna 
i'a n O^ D PK ,aaiD"v ya^oayayn wroo»5 
np ,,D
 y j^na ya^axro ye»DD^8'*$D ippw 
K»pv lis qjna 8 
8 pic TTPH ta^n y^D-rytac nytaiK pa 
o^ a D"M vx PK ,*iyna |»p D«nya o»a D«X 
.|y5>yDya ^ ' K oyn m^nv Tya^ ea^ n p^ o MI 
3»J *p» tro5«n ynna8 MI anjynyi Tip nu 
T'« ly^ans TK >yu jyoanya iv p& 
.na8DCix jy3\n DVT lyayanya'K 
i*a p^ p ?8
 fpM miD "lyatj ^n no v * 
•>nc iv o^ a v « aipi Dya^nyio PK omnia 
D3VD183 DH"> iyr:iK pc oa^or n ID .|ya 
Dl«^«D 0H"5 H pD 71 J«P^ J'N TMO 
iyn .yooya PK ytoDpnsoc i833"5iiyfi n 
" i iv yovy^ H wnowDMK $y>* oyn 5HP»5 
iyo"ai8 H ps yas? n tyiyoyanys iv nnK^  
. T H D njn PK 
*i MI i " iD l y i pe oycoayia myiaM H 
,Dnyoy"iB PK onyp^o DIMPD .oiyp^opi^p 
lyrnwaoMiB DO oayovyS [ya^n D^KP^> H 
•y3ai^ yaaiK 18 ay»5iv .D^proyno y^^ D j«p 
OTravi o^n 44 5»KPJ^  lya^yii
 rp»ioo oy: 
n j»oaynaif lynijiiya oiyaoyo ^>no jya»i 
,0"p3'»aynav t« lyoyanyo jyai#n onyaoyo 
DJJT a^^ oaijp war n lyaso n pnynonic 
.lyosca^ryi vznv'iv iv oin'O 
yDynyoa^ K
 #DMPa*oyno #ta^ ntaay^ yaDMK 
"8B H PK \vmy: J"H038 lyaHjyocya PK 
lyaan'DKB n pH IIK ,n^iD i jn [ID (yaan^ D 
\t taaayna D^T jjujntva "lyta^ anK nyn IID 
Diyp^DPi^p H PD iyoo"3 yoia H .fyay^ 
n p« jyaaynocaij inyo sftyo'a* i n [yDisi 
.inyocDMK Tip |y5jm Diycij^c 
oyn ay^iv ya^yn ,Diyp"Dpi^p n^fi 8 
, T ^ " ^ P lyiyMiyaoMiK *p* IV3Vri "» D n^ 
PK DpyBoyi oa^oya iya»n DIJII I^B K 
H inrjuya taavn |ya"t n jyauipya ta»a D^ n 
,onoD ooyiy PK rayiiy yc5 pc [yoifHp'D 
onyp^opi^P yiytaix IKM [yonoo H — 
- D ' ^ B nyn jyii) D'wurm UW8t« in iycip 
n pnnyifi IIK — (wv.x o*a oa^io IKQ 
D"pDMia n PK DiDPD*oya PD yDi^r^'D 
! DO t^a i«p na .TK oyaya^ K l y i PD 
.o^8iWv pn DWl 44 5KP$5 
?yii .yiytaiK D^KPIJ^ yijnaK n jyayn 
ny T D .5$o jyo"«v 8 rya"i» T'K TK 
-83i$ n PD |yo8o5itjn yoi3 5ro iyo"»8ii 
taiK oijn >K3$c"3iyo3*K H ya^ i onyt": 
#iyo^« MI ,DMW oyn PK ,iyp*c iv D3ijTy3iv 
.ly^oiy 3»nv I»T» 
ta*3 PK ,taa^ tya MI ,y38^  ywvft* n 
.iaytay^3 n « 
T^ a oayovy^ T^ K oiyi"3» ly^yo n "a 
t n rnu r n ivn '« jjn^TO jyinwa ^ IPK 
H tiB ouny*5 n iv oiynyaw Tt po&pi 
-Mi3 o n D^ ytayoy3 PK Diypupi oayo-i^ a 
37 
I"P 1H £*?
 fn3H>D"5»a 8 OP3 IT 3MK 
•flW iyi PB jyoJ^npnw D'3 1*T 
JfifW 8T8 $D'3 PK W W !"1 IHI 3MK 
IiK ,a«!Wiyii pn pa uyn y^8 tyognv wi 
•iMnrma 8 vw 
DV Jn*v pK V^OPJ'B DVT w*n 5n*v 
-MPIB pn PH DIP TB ,pnDDnmy3 oyi D*D 
-"icya nvi pK DD85ny"D» pn 3*ID 
D<D pit D»najnyHBw Era *«D8P*D33IK 
* .D^pisapasi 
yftiDifftfp ,iwy5aipB WHDV wfM 
•DMK T^yo ijnjm l y s i n e wfomrtvm 
pfi n?yDt338^ iyta'¥tp oyi *JMK fyoa^cya 
PK p«nte p*p ,yB»ii p*p pK ,*W"nw oyi 
aanymaiya Mtairtftfo *i Mi vm*y\ MTK 
. w a i K y£8 pB 
m*»*r 
D3TA1 J^ KpK1? p» 
i'iya*K H y w tftsptf IJTWIK Jim ,ovy* 
pa Days"* y5» DMIK IJTPMI i38* pnma 
yiyraw pfi ySya pm ovy<
 fo«p3HyayJ 
ya^ytB oaKDWann lyaijn oa^ap Jtf8P$5 
"iv ^u *Ki3 inyi oy PK J H P I yiayvay^a 
laKoen* Din lya^n^ya pK fm n lyonyj 
IBB i " io po lason* oyi PK D3*'3P n PB 
D*» TJIK Da"iB» .nntp n$B yrajft H 
pK iwiayaDMK a$n : |gpp y?8P*5 iy"K 
Diiwnya iyi* iyD5*nw»*D Dip oy Dipi 
lyaruruy *i ram D3"ie> jJipny iy«K 
. m o PK pniwya D a r o s w i * \wn D*« 
PK oy Dipt DputPB oyi HIM ba«w ,mp 
. jyn*wya Da«oya 
ya8B3"K PK lyjmvoKB *i oa^nwa -
pram .iy>B8B D"? put WM PK iyaiyu 
,t>>: «pi DTHp |ya»ne» p'pfi D"panye> n 
Din PB 331x8*31* yroan H PK i*?»B»in H 
ny^K PB jyay? oyi PK ivoipynvB PK DVII 
4K0P y?8P»f5» 
oroajnya J»r D>3 5»t D«II jytyn «:^  «».. 
.lyaxntsc iy"t pa cans -"•; 
Vt ly^Bya |yn»n jnjyDBDyp ytv- -N 
,pm rya^ y? nyn pa pn»«5 ya^yv.j ;-.-;-(iy»"pa»Dajny33iK y^sntvo y:^y: « VJ 
-JIK H PB lyas? nyi p« nyanK ;yry-
 c^" 
InyonaoMK H PB rv?4-";-
lynosmyB
 roinv iwnvoirn nxn T -K 
lysBoyp yaftm
 fypjy n nypjyn ^v.- : 
p« TK oyjya^K ny«t pB Miry^y ^ ^ r 
•ly^jyo-o'D jny^t pfi uity^ny ijn "sc 
pK DDKDJto 113 ta"»j pnyii aypD ijn 
#nyn»oy5*iB lynjyBBoyp oyi p& DPOD^PS 
p«5K yottfp wwvnvn "iyn pa o-.yr ^ 
-l$lWPVm PK *iniK1WMK IK IS-: t3381Dp: 
w PK op^bjifp njn gni ^ D V D D ['E^K ;;C 
.rvv 
Tt iam> oy pm oxuyaDMK Diyr ->* 
W J ^ W oy \m PK ,iyayaDO"3i« t'">»E 
ps n:8aiyD oxn pnyoB'nyx iv I^BH C-'« 
pa yn' i i n fyamyjiy w p n n a n«? 
jjnyie^ tt nyooys PK IWVCB^ yrv 
nynna M«l PK DH^ K jynra Dijn ;y^<? n 
338? tD^a Din oony: ^ i ^^^lycsr^r cv 
-ys 3ypo oyn nynns D n^ DIJVI W i n pn 
-3"?3 D^D "31KD DXy1 CH^K D71V3
 FD3U 
nyB nyauyn o*3 D^D DB^ PK t rwtr ' j 
•iyD"3"l8 H DM18 DfPK |JTPM1 OV Ml 311038 
iyi Pteyn e^o yDKotr H PK aypo ijn 
yDpy^ Bya-Di5»3 PB yj^r a^ DVH lycnaciM 
.i:p^ 
y?8 pa aypo iyi w^jya iyo"aiK D S^ 
iy ,jyDB8B'3y3:my y«nDD*3»*;i*n"*D 
jyiyayn 8 oanp iy ,iyi3iD^ yiyvvr c":"« 
-D3yay5> ytDBfioypiy H PB waya "v ,;,,s 
-anyoyaiya yiso^KD pa PK noanyyrn 
oijn |«P3V *i D»M oy5>8 ?^ a DD'aya iy ,iw 
iyaK ,|yaij*iny lyMiDMK n« ISOBP r-~ 
>ays 8 Mi MT8 iv orPK snip c^v;y: *r 
.oyp^s-P's c r 
I K psm 1W I'T jy3»Bya W"in3^P^a 
• iy D^l PK .D3ypD ]"1 P#*11 0^"' .~V'J": 
pK iysyi3iya
 fDivopyojn c^in^a DIPP 
csi3y3 m m yiyoP8i83 njnona mr;B 
iy^ y3V3w oyn pn5»a w .Snyow oxn rt< 
fDDK?D H pa .lyayia-p^iDD no "irns 
-DVIB H PB ^y5oy3iyD3^" ya*viD8? -i n£ 
ya^r »iM3iv 58D»B8P tasn *p*n-03rwo 
jyvasa fwm iyi38J8B "i C P T iw
 riyfiB* 
•oiDPK-aypD PB I^D^O i n i« ,iw. 
DVI »*K jy^ayo iy3"i3yp38iya can isc 
iyo^3i8 iyi t8 japnm oy - o ^ • • 
-Biy03'K y3"t iy.iD8iiyB D*a T^VJ&l 
nivw i3y3TK iyoD"? ww p x , :L ' . 
.iy38? iya^i3"b wn PK yocaP i 
D*nwpDn|W3ppDTjn 
o>ypMio:v aiun* yD^DDSt^ ytya y i y 
•tezwlvm DJH PK .p^noy y w * W K 
DjyDDjnro jyo W D W &a"n no p» lys 
D*n lyD^ DDMH i y i : w m n ye^ney "l is 
DOT lyoyDMnyaoMK i j n
 r*in3yr58i*o pn 
n ?« ,iypmy3 jyoPBD *©*?»:ww H 
iya»? yopmiyeaiK H PB w w r o e w n 
jnaymyn n imgwa &"* PB ^ tf iya p« 
.tnri*M 
-B^ pi? ryaya DBBoypya iy3*n mftm n 
.ajipnnyoaiK p« o'WDsyiyMw ,"iyo 
-o*D H w w y p n f w f t w i a iw%,r 
.yopmiytHiK PK yttfyi:«n 
jap "wotfp yamyo„ yoasayatfr n 
-o^yii H BD I5M"M» ^ P 3 " K m inyo ivn 
jxmiinrareBni yiy"t D^ D trowm 
oP"3 8 lyoDKK'yn nvn Bi8iuyaya n 
Bgvi 3Jio38iyB n DMK opm DVII ,DI$I I 
nrnnmn Jnn*K iyay3 ttfrvo VD»5P P*K 
IV envoys TT o$n yo85p yiay&nyn H 
•$) oyi t>«:n tvo .iyo$3 Din jys^iymya 
•Doycniwiw PK jtttwBfa mnw \w 
^ i .oroiyttsDyiyj oy jy3$n lyntjDVD^ns 
-yoensB DO v t lyayp wn p& HHSV^D n 
•M pn w MI a3WH"5yn yiyoyia p»p iy5 
/aypD„ D^8 t3pi«Di:»i3 
.wvwmvi pn u n w a eoyo « iro 
t?jyo s iyii .jywyo p» K n n y » w 
Ttaprwrn
 fiwBf iy3^DB8^yi"^ 8 PK 
ixn w 5MB iy i$ inypiys lys^ertfy^a p» 
.pyi3K p»p PK TT ly w n y r ?8i — D"3i8 
lys^wyo l y i jyaya oanan 3ypo l y i 
.yo8i 
lye y^n w ^ n jyasifcnyB iye»jyo yena 8 
wm lyDBoyp «t -|yo"^v nyi iy j "8 
-Dyriy^ H lyiyoysiys w fyaanyov y5y*s 
/fp^HMH yiy>n pa PK tp\ pB pntmnin 
B'D anaye"3i8 PK iyBB$ yo^na anayaaym 
*iy nyniDMM PK yaiyay jD»5ewDiy3*K 
UK m m PD naiiD g w lyoso n " t \VT\T\ 
.aaiD38tDD3^ y? 
i r i 1KB J*l»m 'UK T>K >IBD8P lytyH 
DW non^o y3?y^ iayai>« m ,DB8^yrya 
l"P .lyi^iiya DBBoypya v* ov w\ VH |yiya'D3Mi 8 lyi^^oay w esnya Dijn jynp 
g y y o n y3^y)i aynp n m Dy5ar« 
ci*ii ,oin .oa«n pmra iyDD'3^av"i"io 
Wnw ,T» i8B pjnifD |yDDU«pjr-THD n 
w oy PK pD^nvin lyvaw ixn i8D «t 
92 &v^ njn 36 
.Wyayjs^a lyipn urtyn iyo»anj >- nc ip: 
H iycp*pcoj'K is I M K eoi^trys njwyiia«p n 
n» l ^ n i y i y a ivpnyon i j n no DWt i«n« 
fD:^»ai* npn^i ^uiwyo n I M K MI , I ? 2 " ? 
,ycyns l y w n i n a n pn Da^myiyB 2"=r 
- c " : i « H tyayn Dip'^aiB c«i iy:po w eaupya 
Dsyoma Dyn»»^ nyi J»K jyonyn o^n y i v w i s 
.Utfta'tp pD 1HTB 
T O B"PJ»B;MI ps t^>si?(j»jn ya>»ii» u 
i j n "2 lynjrys i?;(j7ry;iKD t'K IHTB TBMIK 
pB ijmjnpyD
 riBOTyp« I:*ITB pa T«vayiu«p 
IVtsl^Kfjn D'HJDTypi* ,H!»3i' cnypiCBjrp i p 
W t f B H 1 i c«i
 fc;8ncpa:(j pn aiisynnya 
1B?2 o n ipoi:p;:(j =KH i(<2>'7 119 HtfrnTjnjrB 
1'K 0:51:11 y:yc^r;*;:K jrin»n iy;':'»Kn?B pa 
pn ,(;y;3^"nc2(j) DBayoDHjBjn jrtyneonaiK 
"nnc:»»K y?yn t(* B^JTBJD3(| P K aH:yony: 
iytMiy;0MiK i n e»n C=:;*C=-IBEJ;T p.B a:^ 
yty»i T(j T»D ipnr^n ^V&iy npcMi; K C?K 
pM ,tyiy» oponi:y;cMK IJ^ST iy ; : i ^ 'n r : "K 
p i ^IC:IKP n»cipyrpy n C«T
 riyo^wya T O 
MTO" ,^KI "njan? IIM njcmyiyB iBpoyou i j n 
lffBiT3"M ,i?'cpKiB IKE iya»Bya eyn M MI 115 
-KTI :K; IK y7K \w ijcynciyB po rayiyeavp ** 
•Eywya ijr3"t cy ljny^JB'O cyoyn .ly-?1^ 
ly^Kt "lyayisipB »i OIK
 f i jr i"^P i?=«o "2 c;i= 
n j n i ^ p « jyia^ia irayn | j n » n n n jyayp I M 
.2:yacn»5jn-ci»nr 
-Kpyi OBn |p3^»tn^Ktjn ipayn ys^cK? H 
M?Ktyi jmsKjairi cs"iy n u^» »?° '*• ^ inape 
.iycrp::K p*'* 
"K t^PyJUjB ]KT t'K IK'Sl'THTyi r i = 'E"(J° K 
-ytpy n TK ,T?BDya cK;pyi pB lyiKnya ?ya 
B«ny« ^ T n j r " i pyE i n pa ^IC:IKP «*oip 
,lP3Kn e:j;cKiK2yT KTK «I-KI ;rs 1* lycrKisya 
• r n ecnyi* i n ^Kt TD:IKP lPDipyipp n P K 
OIK
 rHW$»*&P3B3T$ yiayByieya n e»o jya'»T» 
iy:K'S|»TMv:i(j H tru .a:i:^o V " 17='" ** 
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 r;yoipi»^D«ti* isnytTtn pn t y ^ n 
,TyBiip::iiK i p jm r-'?irc:Kp K»B 
-:K IPttliya VH ]HMtH(5TP BWBD3M0 H 
.I jai :?; 
D5H$Y Dipi
 riy3oyo 8t8 I^K ttfycya m 
,iya3^on) is DO Djruyos .on p'p 0'3 
r i«iD Dxn j jnnowi* v^ DO I«3 DIHD 
,Dfct3 D1V DyD»DftTP r"P P« 0*3 5ip3"P DHy3 
."r^no *r»8i ?yo. tw ^ ^ 3 8 iv r*8 tsawt PK 
? "lysoyo,, 8t8 T"* o^ yeya MI .oy^  
35 nyjnsn tMytrisa on*** njn 
p *
 r|J»«l ipaanjn*! n o«n ,ipapncpa ip?'? 
iponpa ntftfa ipaipptpp ^uip:ywn H epn 1«T 
/IB» "»m isrom jn tov B 
"lpattpt: « rWMW1 ' 0'VO 1)1 e i n i r a K 
-ipap^ .lPtjfytfVI jpvupa J»« , io ^BPB^ no 
npaopo npo^ B t» P * np D<p ,V* Bfttfftn i«o 
-aupn pnw ta»»» B B»D c(jn p * ,10 ftptf III 
DRn lie otyupa D3posp^  BBH ip lyn ma ,BV3 
-pij?j WPK una c^n tVt*M I1* flpoiJ»HSi| "J 
IBPB^ BB Vina ,"ftin»nf3»ii "lBtyi 25 B3pa 
H ipsinpasiH ix mumwatii IJWWA vn 
w .0"p 
o p p i uruftyrw IPVNJM t*M w n r i v B 
ijn ipatyn PH ,*PD:IBP opHDDn v*riin*Vi 
lPBippipp ^Bnpspvn n CKI Baatfipi ^DSIBP 
VB npn»3HriK; tjnWW B i,p3»Bpa %$t nnu^a 
oa3tfnpi ^o:i$p npn .43 'JBPB^ PK 15 B^PB1* 
-3B anpn JB^CIBB B jrs'Mf p'?piS3B3'B nu* 
•B"i UpPUni i» IDT n ipapaisnpa'K ,ipoupa 
VI n»»ipa apu ip MI itfrtitfi 15 ,anp23p? 
,a»BM3 
-pa aawi ptyispso n oijm Djn o'b 
.T*ID nyuiM jai» tPWJrftsgn *na 
-ye NjpnpoK; ijn PB iBwpiu*p D?T IMK 
,aipa3p?B*i oapvtjni oyn vai*9 IIB we^nm 
rt ijra^vya-njB ,1PS«ap^n pnp?3iK p i ip3"H 
--ma opn»^ npi ipapii IB'SI^B'PI yiapftgi 
/I3B^1P*P P* 1"-lt3 B3PD 
:oa^ i MI ojraM^ wxi^tpn n 
nyo^aiu n DB*T D2(jnDp23B p» aHajrBnja 
eapanja Btfniti i p p * Ba>BEptrpa ipam DBU 
-pmpa pK poap^r ipoaiK jpsnaiB yntjDTO'M 
,P3:B* lja»M iinsiDrnoiB n ,tp33U3Hpa pa 
njn nj3 aanpn isnpn p * p3»^p Dpymni «i 
tlH ; B " H * W f1 lPBD^PP a^ p i DJTDD'D 
-pyBi3*o H Din ,D:»nDpa3(j PK an3j?onp3 
•ijn n:«Mi^p j»u owjwuja pjMV1* i « DTjniw 
•«P B ijrayapapa IX BaBta:p VWtttfjn *|»i tpa 
ijn lirayn Ip^mimy i» w*v npn | u jra»o 
Ipapaisipa'K oaBto^p -(M» "|H »TMjn pn , ima 
PH J |«V>t*Wtan| i s lPDi»pa»BDMlX H 
33i^ ptB' n ten
 rDsmBp23B T* an3ponp3 
•pa B(jn DipiicoppfiisBQ ijnwVl^Vp H p» 
-pu ipsiipadMnB *?B« P""ieD B t« ,opn i» onn»u 
naptMB cppt tpatyii PK ^ i w i IPD7 opn ?pi 
jta^Mnepa i n ipa(»n IPMIB pu ip:po 
-»»3ipoa*K »i DBT ,Ds«iDpa3B p« an3ponp3 
D^ n |f*«* Dippi$n eaponBa Bpn»^ ^M9» 
oiFi:m ivn opnspmpB pnioo iptp»n |»m 
.— "H^fl n:piMe 
-»pta»n H ipapa is t«va»iu«p »i w»Wpa 
iB'3i< n j j ewi IX fan vnvfan z-
« 52 ix IPisiBBf n un 'snpi is PK ,-:•;•-
IpTnig-piDV n pa 531=n^DMK H is \\*'fl~-
0"» PDSP^ i*i .cpvniMi psi^aapspn »-'•„ 
Qptrnnu ps^aspapii n ]in ipp'-ts i» ;;-:-.T 
P3B1? ".pop»mpa ipi p i psttiinrsiMn i-
,DPBB Dpi 1PP3BT1PB W t«M ,CSpi BtTipr ;K" 
jpitfnpi v m ipBBi opn TK nyv«n^n :K-
PR jppt^J ipan ipnpa pu ipeyty r:- '* ^ K 
opn ,DB3pD"nja DPH»W p i D3"7 papnp'tryE 'V 
,P"a iponpsipB ipB"2i8 pe*j(t H pc
 rR-3 
VI IPC?"
 (pD"iM'3»*an(n5t3 tin psn; csprr^s 
-BaiB « 1P="ia a:"1? MTB B') ]?P 41 :»pr 
.ir1*': 
tnn pu DB^BO'P ,oipfiBi PB ^""2 '" 
-MIS ,^ D'D piB» P3 t»K D3PBDnO 6i»^ Cyry: 
pSBStpDMK BM^ ,B'1BD lpc2 PM ^ =4 1^ ;? 
-pa opDBa p^p'B IPB^B" »BBn IB'-P '" v-T" 
npc pnpB»Mi ijnp3p;:|j3 pn DUtfanav «- u"; 
-pa^ B IB IPBin ^BT wt|)i n |jm .warpcpa 
is BBl .T*HD lPS3Ba opn IBC p«no6 cy:"-: 
P^ P'S3B3»B PK B^PB^  VI V* Ba»OM3 ;»r-
-D3B'XBPaBanB pin'K ipp-iKavnyE is ps?'Si 
PK DifiB IB 1P3PBP IP^Pll B*?BH 'BP^ VI 
opn lpnM^BaiB Ipi'aTia pu enoo npol7 " • 
rOT>^>H n TB QllBT 1P33B71BB "i .=p'"u:*-
jppipw ipiB IP'^DMK i& niBB^ n*si??t;r; 
lP3pp by B^FB^  "ipi C"» r*Hrt«n 200 ^HPH: =r 
B^"ip3pfftT V .B^aiB pDWMipa n s*Q ;r;-;:i* 
-tl3 H PM IS DMK BnpT 1"1D npi pK p»TBS 
•1 ^BB PH TB ,ipD"ii Binp'rpip y='=Kp n 
V M tpaBTB3p "?Bt "HBB3 iPBipptpy ?r;*:;ri-
VI tpa'JBniSEMK pit V W =P" IB"! ,;:-.-;•:?« 
-BB" in*K DMK T1K Bpm PtS'OKp H .^"?" 
-ou BPII inwp ivBipp^pp ^mpapofn H :«,--•': 
^FB1? ^Jn ipii jpi*MO 'wpwn V"1 i"="r 
lit ipa3B'?ipB jAimiJI .ipEncm»-D.i'K =;-
npn PB aaiD^nau n p * PX^ST r ^ s : « : n 
BPII 'TBPB^ ^Jn pa^pn ,p»nED B Va W ,«B,J« 
.IJiB'KB 
bTDlpD»T T1WP IPBipptpp ^ ? ' " " T " '" 
BO^ BBTra p * 41 1i« 62^«PB^ t^ B ipaaB P^B ' 
-M) ji VIHO ,"nx PB PB»QBP B ip^npv; •* 
opn ipnapoB « ,va"ipaa»ia ,vn ,p« ;•:"?= 
n apn IBT ]ix 62 B^PB^  1« « , S ^ '>"-""'-
.P'»IBD PB B»'S n ipo'Etrpa r w p ." ' r * ' 
lpap; is- BD'Bwpa Eipn 41 B^FB^  t?»r" 
,)pppns DSB^ KBiaB v i i»hn 200 ^x"^" =T ' 
no 1912 1B13B* Pa DB/T ^3ia:'t7: " " -'* 
Dipaopo pnn»K PB D P I H irip-r" 41 'K*?' 
•VI WW .IB" « BnrD 15 IMK r:r : 10 f j 
,P'ilBB 'wzym B I»B HW* «n pi ; :*T 
-is otnpis 9|i 41 *BP<^  CK> ^ao'twpa = ' - ' 
ijjpUjn wyDiw D * T * njn 34 
— \WfrVtv m?1 IKE 
fjrtpja«« ijrcK/u iyiy»K 
j f tpa 'S iy3.3B7 « EKTI CK.II 
•HJ3BHJ3 pM EE*?p 
,TPyij»2>1 JKUP H p i I1K 
,Ty*jms»tjM yp3«D*ta c s 
/lyryiiyn H KI jy;*? 
/nrtrumpinjn y=*ji- n 
jrttaw B i»t HEW* PK 
— ytyJiyD *JJT»I lyfiKEB* pM 
"•JU& Wpm 'pay i'K 
n IJMK B^ njnjr^  pw K«n n$BF»im i n 
-HH iy3K ,BI$WIJW "ijr D»aj» frwii ,ip;'c 
"= m ,ifaW)» c ' 3 lycs'i i n on>K ogn CKI 
nyciyn y3"7p B'B T»K 7ny'7 DKI pa B»T iyi 
;33ipiycy3 n urnju 
."opmjM lynys pie>„ 
.1911 , W P3 
— E'rwyE'y; t^Dpvqn i n =en — "='; -*< 
-E3y : p « p T 'K o»a rm n -UJT PK CHI EK„ 
iyi« .nine* in« n » r u B:»np I,TK inyt" 
ipzjr^is IKI ajni imn pn ; |)r&vv jn$ n n w 
iPO UUtyni IKD ,t»ne e PK fl7"ir « '3ys g TK 
".iy-"t<7iyE is C?Ey E2?1 K B*n 
nyznn e P K »;ps £ T& BSMTJ W»K 3>IK — 
— tyutfnyi oysy jyp lyo ty^yu IKC ,PI -B 
it I » K EK3 KE — Bonpy«$3 E;»2 i n am* Btfn 
&$r. 17K3 pn — ! ojn B»O i»t enpii pn tana 
,B3KBiyc on*M iyE3>n i»nE"c;KispK/ijn n y r 
.iy"ij?:n isjpPio pc MI c"?;y-
-p;uMK E^E^'K B'B y t EK.-. HfBplPn i n 
T»is n ejyflyyj EKH
 f7matriny7 pc lyann 
: WJfrn 773? PK ip»E«s 7yp*Er p y v w i 
jyVna iw n i n *|MK enn oj? 
??yi3y7 iyi7*3 ** B?»a n 
1911 nyDoyn^a JJ;D4 JJ;T ,n3ir n w y a .rpj? ftmujwrr pn : r p o ^ytyyeo 
ruvBVDm pi t ^(jp^ njn ajni « n .P^ IBC 
,IU»xep:«^(S pacpc y tynziscMK 
rr'CtfF n Binj^pip , p « i c « is njBBiy p * 
-"OiewDMB V^Jjm im.Dp C«T ,62 ^«p^ PC 
^n PK ijm*unrp»wr n I«D u»c»*-?»nfi I;*B 
•"iKll Ei^ CByCJ?: 1«1B PK ty:" t B3",T ,n>'1B 
r-'H; (,• B3"n np3« T»K ipanriK. iv?»mB y i " 3 
.JT3n?P 
fin PK ujKQip
 F-I^E«I »n im jm»e$p t< 
i;*2ipy;n«i) t»K ,41 'tyift |H»:P Diyp"n c;-n 
yc^n Bu^Dn PK *ne<p .P? .CTT i n IKC 
Afflfi Tjr»*i T B 
•>T n »»K ^jioBMnpa D'^B»O«P i n an* 
900 it? IK 41 $&& pc BB«Bn)njr>to»o y;»B 
-*?K* ijn .B3J?0^y (JK9U tf PC DWW3 PK 
c"iK2pKic:Kp ^jr»t oto DDjj»»na« Een^ EKH 
•?: njn | i i B»» »n IIK
 rcnjni»«5pjwi:»o PK 
^7 ijn 331KHJB PK DE:JM3»"UK. H po ;:IK'»; 
n jp;:«7ij» p i tjB^jnwpms i»t EKH ^KP 
iJWPa PK DJ *!•« ,BB:yDi13» n pc aaitttujn 
;•": y3':"K ijrtyBB1 ^KT ^ p V 7 i n c«i . i ' sn : 
•s enn 'w cmjN ixw^jii jrs j^m ,ip;jiijn?c 
o:ypw BO ftptfi ijn B(jn C^T PK ,Dp*n=c 
,]ynny3iyE3iK 
"7="?!TIKI3P n PK irnittrMt'-ritt tt 
tJ»>W H)'3P-tS»3 II pit
 | nH11 t t K 54 1»3"T 
^P«l .BQ'BBTTS tt»3 Ijn3lBtrCB"31« H 1^3"? 
B C7»» tnsiBW 60 tya"3iK. lyeyw HJ»;P-B»3 
.E"31K 1K11 
"ytpj 7Kiy3^c,n nyi pa 33'c'o 7yr;'Ec K 
C E « P K m n u » JP=:e.iv;3K :-K n e c r ii»oip 
P3 ,iyiipc H J I ; P 32 ,:e;(<tr";-;*B3»K i n pc 
•P1K» 
,1^31^33*13 , m ,3iyi3i'TK1 .K \ tiPWlU* 
.0 J1K ,1KB3"7P ..1 ^FK7KE .=• ,ppWBM1 .3 
.1HBK 
.in-ysniKE ijniya t»K 3iy33;*?Ki B^r iurn 
I«i3T DiypiKii Dii3 B»mii »i ;ic yB'=ep e 
H ?V ,B33(J7iyC pK lyOipjMIKE T'K U2 7tfp^7 
n iyc"HBU 7(j? m«K3 n»Bipff?py ^ . T H m 
T l i p w r f l » l y i n ;s
 f"Kpw7 o'3ic 3317I:K,I 
, i"is i n PK p"lrc 
CKI ,Bnny?piy E?r 62 -*?*? pi ya'D^p n 
Dn "|M* ir-^KT, 1"1E iy'M -.'K lyB»'31« »T 
•3;*DKB jj"Eipis;"iB O;K ,i$<3i< i n p i i n n s 
.;M»sKr»;K3ie i n PK ECKD 
l»l B'D E^Eff IK'3:1 i n PI y E S 1 ^ ' ' " 
.];="» ys:;*:? pn yai3 i*c 
it cxy» T T ;y;KTE3y I«TO pc cyDK3 »i 
lyc n n » iy3r3iv=K3 in? ,B»BT»"II myayn 
wan n ipwb ,i;'E'>31K H HJB iy33nj?cy; 
-13KC y7K is ipunrup y3^1 n iny=y =y" 
CKI , P K EKE?nyi i n . 1 " * P i ci7iii?Eprc 
IS DVBU CKV.Ey TfcWBUlll »'•< j r « ! ^ 1KC 
- o m » 7«t ii i p « o
 #oi73Bya rn^K -«c i^m: 
. P^ IEC PK T " I B i n p f i y c * a y* ;»- n ^ t n 
' 1 irS7K.11*;¥ -,'7.:yS21K P * P»1ED Kt« |H« 
|P»T'3K31K « ^ n * ^ECKtTlTiy'^E'Q y3»EJ?' 
1HJK3 iPEipytpy 7Kiy3ye-n n jy« .lyByv y"3 
TfTy^nm B ty i " w 7«W* °3" WiVif ?KT 
33 nyptjii tuyonsi DH«* njn 
n n i t JM387 .njnp»7 ppaanDtyn tfhil JHJP** 
n j w ' P ' B — P3:«7 u ,83 IDTPM »a »» ipo"n 
, o w in»* B3»'o D0ii ; J M J 8 ? m w 8 p * nya 
cy iDt j iya i B»Q npi?7 J»MO ipijrc'B 7jm v * 
• p n t / n p a tftv ny»7 IJP'M it* n<$; v * pnjM 
; ( tp inps DTP1?) 
d M j » « K oipw 
/i»a is Dip 
* ?»K IPE8 
V D >»a 
".vma >i 
B « » »V(jn 1>H ,1P=P7'= ! 7pp'J 8 BB*;P D$1 JIM 
niB jrtu* 8 ops g tjr^nis* ty v * i)m ,ipoipp3 
TPW 1P»8 lPD"np3 B78" c<n ,oppMn8F p=7j?r« 
pspiip^mpE i p w p3»a MI jnpt n « /i*n» n 
inp? ata'Bp; m a<jn i j n s n ipapi8 i jn 
E<jn np MI -(jo i p o » m i p i p l i •Djmpjra3iM 
"pBBp niBUipE*^ pit .ntjnpj B»: ?MD p i t p * 
Una 8 pu av npj»B»B 8) "ipc'Mi ipT pier e*n 
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ijnif I W W f l l ,yi3838B$iB 18B osnya D«J 
;yD»2 DH'K p/p jyo r« ,pj inw i y i J W U J M 
otfBfVK 0$n ,1WMB'W$J»MP DMM 180 
pn p*t no imm K VIM pD»iiav oa8»yj 
iy?yn .DPJIBIJ»DB> ( W I M P I V W • i " i o 
pjt T ^ n r:8) i y oiy^piy Dp:iBn38BK> 
: ptpSn ma Ditjsyi pn 
'Wvpnwv i n n& BwnB-unj i u n # 
•38 iv | m n ivo'K P K aouynyn-iytD^ai^ 
n .acnyiv jyo^P |y38* yotsny T8 iy:ypny 
mm PK B"318 VI31M PK ya«3B'WDBMn 
ngpvuw) iv ,iWP*aiM*ptf oyi i w p y a i * 
yj«t pa lyonywaipB ,MKm"i i w«t 
ww PM iyay5 pn fyaBD w ,|yn3iBc yjj«^ 
"attanm m n > M tynyoysnyB iv
 r i n w t 
.sWc PR «JKVD JIB omc |V"iBya iv ,?ya 
w oa^ Ja PK pmn PK DIP 
typ TI-INT PK b p a * w v n D pc pimvofinn 
' |KN0m 0'3 T t BW*W1»1D p*p 
•i8B viyB',DD,?8,vijD "iyi t rc [yv^oc'iyfi 
bosoya in^K D^D DS^II n ?yn nyi^ ,^u 
.p»ttiD v $ » iv ya«a nnx T 
W3DW3P1M10 T8 C8T.-I081 VH DV 
-18B iyB"DD'?8'yvo i y i w r y : : ^ ^ fy^T 
.|yv*oenytDJw i^ayo D*MI m I,TM PK >*D 
D3n,vy3 r:iK e^n p^s DiyBD^a Djyi^ TxnB 
1^o:yBy o^n iy jyn , H " S K " ' : jyoo 8 
p« ityvn Tfi iNonyn aK^ri DVUL^VUJIK 
n o$n 176 w w ^ v n 0*i5 .CV?VW:K Q& 
.ttl^DlJIJ'N ^y^'D^ TIN DiTK [KC'jyr l^Jp 
•i;8n [K^^iyiyB n ^ 8 1 PK iyp MTB "y2i# 
opyvi |yp 33^i3«n 8t8 iw, ,;KT I W |y? 
.iyDjnyDJ*Knyo"3iK n [yjyn 
in^K D*I5 iK^ny iys n PK \m&* i « ; 
-^ DD^VntVO p'P tTJ Jy*V PK JKP10*DD3VP 
oyi anno D'J T^ K M .t^y«P3Kn« yc 
.Dinypiya .?nnJ838Bi*iiB iv cnor^ryvo 
iy5"U8mymiK iv yawDMK in*« 1^ 3 r*K oy 
,ty"D18B yc^O^^B pK lyDD^KD'BBP D'O 
"iyB y38^""iyo,,2fci8 n cyT ^ i r i [yp »? a*i« 
"un383fe? in'K pa lyoisiny w .tnyoya 
•T?iyay5 ^B3"» T*K P^ DPWO m!#D 
-8'V^D PM WDD*3<'3^1"1D H 3MK 
PITDjriyn T» IJW IMJ1WW3 W'DD'J 
yny^ it? ,?BIK3 pM 113 D « I jyp jy3'j"Riya 
y?8 .303yn3K;iK rnu |ya»^a ^ t yiyn pc 
iwyn i n » /pirosyp,, [yayn iv^ iy-y i 
PK
 rajuyiiy3 w*3P" i " i o H iyE83:"i8 
o ^ n a3iau"Kiyfi NIN .puw ny'Dirs 
J'D'D H3V pB UUWKIfffl H Ml tDPJIS WM& 
DI^D 818 3MK »B8n?yB^ M>X VH CV .JTB 
oa^pinnyD pirDy:|W oy" J ^ r ^ y E 
-3M1 D-3 PK Dip TK ^ yD^ T r^ K Dy .jrUTO 
nyp$Ti MJWUH D*T»^ njn 
IJWWJ^ jn n tyaawivya m !V3«n nynn*B 
PK jmnnftfiin ffiya«o n tyaya row iv 
-n*>ya s Tm w /^nayoenyDaiK TO »u 
jyowySjn yDD-inyo H VB aaia 
imyjpny D»»5w»n oyi nyaK lyayp TO 
PK D«II ,IDI« ijnjwopirw B ID s mm 
nyanpnyou nm .PDK DIV i m v n n 5y»B 
-ya t^ya P'DD^KV^D nyn I^DK /vgnarw 
-ya nyn po lya^nyo iv B^DPKIB iv PK ,nya 
Jyioyo MI lyirrD DyaytwjpSna 8 u u m 
DDKtnyirrD DyoiyBD$a WHIM .onyBD a^ 
-yos PK aauyviya ye»0D*3^av~pnD n PK 
-nya PK tan^nya D$n PK lyopswa »pn 
H PK /in** w nn^ pD 5nt*v W M oiyoyna 
vasa Dtp ly^ rvD W P V M I yDTpasan* 
j"« o'D D J^ jyp WMwagruf yoma p*p 
\vw MMrnyaw ,PWKD WM lyiynay BB^P 
a$n pK a^env is ivnya PK P W B D ytn 
.DTD'Dyaya Dsnoy TO I^BK nyo"3"i8 n 
pno iv oyn |*MtMro*»y K?K po D^ais H 
jwapMii ta^ D ,iyj«iD to*S>aym$tt D^D 
n i 3 ^ yopyin 8 iyn«n nAni ,|yjKnD-&Mna 
nyfiyp n p« jyta^aiK n PD iyny^ nyi D^D 
^Saa jy^DBD yw po \V2V$ om D*D p« 
•naw T* iya«iB y n DKOK>:K DO iyp n pa 
-ans yany«> lyo^nDia ono D»D ly^yoeoyn 
1 if D
 rpo fo»a TVP wvMPJsn* KTK .tys^v 
iv D"nayay5>ya JQW p*p lytytoMK v*s 
ya*yn flitpw H pi lyoy^ yoa^ K H jyjyH 
Dino M pm *>BK ,DV5»D8 TUPM D*D ?ya"i 
D3*T Ml .lKt^nynyc PMVD iyi T»^ DIP 
PD pu 5*t„ : on^iiDnB^ yo:8py3^8 Dip 
."B3y5 t»V '28 P8?l#P 8 
jyaya oo^Dcya jya^n v&vi) lytasay^yT n 
•ya »sa DIJT iya$n i»*xi5iwjn on^Ka^npyo 
"«$D pc nyaaya jya"t "t oifii
 ("i8Dijn wno 
-ma yt^>a DIJI D^I .nKDijn no
 #DT>58'V 
->*aiK n o?ipi jyB^vana yaow PD IVD^H 
.tanyDyaiyD -i8J»n ;"K VW ta^ a yas^nya 
WWfl 8 T8 ,ou 5*b^« p^p PK Dy 
pK lyan^a nyo> a^n8 ytaaya^ yoa^ K >mpt 
p« 5yB8or nyooaya nyn D?8 DT>58,V^D 
ty«rD oyiVDum ,oyia^B po nyo^^ t&i 
.jyaauanya-oayayJ yiy^ya^a PK jnyoya iv 
•l^av-n^no n TK W* iyaK \w\is »n 
' nnwi n innya PK ix^yor D i^pt aaujroya 
— pDiDi ^pn nao nan,, nytany«.: - -:}i.. 
"iv&ww iya^n ayo vl—, ,DTI?B^ 
DVn pmmttWP »i Dan tNpi Tjnawn p*p 
-nvyaa» pnwa aaiD^ DK' n T^N ^:vtm -•: 
ijn mini D " W jyoyo-»8iny cy- r;:K ^ 
aaipnyoya Dy'D"iyBDtja .tK^ninyc PVVD 
-yD»D (nnaanjn. ^ wyn D-I^ EV- ;-T pM 
^tparvc ya^ DDa^ p^ v n ya>yn HE ,";V^^ 
-ya aaia^D pn D'lS PK DDKetfyry: yrD: 
D>J oyn B » W lyn t8 ,oa^vya a ^ ,e«: 
priVtW WWl PK oy .Tyoai^
 f„P' .^ 
pn DVn DiyBD a^ nyoSs nyi TK
 f-«^ r:$; 
-pyo lypat^ T jyil .jyo^ aya tr; ^ ; ;r;--
P8D W # H PD D^ ay^ y-r iy-i ,I-N;»-
jya^n ,iyD«ay?yT y"iyi:« JIN ,DIVPV^ 
-«myB
 f||UVWHpin my^t Da»i3yaa«n» 
-anyn^ DBMK PK iK^nyiyD p-v.-r - r-r.-yt 
•nyo8 n PD nyny^ao'D p« yocwa'-ri 
D^ a-i«ja lya^n iv IKI"^ ny iK&'^ rsyE :P? 
lya^n ,|Kvnjnyfi pnvo ijn o*a ;^"c v 
DKD r^jn ryiyiaw n»a 8 Dyffwrp p?» 
IJhl PK .Dn*D8B ^5pnm Dijn D^I T ••• 
?8 ,i^vi^tyn « |jn*nya |yDi:ya;v TK CJT 
8 iwa'^ anKDMK 5jp ^oanjp r/owtiv w 
DiyD^D^ fK^^nynys H iy$nymy w irs 
•ayi3"ii?D PK aflDWairDnaxnyEn « r -
,IK^ayiu^p nyoDDya njn I»E >,S2 cyi ;w 
"5njn oyn osKioya prviyo ar ==>*" iv:r 
"•DD^s^t^D n^ D ayn "lyo^i* "V" r s a»a 
myamyfi Ml oyoa D«n b^t .prrvmps1 
•ynyo PMVD lyi jyayn ayn [yoony: iv 
,cmp oayo^o nyefonp un urn ,^o cis 
PK D-iyso a^ oaynnyiB. ? r a fynyi w 
18 PD fymDiv D"3 w?"}* jyay^P J-,;,l: 
PK ,iyD8ay^ yT oyon^so yo^ na -annpHiK 
.iyD 8^ Q"3 c : - ^ BW 
on? ?»ny?p"iy D^T T' "t>2 ww> 
D«n
 #|ya»n >M1 *55»P«,'" P« "v:"'r" »'" 
-1VD ayu BB*l (yp^p) "a;-;„ rvrv£:«-' 
DO epn»n t"iiya 8'D?8 .oynv-'^ sm :••« 
.oaytaiaiB jya^ naytacnyfia-K 'N "v:""-M ">" 
-a838D T^K D8D>ltyi TJH T?! sySB'Vqe ">" 
»IMK pi^ oa^av H iv [jnijvy: -v^'-"^ 
8 — 33»»OMK iyi ma ^a ;yo^yficjn 
Di^oaK ot^ Mtya riDK |jni ^ ' - s =I><'' '*' 
n TK ,-S?»P. n PK mwtov^ JTJTW 
nyp-iSii MJWW» D*T^ njn 
w pK ,pn p*i no rB» wv &* ^$1 
-MCISC".« cn« ,ai:V3 Dntf PM D3'5 IW«pi no 
SpDJ»P , T O , » Wf TUMP Da<$K>n H 
.1 p« ,DDny onron w - in xt T» b*n 
mi .OMP oy lynyotnyD D-iy-ncDpyD08D 
WPP V18DU8D IV3BD p& 0^318 n o ^ n 
n ,t23t#tv3 M nys* .ivlvw 5y>D jyaawya 
r;ya DO wm iiqm tw iyD5yn w a i M 
.lyEtfyn lyc^n »» MI 
,1 .3 J 
oyoip H .urKrumwa pvtrtum VD »n ,pn 
m w H is jnyoenyB IV 19 Dxy jy:J8D 
" i MI iy38Dj"K 5y*B IMH PM "lyooany >y'D 
.a;M&a$ no Dpayiya pmpi 
i y w n MI /OTMB^M pn jyp oipi 
?pn p*t ^ r oy DIM BMC oyi royo^yayn 
cy TK ,|jmyj PM «r~iay:i w f t f o * i jn 
ayo nyamn ,eNtr 8 MI inyo 00 ^tp PM 
oaaK y^:! nnaya i ym J W D P pn DIE* iyn 
nroromyfi jyo .o^nayaawnyB s(yn w pw 
MV |ya"i iye>;yc y ^D IMII t8 .ovy pit? 
lyaay-imye PM nyoMt pm pM jy3*Jpyaayo*r 
WWW P^D "iin pro B"w isn 
-roo^B D^a Ba«5a pj> 
maun 
. P D ^ B iKcnjnyD pnvo DfairwPB nyi 
-is y^yny'tnyD PM iy?y>ya "VD lV3$n MTM 
.jyJJiD^v nyo^3 
|lG$il Dlfll .Dy5>8 DO 1*3 PM Dtp iy3« 
:;n tyaamoMB y3*y?8 IWnya oaypya 
; JMynpin PMVD "iyn no oatjnyD town* 
•yss H pa nynwTjnD Tin ,l$aayf> .3 inKtrn 
ptB'Wtympitt , "up^ tiif iMK^nxnyo iypn 
fel^Ol1 D"H "^D jyo^lMBTI **l PM DDK pfi 
i t y r t r t n tn i jrwrM pa nya^M ,*yaa*p'$ 
$W9MB *i PM DDK PD lyEnsMyassps ,\yv 
ifomDMi y35ym fvat^ n Dipi — w ^ r tyo 
W»n ,DnyBo^ 3rt : DU |yii iyo'ny3 oaypya 
"? lyo^nyvya ptt«t ayo 
"?y^ PM yiyiaK jy^ya ^MK iyj"t 55aa 
i" io pc rmnM H .DUDD jnya^MMi D3"^ 
•pyo oyn ya«3 UtoD^M l^fO p« DJIJ^V 
yoMia y3:«o PD W O H > n o 8">KD83 
Dypo'B, een fyo D^M D^I W M p n 1 
r^D^s^tson^K pn iv njny ,*|M»«WIM 
•tj-2 ye^Db^mt^D yanayD^ H .DIMOWIIJ 
"»n ne ayM iyn ,KDia oa^ar ^ p« JTOIOWi 
PM U4nVI) H "3 "D18B ny^'DD^^'V^D 
KMin ]y3«t y?M n D« — jyoKBOB' y5y>B 
.K JIB 
•"I^D "in m$n |yc:yD an DIJT MI DM* 
"jynat^ p oyi n^oya D"x ya;»r s D$>mraa 
raw |yD?«nya oy o$n ,8D:S*O8 PM JKC 
G^^y iy ' .oiysD^a \yoi>$ o$n D'D >$2C 
•ayiuijip Tyiyn r« iyiiya DO yawiD p'p T^ K 
- y i y D p » n » D DMM jyDsrs Dyn [KC 
onna 8 DMM T» o?^ niD DIV — I K C ! ' 1 
•jya^r HDK ayT .iyD*8 D"3 D3"*3 oy PM 
•*K ,DfMDD:y "iycjyo an ctp„ jya^i an 
y"iyMnya;i8 n DDsioya jyo rvii MMmya 
-atj iyatjn iyD8ay?yi n DIJII [yo'DC >nijv 
PMVD n pM ^yc'D'D .DiyfiDija vt lyayay: 
.|Mt?"njnyo 
tyannyH* I M Di^ n DDUMK |yuvy> pw 
p0sm 1 iv* 'n t8 ,a:8?P iyn ryD^iBciyD 
aa8*p iyn PM ,|ywt "y^M lyoc^'vifD n 
yayny^iye PM .oyianayaaiM lynya DO I'M 
nyoiyn n lyty^ D:ypya ;yc o*n tywoan 
ix inrwn DI^D 8 ."POTBI >PH HJD nj*ow 
.yo^nyvya jya^i ayD yru t8 fy'myfic*a 
vv*\ ;y3^n iyay^p y rn PK iwivyn m^ni 
•yiys jwoyn n .oavon PIKDC aao-!8n 
D'D JtJOV iy?8*lD8D n ,D"»y3"0 tlM IMS?*n. 
H
 rDyonrc may nyin^c lya'Dsyo TTTM 
jysifn yiyo8 PM D"»PV*II PMO T » * W 
pc inw 18 iy^8D iv naw P*M D38oya 
81 HfpVgr\ DJJJD-18J D*l«* 1JTT 
yoD"D n p« PK p n o o iya»i DDW£P 
T j rU jD ' r vw B Bl ip i n oawa lysyt? 
nv 9 m ly rn .WMsmawi DIX V P I M 
"3*« Din DSSD not? pa spiya I'D^D jyoBt 
,DfiBrtfypy nnyt Dnyos? lySnys lyn IKI I 5>yp 
iyo"3n« H [yoy Jypani pvn.pM D$ pK 
-ix ny-i$ anaynyw ivoy «i ! MM*? T»»*I 
B I *D no tytDDBp B V IM Tt xnxhmw 
-wrtvn ,Dyt3BDB' PBI 8 V I M iyn$
 fnyoBii 
5»r m m /lyay^uD** I ' IBB m\fr\ »*«m 
IBD opysoyi auw ivaijin DO nyD"3*)8 I B 
BKB> pK VB5>B Dyj"n 8 jyrp^pcpiK PK ,? i 
? jruiDBnyjn pn nBB 
D'D 5ypw« iytn n»3ttByaaif 3$n VM 
-royno v^o [m 3JKS:$ pK„ :nyoism n 
lyiyiw lira PK a:BBj$ p« ,K* .wo"p 
1'BMK Ml Dpipya T D V I M Dtjn jyo .loyiQ 
lyo^B'ya ^ D PK itfopyBDa^K prtfvmDtf 
DB$ iron .oaya^ nwumtniiaaiM tro 
-3"1B D"3 iy;yayay3 T ° ^ay^D 
.anev PB ^ n yosnya 8 \nv: 
tsay^ B ny^ys iy*i "iyi$ nytsayn nyn Dipi 
H pn pa T M TB anamvn .lyannsnK 
PK lyoBiBMK lyonya TT ny Dajfcfi ;un>*3 
T D lynyoenyc D*y .DD'D n iy-inyp-»yB 
-DIM D*UM DO T O Da«T iyo .yny-ijK H ya"M 
T O D^ o onyn jyo |1M ,03*3'? yDnysotfya 
•Dwayo EormvM IB D*D MI DB$ 
PK BKC jyoma » pa D*p no«9p B 
ra»3 oatftya w i yosy? TO D$H ?mt»p3 
- ^ D PK D^-OMI ,-I$SB I « I TB ,3'vnyrwyB* 
oy $»tl JBBW*W DO 5>*D p*p imjm ooy^ 
-syn K D3Boya y r u iy3$n T O nJ»a DD$P 
1MB TK D3"Vny3'K DTK 3$H T « P« *3313 
ojn jyawioMM DTK jyo u m lM>ip »iix 
3MKW Jttyuw i n w « n yj^t PK I I ^ B 
M
«nm ypB» DI#T ^ M J W rta DJ^T ,*WM 
nBO^BD iiy T IK*P "b rycn n Sy^B i^ 
,1HK^  pWhl IBB I^ nDyiBMK OtJH >lflD3tJP 
ovy> iya"T nyBytrpi^p y?B •wvwaa PM 
-13B0CW tyiyoya y^^ B
 f>y»D B PK 
.jytaiMiny xt T^K WK> W W$ ,mm m 
T O ijhi
 ft»aa.Baya ny?y:^ o5ipi D"31K H 
njn .nyo«3iB H ju> M^n H iyn»n ly^tjr 
">jm "iyD"3iB H TK ,t'K iy3$ noK nriytD'a 
B « i p^ p oo ijnyrupa ^n Jioyw nnyT iya 
nni DO P^K TT jyo^Bn "T PK ,Tyiw 
•1VB B T'K DVy^  pK
 r|mnNn91M '1 IX G c^ 
H D'o iyayayay3 w 5>I#D8 ^ -..
 | y :,* 
.nysyc i y - ^ ^ : 
inyT w n IVJ^T >Min*i3 ;•« 
J999«n H pn DO jyossn o ^ e ^ 
n y>OTWW jya"! D^n^yri-: J 
DDlTVDa*? n iy3«n vrtvv I W N y ^ 
|1B DjyDD"3 PK 1jn»f ,1^OD p« ^y-;^ 
5ifi DDiT^oa^ (y:"t o«jn '.;;•-:-: zr, 
iyj"T D-iyooyK'n n .no^ p« jyrrs »J 
fD5*n n [is D"prn n T B T^^ I^DJK- IT 
DO D»m TM J'ViDte' inyt \yy>\ ui$r, r ;•« 
pn I « D e A i y m oanp i i»*awn ITS r * 
,DD:I#IDIK oy DIHD iy i jn i j ,iyo«S2^ ,K (CM 
H nyny oyoij3 n ivsyn D?BB:yty mn 
o?*n n TB iynyin^B DBisnya -,yD"2^ 
tt"X p»p iy3*n oyD^a n .pn p»i iri j: 
Ml D>'pao«5p KTK tvayn |yo3KiD tx c; 
-3BJ iny? jya«i T W U I M n PK
 ro»prr 
,pnB DO jyan pM >tp3"p "T T^K oy .ret? 
oy TB ,iynyr «t T B T n y > M K^ cy- r» 
,DO isnynifiB *M Difii T J DO .pn pn ^ ; 
pn ?IJT ,ayD yiy^n a v ' p t f «i iKn ^ 
PK ,oo |ya5yn p'5» ^ n 10 ,pn T^-VC 
t'K D3"^B .DJTT IV 3'D?03"S2 F3B3 |y;"T 
" t ow\ D"S n jy3Mm " t >«n .iKBijn DP 
•yoipatf IB '11 ^^yD DO B « ^ PN lyajmaurs 
oyn 3^ I 'TDB ,ST m DO ens "t pK ,C": 
nyn DiK >n aojni MI ^y 'B^o D^ B 
jyo iyp ,BKC PB njBD^v ny^^yrn-D'; 
IV DMK fy3>^P " t 1M11 D1$ CVT iMTO 
tyny* PK PK ,DDIKW3 m .vw& iw 
p-ur W pj« BKB' jyoMTJ nyaoyr ^v"^ i"J^ 
• I ^DD„ yj^^p B Ditn nysSyu ,iy^ys»«" 
"yp"i«DD„ njn pM .DDy^*o '" iww - ;" 
,DPB^ ,DyB»Dnnayo ,aanyn "V Donpiw 
-na Tjn IBB .1^0 PK "tyo^e .D'ra ,t»nc 
- ^ D n jysy: Sypam nyn tjnna is rai^n 
pK BRB> oyi jyao^n IV^VB i y i ""$" t^'7 
-ya T'K iy^yB w .pDyr^r""vcs'' 
PB n>3n ?y3 B PK
 f|BCDi:8r « jSanw 
n pM Dp^yaaiK nnyi T^ K PK .-^ i n 
DMK onnyp ny ja«am"nn pa pooy 
OMl PK DD'D yBlP B DI»5 PK BKL- =>' BJH 
nyDVii n .ypitfoo PVT PD c-r. D»; .^P 
ta-Atafc 
Uftrwi toJVDns; 6vpi$ njn 20 
t « n * JHOD'OWI y5>8 ny i * ; amwaarn 
pwov i v w •" -T * W w w IVD-HP pa 
D*n rf»o Tin t8 j r rw i 8 B» t^a pupam 
-tp nyn yiKia PK ,!»•»& b«J*o p v ooip 
n onim ,yaK-m pna w n .ivoipya D U D8a 
JHp , 1 * ^ I 'M* DUB1P P* ' M j n * DllW5p 
jn«na PK lyjmJKO'K njn TK ,TOD3y 18 T K 
-4p — J V B I V M o*p lyoipya DO ba"fi 
w i n pKrtPVMf T* l w * n w ^ 1 1 'D3J, f i 
.D83$D 8 [ID 
w u r n n t8 ,BDiKiiya taia raw a$n T K 
-njn DDy^lJD *1 pK DO 5>$D |«P |jro &B>811 
iya$n lycpi i iny»yBe> yj^o i * pa / i ^ y i 
4mwa mio p^ >8 i n oyotp n 
ono W K m , T K a$T ,bD"ii irvK,, 
nyi PK "?BKP pK ^Doyp-^E^ |ya$n 
jya»uar |y»»a*TK 8 D^D T D Diyataay ot$a 
,•« iy"Bfi? D'a iir^yii "T„ : |l»»5 y:"t tynM 
»» TK 5*» D$u.ay^i* ita /lytooyp n 
"? tysMP 
PK ,tyayai* T K TID ,D3nj*n nyrn PK 
"its i8D TK ,Dpiyoya a$n ^ K .oayia ny 
8 pK ly^BBM* T^yD31K PK 1IUD"TM( 
inyos? I5»BH Sift pb'BD nan jyn ,PD*BD 
yannwa 8 PK Dip S"fl .peso p1? tyaya 
mil lypip PK 08T3J85 lya'iaa* T * .o^ais 
-ya vtyw H D^D tau Dnu^Dnsn B"B&> jyo 
nyn I N K jynya DIKD"TB$ pa imwum 
D"ii p« 5»y:t? p p w D i a n a s .ptfub 
•Tt PB 
i'K PK vayny nyo5 nyi HMK
 tpKtr&* 
" i .T^Dvn nny? oyosp n |» fM pyaya w 
IPDojna fona ^DpyBoa^K oyn W M lyonyj 
oy Difii jyajjt "T fy\ jyo jyoya IIK ,niaa 
H it* D3"x iyo Dm PK .BKB> pit b^nyo 
am T^a TK ,iyaijT PK « I iyp^8T
 ftxny5nyD 
oaip iyo |yw nyaK .lynyn oop^cya oy^8 
B W DJH jyo DJ^BW .5»VD iyD"N* oyn 
p*:nip — lyT^ya DPPK o^n iyo Mi jnsn: 
.BDp'Dya 
jynruM n83 i i r vn i p w PK p f r r a 
T K n lya^aya ou D3JKD3^ bi#n pSpna 
•ww, :5ip i"K PK jynpya p« on^DpysD 
Umvnp D'onKoc I j h it> T * in^K oonyj 
" h " K ens Daft)
 #DU »18 onKoc nyn IK 
WW M IpJpna pn Jift ocayaya nya« 
"»a« jyjt? TT PK vx& n jye^ya Jwo 
ay^ aijn T K ! p'B A"~\ oy^8w ,Doy^^o 
anarun ntv U T I ay^ix r»5nmwn 
iypip T D PK ny?^o pu I 'HD H ny oayoy 
.noc iyM«nSypy I'BMK yi^a 
yiVbyD yiyn MI T > B " W 3 DMP T'K oy 
T^K Dy .QPT11 ||UMM H p« 1281 lyO'C pa 
•Dp^ tD |ya»5a iv eayo^o QVI PK ny«» inyt 
lyaya D^V nya^yiiyi p« PK a>nn PK >ID 
i 8 i i uu'&an cyi inyo^-iyn iv o^a evi 
•oyn n it$ DH^K W ^K \vn .r\w n pe 
nyn r o D3S#T i8i /uisDEW cyi pe D"P3^ 
? "y^8B„ 8 T^K Dt#T ,in^K OJ>^ D Dt#r.„ : Dl#a 
.Dyt8^p TOW 8 MI nnyo D1: ^ i$i T^ K D^I 
oyn Dfc? ?pu Diji >UT nn^ K D?MI pn Ml 
DMK inyp ,P"K»TT — .ynnypoMK -i?8a \yo 
" loy t^p lyoifii oyi 
pa mipyo Dttana n onya D^MI MI« 
•lC0pyBU8D P*H T8 ,ll#OpyBD3%K DJH iJnKJ 
jyDMia 8 p« /Mni#ia v w yiKia pK
 rnyi 
Dijn iy T8 ,iyatj? I>D Dan^ny ^M a$n ,EKC 
pK on'K «a iyii D^X nyi PK ,on a a w n 8 
I « D 5IMK .^ D a^ on aa^ oym \"p T^ K EKIT 
: iy Diyaoay ,PK on U'DPTI H IKH ,y:Kia 
anaya^vatj " IMpn i PK i re iv i DV„ 
#DH>K oya T K .BKC po py lyooa^n I'DMK 
otp\ iKM jyi"X V D PK pya vn wo fy\ ny 
I8"i ,EKC pa pv \'n I 'D O^D onya iy .T'K 
? 8n„ :oaijT iy pK inyoc OT T D lya^a 
"!ta>a m$n TO ,p>a ?on aa'oy-n 8 
ya^yn iv ^Di^pyECrK v&yBii$ov n 
nynyiiDjy iya^T juramva iyru cyotja n 
MI ...iyi8: i y i ^ T» nrSm "T nanij
 PIVMI» 
T'K-Dy-iya^yn " i |yo o%a ,DMK onyt oy 
-pyEDa^ K nyi PK ,iyiyu w HOB *2K , w n 
."oa^^iya^K,, pw ISK I$D 
H fya^ T p8ta"p8T i "0 ooyn "iyi V>K 
•yi " i .oayiayByta^K inyn >yD'38 oyoija 
•^8D H it? "» oa^x jyc T8 PK ,tyt o': jyi 
TK ," i pycoay ,EKC PK ijnyJnye y v n w 
yn^ii lya^i " t ,aMnoe> lya^r nyo^aiK n 
DU cnyias T-l !^D ivp "iyanyi
 rnyj*Ha*n 
-i^D PK \vo w>p oa"»% ."t D'o inyaya 
iyii pK ." i ivatjt ^a^iDC nyiyMi PK jya 
w| MI DMK lynyr DDjrt^P n T8 ,"T a$T T K 
,D"X ya:8^ 8 ISE vyiw IP IW ta^ a iyo5»w 
-»#) n DJ'SP [yp TK .nyctaay oyn TK a^P 
j y o i ^ pa I>K 2MK , « m y^8 Doy5> 
19 nppwi MJWKB onvb njn 
nKBUMD VIK T1KK3 BMWT! *1 TB TKBPPfiDiTK ]K JIB ppTtm 
IP© T«
 f?ip l»DBnj? DIV iy Biyn DIP,, ;m 
->8W ,B8«P 8 PK 1#>B K PW811 iyD181 5»t 
H P« b1*5D H D>3 DVtfl IVD
 #"y»OP3 
r a p " I#B o n pnwv ma- .n8bB8 nyBye> 
tyo jyp ovy ,D'3 D"3Hl i » pni ,IKPD 
a*? T K ."ywKii n lyvneenyB o*S i m 
" • W W IV |>a»U M "1*3 PK Dy t8 ,DfVK 
ny pit / I # B 8 DBWI jre ?yn ram n m 
p* *D'3 nya"P PK oy pm 18 ,TD onySpiy 
IKlfB 8 {If iy» DD'3 ,D"¥ Py^ D pK ,BK6P 
onnyp jyo p* nt^s I'BMK m m ivoy 
oyn OIVK "3 iyo DEWI MIK ,om I'D*D 
5*1 ]yn Dipi ,!8T D^IM D'J D38D oy ]1K
 #I*5D 
nxn TK IV" PK .net* n D'otyvmehyfi D*J 
n D'D v i Ixn>DinywK T D ?8 ,DH'K Jnw 
"PP"3H! H !»11 ,1»1 1« BKP ]1D D"P3'H 
njh m an»w o*a PM py PK ,pnyufi iyj"t 
imeonQ i«p po*n oy pm DMK onyt BKK> 
"811 jyo *08H 1I#B Dyn T8 |1M ,$DB»3 en$n 
y?8 t8 ,Mi8 ,*i"i D'D p« pyna 8 D'D jyt? 
-jyo ypa*np B O P M pa vsyBP PK riov 
• m r t8 p« .IWWVWMVIK p n TT ftp jye* 
, D ^ vut tyo I*D MRN H »pw not? n jyv 
D'a $W f» 18 ,om HMK i»o ny DiyiiDjy 
D'3 PK BKSP 8 mite PK Dm 18 tyoynyD 
« .D'filf |"P 
**n ny 3MK .yamc -lyoopya p>o *pw 
•tyDDjy nruo' t ijn PK
 lTyJDDyp-"BB' 
pn ruyan 8 i* TT D338B I8T * l i w # 
; wwf\ D^D >ui w n y3?yn
 rv5yp>Mi y?8 
D'D o5,tya3ij tam yaJjm^nn^tj n nyojiK 
ynyy^n
 #iy5Djn3 #"v^v^D"«ti*D yany5 
y»58 ,iy3'r8D yo?8 po V^P'OV ,Diy33yn 
-ya jruy D8 — ly^ niDB* yayaipaw |M T«^ 
n nyD3i« PD^BD lyo^yo'enyD 8 jyo DJ^D 
V38383 V* D3'Dya pD'BD »?H t'K pK ,r5»n 
#DMT3 PB Dypan8Pt3 ,y3y**GrKm3init PK 
-y>ya Dim iro^yii Mi *it en« wnyi ya^y i^ 
.338^ iyD83«Q ty3 
yi'3y^ b'D ,ty3"i v&w flsj/hi& «i 
nyo3iH ixnyn ,3'VIDC nyo'K ,)yon83D^K 
.bopya D3u 
f"^ym^ DJ^ P DDT1B PK Dy*8 T'K Dyw 
H w T D O»D inS»w ,oif3 njn v o D3iji 
-3'K D?8 D»P3'DynD J«D .pa 3;»E;N ;-{< 
fyDDjru DJH I^D VIK D n^ ,5ipow ••!» 
D'D D"p3'DyDDDfiyB'y3 H D38ey3 ?m;«n 
Tt ?y3^n DnyiWDpyai38D piitfp n y3^« 
-^ 38D y o s y ^ n fyoSKnya iv n^ o H ;v:v;y; 
n PK pyByt? H pM jnjyociv yrngo 
ym iv nyD"3n« H pc D M W W ^ : 
,33i3y3DiK jruyvaD'w 
DD'K n ,yoni3 n MI oybvs wi? H 
•BK njn»o Doyn H MI n w i i n *n»o 
lis trivoyo y3?yi H osnw m$r, ,n8D 
I W i I»5TDKJ .iVDpysD:^ j« jyo^s^n 
njn ny3K ,pmrnsnyfi pnyuKD ynyoMn -
-3V : VSOB py35yt nyn prnniyj PK pjmv 
! i»opyBD3'K Din i rs : 
D3y?D ,P8D"P8T T'D DD^N Hjn ^1« 
TD D3y^ B ny phi ,pno ayis 8 TD C$: TT 
,BKC Din IV 1.TK D3^ T D^l ,13w : IWjn 
- 3 ^ ,Dyjnyt? 818 inyiya jyn ^ 3 "-^ o^ n 
pn 3yo BKB' nyt *? pn^ PJ I^ K EN:* ;yra 
nyo'K ma jyo D3y^ B ,3'VIDC MI DD^V T : 
8 D'D .y3Kia nys^yr njn o>c ivjpyavs 
-3"18 Dip P^K T D D n^ pmv DMV wnv 
PK PKIIT'D 1'nyDJiK ny^yo 8 PK DWCB 
inyiys i$3 ayn T K 3MK .Diyncy: TS w 
•pi pK BKET jy-iya'D3'5 PK iv"iy;ynyc s 
.ly^yo p'i MI ,piy 
,DP3iBn38DC DyjP3 pfi
 #?'K y:K"^ 2 yryn 
'i IIK ,jy3MK H pK nasi lyo'tr iv KMCP 
.opysy 8t« yJpvn IMP 
jyT'DDMK TK PD ,?1BDP8D pM IV :"« 
oyn pmm y3Kia ny»r pwoay « t r o w r* 
1"113'V3''K jy33KB3V PK ,BKC |1fi iyTOT»IP« 
y^n8D'38D y3yny^nyfi H HMK [V:"VV;S 
.ns,, : T D D"iyBD3y D«3 *)yn .pnWTO 
PV1D8? P K I * > B i y i D3^i nn'K D*n ^r 5 
PK D8T — ! jyewi [yo no W ^ M I H !•» 
Dyi1 DV !DB"J1IP « ,D"P3':^^ 8 "S" 
ijrt p n ixnyii oyii .pnnypoMK -^ =<: fl« 
i'3v: jycKii i » ww Durum %t p« ."<•* 
.ip'3 D"V VP ovy :'« r;* jure 
|yb no IV5B oyn 18 *n»« ^T T « 
D3«i "1 ?n*a TWII y^8. <W &* >'='«'' 
• ' • • • • • • ' • ; • " - • • • • • : • • • • • . ' • • 

17 W i y n tajyonsj B*v*i njn 
nya$ onya !$spp^e>na*K nyn ,pno « o^ a 
¥W btfto « w i n oaayn ny , w m w 
D'D H DH3 0^60810 PK JnO D'lyma DJH 
.01*11 VnD D!H |W Oayi ya^TDW DJp 
-ayaya « D?8 lyoaaioya Dm oayp H W 
,DD$"ID I'OMD nia^t? p'p o»a oyn ot^ it ,^BT 
oy .nwc? jyomya B Din p« nyi nya$ TN 
ry5»yj6^  nvi o*o -iKia ?8 J I I M W D PK 
MM V* l»5*niyiMi ,OD(po oyn |ID mHni 
T« /WWWVWVK* VMRTU H Dfiif 
tDD'ipyjiyojiK |pj"i nyoan n ?B ,oo at^ r 
hya«
 #«*5pjyvro oyn no oijyJanyfi PK 
"W3K0"0D*i» noma r« ,DPBQ 8 "I$D PK oy 
Jywu lyvy^iyo iv ( m m *H BOW IVO 
ana iya"5a nyoan n PK ,u#ni »i yvyrya 
litfyn iyo"m8 i n nya« >$? ,Tj'5a PK 
Mnnnstf i$n 8 WM TU 5*i D$n ,oysy pno 
Dip Dimi Nn #|jrnyn yay* PD lyoynyorK n 
iyoD3ayioB' byn VIK DWfiHDm ryrya 
.018 
•inn i w n w j * *n T O a^-iy VH PK 
pnnoD^K lyoya oyn o w ,DPBD 8 i s : 
.jyoanya ynyayn •V pa o"pa*$"onKB n 
o$n n w o ^ o w n y J n m f>t$o yau«K pw 
->B>ya D?*tW ?yai»n ya^yn ,yvytya oDBDya 
pB -unw Wfi PK ivay* oyn rayirJy'D jyv 
tya*n jyoanya ynyayn H PK ,iyo"ai8 n 
! JyjtrvwoDatfpaiK D?8 ivoiipnyfi oy 
jyj"? lyoDBBnysiyp yTjyayavytya y?8 
-yoa'R *i jyv^ya iv oy^B pno iv a^oiyo 
oy iya$ ,tyo8np$ODn8-tfya n po jyoyn 
n PB jyp iw i n " * 583 yjna o>o is ooip 
tya^yu nayaTK jyanpo^nK lymyn ya^yr 
•nwoo yaJjm nayavK jya^n 5t^ r DIJII ,nm 
.yD85pnyo>uiK iyi i8D 
D5IJII ,ntfa inyo osnya oJipi T « t w 
w ty»P8B jnayno lyaana oaypya ^n T « 
ma aijn v* JJiDBMnya p>o lynnooi^K 
H v w anaynya^aiBB jyo^nay D5»«ya ^T 
D5W DyayB*5wB cyn jypjrii p«
 fnn8cya 
18 ,3^3^) Snttt t^ K oy .oa^c pu pno IV 
arm Tt tamo oy Dlfn |yom ?«t P5^B DJJT 
.OITK 
rowa n D«m ,oxn PK oay5 m i H 
-^l i ya8B3»K o>o mJa Vt IMWWO yo8o 
• W I D O W , jyamaya iv 08DB»3K ,?yooyo 
.in»MD "yivD 
TW T^ K fiywnv pa oyvips iy^;-r ^ n 
p« ypwf tp yjyny^iyEs ^ yr;: :-c:» 
DIJT ya^yii Tin ,Dy^8^pyfiD y?y^JW,B 
.D>yo"3y»MK PK oamya oiyn
 P^P 
iyaij iw"t iyo^a-18 yonn^sa^ n 
H PK tynyoB' PK ,nyo'K MI « H i y i niW 
,3JU»D nya'JoMtoy iyn pa iyn»i yDBny 
jyan PK
 #nyn^ao^o my»? o'o M'J»NTO 
fO»wnWW W PD ayiiDMK [« ^aiy;y 
-$»yrya njn jyaya ^yo^o onamp-iMi 8 ;y:-r 
inyayn H ,DOT*P H .p:ynp lya^oew 
ooany ww tyiyii mraw ^ lyno ww 
-a^oyno n ^yj^^pjiB H .oasioyajg r« 
•am inyi rya^r jyoanya yivw H pe D»P 
njn PD Wt"5 i n p« tjn«jDp«a yro 
T8 pmiwrv W i iyo PK .yaK-ia DO^D 
-JIK n jyaya n^iy oyn iwpya nr^ pi »r 
taiK ,ooijiio oyn PD pajriiTB ya*$wn 
.ycnaaK yj"i lyayj lyv r^w 
"HNHOMfP T O fyno nyaij onymya w 
-yn H jynyaya ODIJ nnyr T8 ,DPS£ cyn [jn 
VI iyt«5 PK ,iyny5nyc yo^ia pmanya xny: 
,|yj$'xntno yo?8 pa D^S PK i:yn |yir-
jynyoc DWII ,iya:n"coay DMIK IV:*3 PK 
pc a:»3 oyi lyiyij'n pK onwiwi cjn 
,one PK ont^ vm D"pa»oajnw 
o:8pya T'K D^H rytya otji 5cc5 DWK 
osnrn w t n PK
 t"]$wpwmwxm D?K 
T8 O^K'D^ DyaDMK MTK WW \VV1 \VQ C«" 
nayn uumva yooaiy viv nnra »^T iy 
iyo8a38o-DD8io yoMi3 H iy:ya PK
 (D^ B t* 
m |yo58ll iv PK iyo^8t? iv o"n;py:y;» 
.iy>%« " t 
PK iya?y>i ,ryrya i n t^ K ,onyi in^« •« 
tyan>MonyD iv jynya oonawa to%a:** 
IITHfiiya 33^VI5»B ,ome3W"K w nan cy-
oy jyii ^pmiyo : iK PD ojymiooa'K » 
po jyoviTHD PK yoayn n DIK T ' " ^ : t r 
"iyn fim Jy^WM ,iyaTa no*>jny«w'DT 
n ay^iv .nyo«an8"i^ 8 W r x ^ , r ' : 
-J^K, o n PB aa^o^onyD yoayw* 
pno iv |P«yo iyo onyosr "?«?rp:»B?n 
-jyo 0Di8n tyo PK ,iva»T ya^vyrya r;»: 
.iya3ivy5TyoTy»yj IKD yo^wyeya r« !>r 
8 D p nyoan 8 T8 ,3nyno iuya ?'* rar 
tNW PK pno w r o«n finw^ w oar 
nyjrwjn wyonw D * T ^ njn u; 
jny^r iwn^nmw PK yosyi i» " t \wvv2 
mvn "t D*II # n m w i ">yT •itfomyoa^R 
73 v * i taa'o-iyBosyi ,osy» P3 osssya 
psmDP W8W W H»*nt "» J3ioB*in 
po$J n .OD31PW I j n p« »i oycWBD oy 
*ia :3i3yny3-iyD"3nR nyn p« osnyn D$H 
iv IVDSSIVIV T* iyoB«B>3jH"K y58 ovu 
;yp D E W * n D*« , i » j n m » KPSWD y^s 
-iyO"3lB l in JIB P3y3*5yD3*R H .13039*13 
•n^K jy^soytDcivn^ n38ots>o*K PK u w w a 
prurnp ny* w * pn jnmvo wxrw y i 
•jyar W D n J3i3Yi* ya^oBsetfyrya 
-jjnnownw ,3383 imn fynya nm ajuywa 
•o:y " t Djm *? jnna p n w w p * V?^ an 
jny«i p& PB*iapa W ^ K n pit prfent 
TIK P* .yosyn P P D H S W P« P I W J I J B 
' • •WW IV VD3VT VIKUVTV *1 |V31»5 "T 
.pnn 
-ttW D5B IVD"3"IK PD lynyi 1*0 ?im 
PK IKT .jyopnifiB pa nwnaiyD D58 /iyo 
w n K nxn .iP&Wftretfp 5y*B yaxns n 
oSypnioay o*a ,ixn"5 ,OV*K Pa W3 B$n 
iPDjnpoa'R pa**t pnncpa is o^paviya pn 
jrum* p« lynij
 r»p*aprD1Daifp oyn *PIR 
nnyr Tt o$n>B Sya^K-oosno nyn ,iponpii 
pin *PIK 0"pa»03yny33iK ya"T p« piKbt? 
jati^nDips-DaipspntfiB |1B n^ya 
0'31B y338D *P1R D$11 BP8B Dyn r8"lB 
*t IPa"! ffopnipB PDT5ITIO:I$P ODI^D 
^ M M ' t J*fca asDpoo»3o5pmyB POTTO 
vosmapi y5y*B imp P**J"R yovy? n p« 
B*m Y^PPW 8 is prapwpa isfenro 
•^BWI w onpii jpapnaipB njn .PTO 
&'APW*a DIV D"ii jyo pm /ipn3P*n&> 
" P 13R$D»IH PK m m pf lpws yaJyrn 
Dft'WPB \r\w "? *u flprtq 5y*B DBMP 
.DyplSD iyT31K *|MR 
cm DDRts' yi^tsyo y^nysynsnyB ytn 
UD80 yo^a H iDenynys DW DTO*38038 
•DDD n^o n lyaya 
"arSw VD ?y3^n nnip I^B WW1? n pn 
"W K D»nyj
 fjyaaomyD3iK yaxnv^enyB H 
WRr^mfrup) yoMia MI fynyt iv D^nayay^ 
iwinpw lyo^aw tup^^ i * i PD tya^n 
W ^3 ,(DQ9«ain) oy*oyD3»p yayny^iys 
iwirariya JDIK fyiyoya 8 nn* WW 5»t 
.P5«B Dl#T 
8 T>N pj^r » T8
 f*nimni»8 ly-iy* ivjya^v 
"V3 yD3ynyajiK ,y3'>-iy3yf< t^ D?8 ,DD^-ID 
"pmpB H ony« i ^ j r n ^ D iyn ^»n 
"J^va PN PM
 fiyvoviVpy PK lya'Sv^j r^v 
.n3Jy3»8 J«p t n *| MU ,DD^O D1V m 
11D?8 PB Jy'BB»"3 8 01**11 W'JVn'nD H 
-3*K n ma Mi l EDD -^ID i y i i iyinyii ,UVH 
-T8 Dyjy:"8 pn pa tycyiya 
]V2$n . im^a i r p i ) D^8 ,iyo*'an» D?8 
TO t8
 ro?yn nyi ijrt^iiya 3:8^ pw TO 
"iyt3i8 lynytwya iv p*5« nasoB '^K jyrn 
-^jypiye lyopjnn nyt3i8 p n ^yoiyoc 
-yn t22soypiy T D [ya^n yivD8^Mrw iy3 
iyn3ioc*DD"3n8 ynyvn^p .Dycn'Mi yiys 
.?yui3jHy3-wyay$ inyoys PK 
H t«
 rjyp"iyoy3 is %i T3iN onyiB oy 
•yry33"8 pw ?j/at#n D3nv*ni(Biwp yooy-i: 
iy^i38myD3i8 ps D^^ps^yiipya n pm 
•iyoy?8 pc o^ Byaya oy^ ^ 8B I ^ JV 8 D'D 
^ys 3^D |y3»03»n "3 o«n W»JI» 8 
fy5n38myD3iK iv iytD"P3ny>nc iva^yn 
WM^ H Co o^n 't MI jyoTB yoma D'O 
•IV )1& D'3 "lt?3 Ifl ,y3"5p 1^ 3 n O'O PK 
• w a PB y5y,BB'"3 fnytya TO ryayn w 
•iv D»n8 lyt'Mi oyoi^ B v)"*?v 0*^ 11 o>'p 
IPOMiya 8 pa .iyn«Dy5ipB (yoTPawnij 
-3Mi H jyBnays fi iv y3t:3 »n tysijn i8")3 
DS3 iy^n »t PK jtrsgragaig PD o"pa»o 
y3^yr D^T otfn nyp^aiH i jn TK jynyrvK 
oyi "183 o^M'n iy tn PK |yva«o *M
 foay"i 
-38 oay^ o ny3^yn ^yo^yo'O [ID 18^ 82 
jyiiya T^ K nyjy tvn ,iycs8 p t vm iy^8D 
.lyan^ntDiyD iv v t 3*WMi8 
^n pR iy38n npnyo8 pc nyo"3i» n 
PK ,|yo"n"i8n wb$WPV ycy'D DB8ty3:8 
ny"t 03JP5 ry'VKr^Kaiw P« tK |yo"ii 
-8T 0'3 "i83 ty2^n iye"an» ,Bi .33n^5iy 
»t .oa*3"»nyB TV3*"*T n,2y3DD,,3"iK TK lyaya 
ys^ytK o^o |y$n3«rnyo:iK iv o^iys TV3**r 
-y338 t%« oonya ?yo ror'^3 ,?yoBwnynyp 
-ya 0*3 »» >*ii jyo PK .yoDyi yiv*n o38io 
yrn urn ,oiynya iya^o*n ^r i8 ,ryp3xnt? 
.lysyayassa PK D3ypny38 ir iyn yosin 
ryo8o yoMia n pw i»*%3*irpi5 n 
iv xnasoB^D'K ry3"T *n TK ,TT "3 ts5n*B 
16 iypi8ii taayoiw on«* nyi 
-JVDK^P nxn no ny"in>BD"i*n nyi D*8 
,yj"o aaiMnnya » n n*SP n?8 D»J oro 
jVD«onyo»mK yo3U"KiyB-DU I*J H m 
patron wjnjrmw ajpft* ivnytDt? tofcm 
-IP ny3$ ^ u w W T w a w IVT PB 3* w 
^TTWOI^B wro •»"» w vnu nyo'K I»P 
r»y IK PK ^1 iwfiw *n pw /unna ayaya 
•vn& n Dip ,lVDyanyD DU W i \vo .mv 
pip B»J tpjin n\ DITII ormjpe ,M*W 
PK ream MIM yw iya$ «t |»«t ,DDIPD 
"i"iD n .p^K BDifiD nyi m T^"D"WB3IK 
po DDPOTI ,rtpw WM wnp aauynya i$\ar 
-PMioay iyi Tin ,^^oyj
 #pn*a tya^ yr nyn 
~>K nyn po «1>"HD1V H ,nyj^8o pc 3;tf 
-WPISD ymnr^ioyp yp'oaga'a n p« D»3 
-nvw»n n 3$ jyvasa PK DDKS? ya^yii ,n 
-:"« oyn uunw PK DmroaipvpnipB v$vn 
-18B yj"t D^ D rowmff i* 1*1 oy^yv 
na ,ppw 8 p* /rasanyB 8 P« lynsnyoKP 
D$ .iyDyiyor« ya r^ lyan^nonyn tyayp iv 
K MI DDP8H ya?yn ,iy&?"K'D$D8 H PK Dtp 
.DD*PD I'D^D v m r o u ^ m 
8 T8 ,iyj*r iv i"« «p IHD nv&w PK 
"3"P 0*1 PK ,DDipD 8 0*3 PK H»jn*13 
5$03"p ipw oy Dim p« lytynya DU 5$D 
,|yoif3 oyn jya^naD'o Qttti n pK .j«i DU 
n
 l«wyiiya-Tytt"anK# ^VMIK iv mya p« 
«! njn* ,iyD3M38 yrya nramwy WW 
ypw^VB JiwJn PK D'viKn oy KPYU IM"? 
jrwplfpy 
•«mi» K to omp rw mwTwiia « 
*r | t t Muu«myB iKP^ypne 8 d a m 
8 PK BD^nts nyn Aton nanrt jycso 
Tjwupo ytyB^n p i p 8 | » 3»w*inyi) 
-vno n .fypynx ya^iynye ajp^ts 
.DBKtnyny^ aD'D nn^ K DU opaynt?y3 t$uv 
-D^D 8 iinn^ K pc D3J8rOT *i D8" oy?8 
Pfi D'JDJyP PK iyDp8183 ?yO« 8 ,T'K T^JI 
ix tsnnowiy T*K DDtnn nyn .IKB pn 
,D«an« |ID opn^fi oyn Hn^tftBXSP 
.jyiapn^nfi DSD m jyVrasn nyo"3,w H 
•ipoTo yny«T T*K jyx^rya '•n wjn oy^8 
PK oy |w ,D^pa*nyD"DB«3i« ny^t ,jy^ » 
•»o o*3 jyp |yo t8 ^^3yeenyfii3D3^yr 
GO ^ 3 T*K 0011 8^T 8 *PH OD^ PtS 8 jy^ 
•ya iv i3ja^a T*K ?»>» om . m v n t n i 
-"K y?yo t8n8D lyryirooij-s z':<x
 ;r... 
^^J jyiyn yaJy« ^yj^ vpaifi p« -rNl'... 
-DBMH H PK V9-TOIU D^T pK ,L-"rV»'' 
*1ti T^K yD8D W»«13 n EHpn«£ ,v;vv^ 
•3iK 18 PK DDintD njn D8n .anaycsnr-r: 
yayiy^iyc pc ya^s ycutj? ya»:-»™ 
lip TD jyD^n riwawnyanvE y r - ^ 
H y>K T8 ,iyDBnnya iv ncx pc
 0«v j ^a 
f01in5vrvv n pyo^Kinys n iy;-i vrr-
7D*Bipi pK |yi^ iBU8D pfjn^pysr vr;-
-e»a^ n v^WB lya r^ DDIPD ;V- ps - r 
pa Fy^ ayo yDD3^ nyD n pt< y^c;"^:-:-x 
n a? n83$r ryjyp"^ I»D G^^ L^ vTya ?r 
-DDipD n pDnyenyayo n r« ,"r:v^\ 
D3"DByp H„ »t DDn fyo m "V~« IRHK3W 
-y3 tWWfi D8^P D>8 }ya«i ,"-t:r,\*"rN ^ 
n iv Da^ Dayiya jycyiya^s n« "ipc^ r 
Tt |y5»no »'i y3^yii jyo^sij-s yoys ; r - ; 
iyn .jyD p^a^ nyB m)i"i i»s j^r ,Nv: :^ » -y 
-y3 nyv3K3 nyn .oinypiys DP^E rs OPK 
•yam yD3yny3^ K H lyaya PK *jnyr:« •-:• 
PK ty3j^tnyB v&yn ,fyo83385-t:c¥"D vr-
^ B »n "inyo y^^ s I3yn yny t^ :*x ivavrn 
.n^v s^ y^ »t ccip cy 
•p^ 3 i n h i w i umw ytyn p.s r w 
"IJ*IB-D33n,t^8DDnp DyT pK V^TV C 
D"5Jy03Wn n .ys^ay-yu s HE en 
I818B VH OV ?8 ,DS$ IV 1«; pK ^WnPE 
PMPh iv Dayn 8 own ya>y« .DB n^ wna 8 
n y38D ya?y« DDSIP yjy*
 (parn s rt 
ijn PK DVT PK ,T*ayo ynoe^rirsTa 
nyo^yBin IVT PK D W iyo"^: "?c"" 
.ijn^DiD^p PK wwrnips p.s r?" 
-nyo8 "iyn pfi iy°83 DJH PK msevr 
mM\ DWI ya^yii ,1^3"^ u* jwr'^rye w 
TK 5m
 r w w i n } W^'D •*••» TMPB 
PK j iwmnw n m»mvt -"v ' ' ^ '^ >v 
yon»P3Kn* n PB -lyDyiDivc *»P ^- -': 
j«ai^ P3«anirttu n PB TW "- ,^ e,,:"« 
-3^any PK iy3»v3>sK i n PK fKr^^rw " 
yo^ DT n )ynyn Rtt«0 w .>»*3 tyow^1 
rate jjny.' PK ."P5*B yi»?D'er. wp r-« 
n irwi .j^av-n^nD 8 | « w i* -;' *K" 
•Dtt«an8 n PB nyoMK) B»y?« "- T* 
D3ypiy38 (nynyaaHy? yyn PB !•« ^ : ; ; 
^ " 
Dtpitfii wyonBa D*T^ njn 
DDTWP * t ^ DSWP H1 JBDKID 1 
14 
•n I»PHB iyo*n p« /WEBS ivt^D^n s 
nya cm 3»'5w r^« n« ,oo^ya n » n T M 
on a'*: iVD8«8D"OD^o n pa oy3ypyp 
.DB«s?J»?W *iyv3«3 nyi ix trvma D*M 
cm IUD wmaona y^s n n n » ti» 
TO w IOPM cyi 24 DO oy Dsmv ,DDIPD 
-XHTM pa .aanrmyD no D"S « p« jyny^ 
-pv»pB yawanws n D*o rfcstjyava p« ,3313 
.TIT cyi lis ,Dya5y*a"K oyn pe m r r a p v 
pnytoipi ya*un*D n Dip fto« PH oy 
•eip DO lyaK |ya"t MI ,yDD3ny nnyr no*i 
lawanyfi lyDJypmoay wn p« jmf>Dma 
IPD«D H lie mna yDawinyfi H PK IIM 
.y3*oD njn PB ajN"5 n ratf 
:;IK D^BV>5 wnyn PMUO lyooya nyn 
TJPI J3iajmi»3 nytD^aiK nysnpnyoK n 
,:rt$ny D'C DWlPin w oyvi b^pvoyriD 
PK aawmyD iy"t pD D^PIKQC n DM5 
\vo .pno&iKtiya "iy"t pD n«ii oyn DM? 
TO-1* inyosnyB ftfo y^$ IKB 5$D p*« no 
•WD"X"IBD ny3y> iv iyinypt>mv qn
 fD$lfli 
•nyop«i*3 iyn*n yaftni DiwaipvpviipB 
Nt^nruvnnip iyovy5» ps 338B3$ oyi DIM 
niiraonyB* PB »3K"i& n PK T ^ ^ D 
VDD;B W*W 8 *ti inyo DO "DDDIPD 
"Mil s oiyiijB ynoovu'K-D*™ H .yt«"iD 
•ona H DMI8 Dm DIP PK ,fcB»B*p |yD 
T$*W iy>V,D383,D yaO"K t8 J&WPVBM 
W lie u r w n w i m PK DIP .piwirWB 
Ha ,isn"oiyn 00 T D ly^yp *iu 0^ 3 . U D ^ D 
DB^e iyi .nrjjni 00 frm D»T lyansT T D 
•namDya t3P3iBn38bc |yr>Gipiw>y pn ,T^K 
he w«>aj« ny3^i»DnyE3,iK ,witf? nyn 
.oyoD^o iy?ynDDH3,K \m 
*9\\ D5«ioya Dsyn D^D ?yp ODI^ID 'ijn 
,%i »r^ ?ya D*n Dfii iijDPSD i n D^8 ton 
iw ^^wwroa^prtfii ixn PB y«riB 
^»" .i":^3y » 3 ^ B > 3 » y^^ B nnyt o^uB^yj 
^68Cf -»yT p« |ya3«jy3 WV3 pK D ^ n 
Cin-.VDMK .Dy3*y*3"H Djn PB D"P3^DynD 
^ E n>8 |y3nvy: 00 oifn oyJaijnB |«p 
•ynyoj^mya D^3 MID b^n ,D"PDBtpnyoB^n 
pa y3NiD H MI ,o^iy |yo"i2 oyt DI^D 
p« imanan vw M^mst PM ,DD^D 
nn« PM DiKnmn3vM ovi HMK uipini pM 
•I?"IB ya^Dss^yiya p*p ,0BWs»5yu« iyT 
#n3yp^inyB IIK anJyayj MTK D»J PN Dyr>a 
•y3 ov\ n»a DDIPD PB y^Kia n r^ K oy MI 
nyn p« p«) p:sny3 ixra^wwD lys^jnyiw 
.(! P38iy3 jya^nyo ijn jnSiv DO Wa PK 
-DB8^yty3 3i:y3 ocn ^na I«"I«D iy:"t oy 
-ynyD3^ K*iya iy3^r Pa^yn
 (?yi^DP«a p3*5 
njn p« iys8D 5*T P3»ny3 nyT TK
 (DTO 
pa jyopttii c$i PK ,oyi "lyDMK .nyoDra 
yoEKmysya D*D iwjsayaiv DD^ID Din 
D'nBtnya ^n oijn DI?BJ"K PM ,o"pfr;p 
oy |1M ,iyny5> lya^Djysy ;yv;«3 oyn iy2*K 
8t8 18 , T ^ ^ 8 3 Mi -inyo D'3 1KD"iyT VH 
ISttTOP D*D Jjnyil D38it3y2 ^ T 3:u , ,tny 
•Mpy PM D»D ^M tvjtfpya ya^jni ^y^yo [IB 
Dipi iy33nn8aiy ya^j^a H ^ in
 ryjyDD 
D^K ajnnnya p« anjyoip ^ n iy38o "i 
.ny3Mi3iyB-
yma I818B iy3"i oy IK
 f33iDBnny3 n 
8 V* PK iyD^8nD3y ,DODt#"ID VUW^V \\X 
S I'K VI D3'DM3 D^ M ,nOK IK ,DOK |yDMW 
iv janySpny yay t^a K PK ,DMK3 tya^njna 
DU»D yjyny'Bnya H tyayn isn^mpo^ jy:yp 
,inyoB>-iyB ^D DI^P I^O |yno .DDDITIO H PB 
• ^ B y3^n"oiyE3iK *i |y3"t DDDIJID >n TK 
n .yi3yDK'v y^ov3«py yinjnipa f i IB iy3 
-3K PK
 #ny3^8o ^ib3"5ya PB iy33n3^any 
H iyB8^y3 ]Vi$n .lytDEyipiiDK: mjn 
|yv3K3 PK tyasn vtfw ,iPpn3«B PD'ru 
oy:5yv2"K o n PE w^vpnyv n oyoaonyD 
w a r n * Dyj5y»J"K cm pa PK iyD"3n« 
.ny3y3 
nya t3B»j Diini BD»r>o iyw^ ^^3V3 ixn 
,nyn ajpSw p:8iy3 "orram P« o"iyo38^ B 
K pnn^VBip«D DDDuno n PB y^ y*B omi 
-B'lytsc yny* t jn^^w*? ,DPVHPB lyoMiya 
Din \r\v2 ,33i^,non»B-D3*,vpn«nB pB vx> 
1KB D.TK iy38D P* *»D PK n3yn D3PD1D3IJP 
• 
l
* ^yp-iW tMyonw D*T*$ ijtt 
»n ixm iyp P^IDD J inwwn 8 tro ,DB*n 
»M ( A m DP"TfcD-B8B> "2 .piDftfrVDtt i l l 
-5yD»nx t'K itn |1M l y c a i s p/a^aiys |yttf8n3yo8tiv \vm Ww IHS 3*1R ecsn 
8T8 pK oBMrnya^ K /My? WD*M n 
lya"? nysyB' H IKII /IJKSH^P m DIKOC 
*8tt*« |w ye»TK PWUIK p*o p« yeJnyvya 
'"HDD you tyrn ya^yii ,-iyD"ai8 typw$ 
.lyp^iDD nyo^aiK jhruK y^8 tlhi Diyp 
Ijni ,iy»"3")R mywR pm oon-nya »n p« 
.fyj^VH^p-i^r wii n«a^ T 
-J^BK iv lyi^nya proiprya PR T^ijy 
rnyajyiip ninna H JIB ytd'oyp 8 iy& 
lyings iv DI$B$T tDDa^ yr T K PR n^ps^^B 
D?RP# yannip n jya^yn PR imftrfp ^$3 
.jya3nyn$B n rywmvann 
(.iyci: urtcpjra pie 
n PR nyo"ai8 ytrrR ^
 1V rerrryfi'tm 
• fWl 1 ?R:^' ;-#:••» 
-uya rjiK o*n yaJyii ,yaihB va-r* n 
TD ly^T 'V ,nmm PR Dro^vya ••; j ; ^ ; r 
-80 Djyn:yByijsK H onp DDjyc^ .3« »••« |»fn yaJyn na ywnyo ^-yv.rcpyr." 
ItfBH w 3»D'BW«R vaVfecwsiM :--
8 \vm pftff TO Dip IIK ,»*r.' -.jn »-
jyjyn yaSyit jonam n PK 1*173 - ^ 
-3IR \V$VQW jy^t TO iyi* .pjm&g ,J; 
DiynwopysuuD y^8 i* Druvurr.«£ r;r 
TWDMiH nyaR v? o$n oy .*>$2 ;•*« EI<<M 
pD nyByc yooyi3 n pa «TI p« TN oa»x 
pK py^a ,1800138^ : T ^ V : ^«Jiv*p 
n$ DtftflfO D'3 nyo"3l8 n |yj»i -yy>-
pK yamyj 8 IHC U I D W IV^T ,DW3» 
-5yD"iiv anmqn iyi i* Dyo^ 8*y» iy«i 
.]#unra BKC 
lyvPHsany iv lyJo'D yooya n PB yyx 
-BKfc? nyo"ai8 H tD»o patfn iv T^K ,EK^ » 
.(yaj'tD'o 
D^njyayJya you 8 jyau u^o'D-Bxt? 
ni^ D t3Dip DIJII D^T pram prormom v t 
iy33't3,D*B«B' H ,BKB» lyoD^trya nyn p« 
V? iiftifT BKB' PB nyD"an« H T8 ,W lyo^yn 
D»3 Dipi pK pnD iv fr Difll lyjHjyBBnyo 
,D a^ nyi ^MK prt«ii iy33,D,o-B«u' .pno iv 
Diyaoyo nyo^aiK y;«i iy3"t TU D ^ ?« 
D383 D3^ 3V H ai# IW'H "1 TO ,W*JV I*K 
»M lim BKC Dyi pK 338B3IJ ytD«D D»3 
»1 nyoya [8i ocnaya Di^ a nyi ! lvo^anK 
.nyo^aiK yj"i PB oaso 
1^ 8 5*1 iy5n»a jywyo y w N fy»»iw 
in
 #Vt^ 8 •annnyi nnyo ^ y n c ,nyoya 
'Dya OIJT T*H ,iya8T-BK^ (ram lyunivann 
V^DW jj'D'D-iKr 8 oi»n nn'K iyn yo 
"V1D iyt3D3y?p Djn b^a»'0»o oyi jyavn is 
W K lyivnyoya oy PK ,tvw ^Jn I»B ?ya 
omp nn^ K nu oyD'o^p p'p WH »^ PW1 
.p^« 
! |y33'D^D-B8B' Btffl ,¥t?« 
?DiHi»TK^ngv;vr1 
yiy a'Dyo^yayi DIH jny^« o$n«t 
ly^nijv DVT ny»'« iya8D oyn in*« ji« , w 
•ppn1 nyn 18D DU IIK ^"K "8-: c:-s 
fWH P'p *W11 pHI D'3 D^ mjS WW |B11 
(y^nifs pw ?yii T « #D* : T * WH oario 
•lyai^i ")iv n«D ^ i yoopw i 
t3ijn ^11 yD"1W H T8 ,DMK ODIP nipj 
iy5»ni^ v3"K |nya iv D'3 D^V I»P W mn 
nin jyJn^v ny^K pic Dft"Ja ,on P"J"K 
TT D38D Wl yom H .iifii Tyom in 
oysy nynjj ^^yn D'IK 0"3i8 iyo '»-"S"» 
m«l |W #Bn»« DDMpya no CVJ'DM: r:w 
D3"?P I*'3V i y i IV DVT H T«
 fDM* DC1P 
nyDyBC T'« Wi DV DIJH ,^rj- !< cr« it V 
^yJniprya iv im r^ 
DSIIJV W * lyn flW yooya »i r»n D W 
onyr .1^ 11 jny1 a^ oyo^ yayT DVT rv,,« 
p« jjyaro'D »1 iv iypip. cm jyo'mx^ 
ny"K ii^Biy \V:VP W K oyn D"»« »r« ^ 
•Hpav PB nysoyD D^8 D3*?CB P'"-* 
D^ KDy^ 3 HP HW Ty"« tK IVD'I* C"T 
-oyo ynn^ K m njnyan *iyi» Typ"«oP. i"1 
ny"8 o^n' .pu iv irav n I^N'- r ? : 
lyjyp Wm m»ji* n p« iwarw;'* =-*':" 
pu pR BRr PR pnsrarwK P T ' R P®*"3* 
Tppn i^i wponw OH«? ijn 12 
b n PB pwnwttwvw pwp tra p w »n 
f - ore'i* i-s'Dtfp w i i ^ « u " o " w ."wave 
}:: PM anfraxuiM PK yo8D H TM ,ny&"ii 
; cwfijnrnn ptf*i- ponram*ft n w >m 
j :$ MK ,'W HW T» t"J8B oy nyT*M pnim 
f njto jya"t W3~)8 n pfi.^nta yo'na 8 
I
 r K auyiiya y n IM KTD iya$n PK roayn 
[' r w r o 1 * inSa p0*w T O 1* *HW& 8 n t a 
I p.K P"IDD s*nyayB>n 8 i8B oupwa yowo 
I 3** is |w ppnpm tra nip peim PK oy 
fc i»p ijranyj D'J D I $ B $ T ovy^ jy>yn T D 
I p« u ianw3 J W J W n Djni ,90*10 yp*aijray 
f -am P^IDD SKiyaycn « IKD laK^ir^p 
i m m iyjyp D>J 5»*p:"P pAm T D PK IV?>»D 
|: nyi3*fti*jp H PD P/MIDIX nyn prawn 
p .lyDBD 
I .cn^ epBnJMSP yvopntp H pu aatfytatr 
J
 -ya oy?« po inyo TJIK o*n oy D$I I 
I po aasrurB nyn ipw lyo'DsrwK pn*imi 
I PM ,D"I$D$I yo*w lyonyj iv yo*o$p i j n 
I -na iK- y^ioyn^a n pa wnvtyw *i pmM 
I .1JTD 
I cin no oayxipB 25 prom UM?fl*5p pM 
f "^p 1"DDMM "3 DDSDyj 1**1b'DPt#P 
I -ynip # 8 oyoa pra»t v&yn ,DI$DP8ID 
I JM%M DIIJDPB'IDSP y^snya ron .TJPD 
I w u H |IK ttiiyoB> yooyna n iynya nyo'K 
I -#> w w h r t v yiytaiK w h m pa rra y& 
I oajpnw iy"T ay^iv .jyo^ya jyaijn D^>«P 
I y3 y^» ,nyo"3iK M T H * I IV I W B P« 
I "STiyaipi D5KP»^ ynyr:i« Dipi one nyny1 
I Diyociv ya^ ny^t lynyoyanys v^ L>3«3 
^ lyp^anK n^ DJ^ K n iyii nyo^K .jyi^iiyj 
f fjo^aya -lyonya n jjr3«i Dp^noow iva^n 
|: *i oJipi ye^nD»D ny«t |n * .|yt)"3"i« 
|-: IK irm winrnw ranenMi TD a;uynv3 
!, a tt JIJKW* pc p n » P«IDD Dyj^oyj^B 
j "131» r^K lya^ujyntDK'jK p« ,TD ^D « •&: 
I ""fa 8 ft jyoip tt jyaj^ya D^B u n r a T> 
j .IV^"K^DIJD8 yjy3»K 18 D8nya jya^n Ktfsm 
.0P81DJIP 8 »t D^ D jy38D ft* 
il • ">8nD;y jy3ijn DnjKDjn Jinyjy^H n 
•-^D I«ODMK n n^ e jyopjiB y^yvyeD iyo 
.D*)$DP8-»t> 
* ] VO 3MK DIJT ,ljmH T'K a3W»D lyT 
IFWITHIB » n r jyonyj onijcijt t i ' j ry^ 
"una nxnjy^jp vi iv |wanyTi#a ynywK 
v^oni i n T O t r v^V fe i8T .DnyiiBTDpyD 
T ^ 2 " D TT IJW>W ya*im ,Dnvop8iD3VP 
,DyD{J3 iyC"K^DlJD8 n DID DP*nDD~BMV 
- taw .>8D3in ly'Dix^o 8 t3«nyj T D pnsMfii 
-oys yiyr:i« "3 |jnnp)w*n« prui>n ow 
i3yiMDnjn3in-»m l^ys^ N jy?«pij5 h« ony3 
8 DiiTeya:* iy3tjn T D J m i«Dijn n«5fi 
iy3ij iyo^ i i n^ o imi .P^IDD >ruum9n 
•"K'DJJDS n ps iyD"3iN Dnynjin 25 D8ny: 
. i i;yt'iD-i5 |IB ya«3DM« i« D^D ,oyDjja iyc 
nyB 8 jyanp uwm D^; T D yn&w\ ^911 8 
T» (Api P'HDO nyi p« lyi^yj H pa ?yo 
I8T pK ,ya8?ijny^ yanta 8 D'ES Danjyyj 
0'3 i^a lyfiyc yo^ycyoya n pa D>«ti 
jyaipi I^D ormii yagnw i» "8J .(anijiiya 
-lv^p n D>D isnyiivayo8nx TT o^ioyj D*J 
iy3$n n^ o ^y^"K Dnjnwopyoiawa -,yn:s> 
nyn oyii
 PH t'K » n » aftnriuf jyowya jV'D ta'D isnifiiya iyanyaoMiK PK P^IDD 
pnif1 n pn y i T D m iynna pom cpyt 
.jysn w DH^N a'tt'u ^8D Djysyiy^ iy3^n 
.3 -j? -»n ij?i pa aa^ D^n tytryso nj?i 
8 iPD^vmp I^D iy^^n 8^D iyo28 oyn 
m fi3Kunrn«B n is
 fi3«?iv>p po -yoy^ 
-yivvn nyn "a imfiisra DTijyou iyj'n »M 
"aij a^o»ow"M lya^r
 rTiMva lroipytpy ^K~. 
D5>«P^ tjnaM^i^p n pa jynjjr.ya lyoiaya 
ya^yrs t'8 ISMSHTSP I'K W^MID^D »I t8 p« 
PR .yon^ prom iyouy: Di^Etjr TID oy t8 
aro^o ^ycyED 8 T8 oaas^yB a-.yn nyoy> 
no TIM^P troipyrpy >8iy:ys*t"i i n pa 
ny i* nj«Mv?p PM lyiyn jysnpa t3i«2^r 
jn$ ' ra PM 
•D8DET Dt#n \ivn \VOl DJH 3KODiPaip 
riMip .tpy .aytrn nyi pa aj^ o^ D 8 \v:w* 
jya"? aa^ o^ D cyn «a .D'B8 rNiy^ycn p« 
,D"fi
 fany3:yt{ji w tna n nayiyiia^ |ynya 
,I*w«>p (irioM- w p r ^ a .nyaiyaa^ 
•*a»?ir5p H PB ny'jj? i y i J D W D*MI5 . ID 
>ya»j i y i . i ^n : ^ ny^o . ID PM D5MP^ nyi 
D^ KPfcp iy38DPi^p ynyt;^ K pa ly i^ ins 
.pniT r; i*K 
praam on^Dipon T D prawn atjo prvava 8 
tV$W iyaanym*B ^ MI yi"n PK ons n 
-pyeuKD ijnaa*ir>p n iv prom wv^ymja 
on'oipon n'D pra$n ^ ^ayroBMn .oijniro 
|y^ t lyaanyr.ifa ytyn pm ,w ^ paw 
-BMnya min D«B unna . i rw 1 o^yc^y: 
,yDnp pfonya D I I W ivno T O »8 oyo 
Iij i n D3J8D naMMvSp PM |Mt*o "un >»»« 
PM pn^1 va PK '« ^y.T-ia jyaijm opyr D'D 
Wioy ,nyD"3i8 n c o iy?"it fyaso iv 
-ir>p p« inyrya o%a **oa"P iw^ t*M Dfii 
y^8 iu pnanev oyoip n D»T ; ^;M^ 
unM nyD"3n8 n praniya iv lyocsr-p jny^r 
-jm nyaMopiitfp inyiaiM ]w PM .o^t ny"t 
pro ojm D^n:«3 n v w rmrtpvra ^ t pr5 
11 lypntfii oayoiBa tn«b ijrr 
yoinayoB ip«i PK tya3iiyn*B H D^KP 
ja iowaK I'D yoi*D 
.onynwoppBUBD H jw astijm? *i 
-aBiya I'BMK Mnw T O PK 9*e yiyinyo 
laitfipjp WJ ijnn*in¥i9anK yyi'K n typ 
13BD H PB DlyD'B* H D'O jy.iyT *PI |1K 
-5»yoyo 8 jyayii t9t?»K<D*DK oiywopyD 
-iyo3iK n Jit 3an93'Ki9 p»o 193K .oayo 
ovrun «i o*o a*n T * RMm |933i*i3Bn 
IiK rfytiW 1W»3 iy«? ,iriK' ntt'ltffi oyi 
»i y3>yn ajiD3«nyD 9MPD H ^"najno 
• * w PB yoi*B y i y iv 03"V93DMIK wa*n 
y->y"i era 33i?i3*m9fi 9iiw9?*p PK opa 
ojn |9oi393P9iiB T O "3 o*n ,i90"3is 
•any 0*1189 J9T3IIB lyiym PB 0'D9BB 
.DM'J 
osnya IBI a*n T * D*H W I M W |«o 
•ir>p n PD OD"3 iyt"3 lyi ,p9^a .no o'o 
,19B»WD*DK DiyiiBwyDia*D.pi*>p iyi3B^ 
jypi iv oi9nya iy TB oa"viy3'K T O e*n 
pya iyj"t ya&yii iyoi*Byi $ypip DI*D 
jya^ Bya *u ,o?yu yvaB3 n tyToi*fiyi iv 
TB inn** iyi PB B3H"593 ooayn iya* ipi 
-*oi*Byi IV- ft ooaJyt «i jyama M « ^ B 
.?m 
iyi c o ovy |93"T MIK PB yiyinyo 
iyo"iyai*B po yoi*B yoeny *i TK ,33i3"o 
jyo D*H pn D B I B W D^H HBDBP B IV y i |j»"v.t *pi*n nyj$e«e„ e»?33y PK DDII 
PK .Diynwopyuww pi*5p iyiaB?iP*P n 
B tro PK Dawn iypi PK ya*ia p*o 3MK 
191193 oy PK ,5BB3HI 8 [yiiya pmv imp 
I*'VBP3Bai* lywiK PK | B I 5"ii ,IKDI9I 
i39in9ii ,i39o>H933iK pK w w iPiift 
93't)39o 8 IIB i9oyioiyB iyi D?B ,ovy 
v:w fynya JJio5»«n iy"* D i^fii ,1^'v»r^wiij 
.onynaB 
nropjmute o j^nayByna'K ya^ a^ K DI^ T 
PB lyaanynnvfi H jysyayasi^ pro^pi onyn 
T? B>ipi |yo urn ,p"noo 8 tn« WW l>n 
tram ,o"v w e a n nyn pK omaynya «t iv 
pB yau^K .IMT o^ a 5j*«iw p»p \vp ojn 
fyB* p*noo I'IHD 193*11 n*B B !93*n.«T 
H jy3yaiv3*a o«i93 I9a^r >n TK &mVi9 
iyr"K'D*DB H j*oi* nyn PB jyaanrn*D 
"3 PK n o I9iiya PK o«t nn^ K pa nys* 
yiyraiK wcyaomB iy3*n T O iyii D^V u n 
o*n ,Dinit?DpyBiaBD H IV !9aanyTi*B 
•ayaina^K H |9aiKiiya ?9B?^K*D*DB H P W 
.D"t 1.TK ^1K D19Tl?OpyB13BO Om 
DaxnayByna^ K n D>D tsayo^yoyD njn ^v 
ya<DDau B tavnya D^*II DiyrrDpyBiaBD 
y"»yi3B rasa B V* prneo ojn HMH M P T I I 
iyii TB ,193'ift iv oa^aya pa T« J'aKiB 
-yvn p*p D^ a tynn^Ba* bDirtya iyo?*n I ' D 
»«a«« t>i*3 Ta ^3K5IV>P PH p^noo Jnya 
/UNftrtp PK ,D"t njnjnaK i r -P 
, iyii D«p
 #59PBDP9BD DVT DBHy: — "-K^ 
,iypnB iyteyo ponia ivay r^ -;'--^'l<"., 
D'3 190 QWIP ,T?oayiiya DDino :;"
 K 
iyo m o^anK "un n«2 pns cy- -••-•v 
nyn jyoipya nyo^K PK O^V KIK ~-
 s-'".!. 
-ir^P PK) *T |9eJ*ii T O iyii ,n(j,f -r-jj-r 
'11 |*»av KTK PK p*noo STtt D«ryj r * r 
H PW TO jyD *^11 ,pn*' v; ;*K ;;-5«'... 
H D3B1DW J93*n MTB "! |9a*1py; v r - B 
I93*n iyaau"o n PK ,iyo"2ifct i jn:»rr^ 
.|93*nBB>93CnK L^(j' «: 
.TiK^a iPBipmm * m B j w n T ; I VE 
lyoipya T O jya^r fnBB iyovy? ;*« -y-
.aye'tn lya^iny^yonyB DIV lanj-rrp p* 
oxn lyaiova T O iva^n
 faa'0'o rwqz ,jj>y 
-UBO n D'o D?KP*^» ya'on*! H ;••: r5C{tr 
I90"t 9T'3 .3JB3 iyf>1B pK DBi9*K?3r9£ 
yovy^ iy^t (yaano^a* PK w^^rv: ww 
W TiK nyo"3i» H jyaniya iv iyocr* 
jyiiya |93*U oyo*3 iyn;B^v?p n ;s .o»: 
n*B nyraiK PB yj"p jyayaiva*: o-; c^-.y: 
iy3*n "t IK ,OPBD nyi oa^viv:^ ;ya;njn 
PB onjny^ n TB J'IUPO l"K PK iya?»r:y; 
PB DDMpynyoaiK jya"? 9iu*v^ai9e)a%K -r 
tmvMmi B pim iv oyDija •nypiif v: '-
|93"1D1V0mB D1K ,13K>n*?P pK P"10C 
.pn*' ra i*a T^O c r 
"IB iy3*H TO I93>911 aa^ D'D-OBO i'E-.N 
,naK5iv5p PK *n*n ixn pa *IM5 PK orwn 
V?a^mnBn rasa TB oiy^piy TO :;•:«-
y-iyjaiK o ^ j y o i p o'a P»IOD pv iv ejm 
j"Jp a'DyoD'ao^ymys [yrn praarrnw 
P'P IV iy?*^ 1V D'3 J95911 D9DV3 4" i'K 
iya"V Ta »T jySyii lyo^niK n 3*IK ,^""cr 
-ya iv I9D*?r039 PK ooaiy jy;-: »i r« 
nyn TB PK ,iyaanyi"i*B yiyn TIK ;ynyoff 
•oniB DIK p'noo ^KiyaytrTT « iv:>" ""en 
1*1 »1*?3 S T'1?3 PK ,Tnt3 091 {93"W» 
typynenyn iv Ufe»aiK n R9D*3 " SOT 
.jy^yoc ca paaiT9ri*fc 9a^p JP*I *•• 
-yt?Tn nyn PB tyaaivn H PB n^irvr PK 
raBa t9ay<my iya>n TW*a ivoipytpy -N"?: 
i9naB?ii^p H PB oyo'o^p ^ > m * r « 
9QO*5 B eay^ya-i^ B raiK jys^n p« rr^rr 
iyay?i*B |95»ii "T vtfm lyaanyrus v? 
f]HVo pnayoip PB iptfvn i'K oyc«: nr*t 
iP0iP9Tpy ?»n939»n n !9>'ii **t y r i r r* 
n o*n ayo "iiv .U»Mnoia \>" vw? 
^*a PK |yaanxm*B n mwpo^ - w : 
#*9W"3 D1V ,t11 1933119139 ya'L^- M,3rt« 
-*n ,3*ODD"31K BonaiortaaK i» »Ksra< 
|95*t 193311911*0 *1 tB ,J9D*>ry3 -": 192 
PK D9 PK ,1*11 H I9131DIT 50 rtia '": 
-*5 »n iv t9P,^ivpmv tyi*nva i;*r!j"-Mv-
"Vinvn wye iM D»T4 njn 10 
pnoo Tsrusrtwp jn HWJJ? 
(i*oi» Diypnyn wyoTO W 
.DO DMI nv w BanSa yoyo iren'M 
fie :?o$$n H PK P«IDD i'a$a if>83 
•i p« -yo^ai* n po T W MI oyotp H 
imr ivzijn TO is ,ya?yt8 pnw "iveytr 
-ppa nyi Dim D$ ,D$ t8 Dyo^iny J{JD 
Mm wwP njn PK phjm n«n*inyB ^ P 
.uro-inio** pnw imuKrvDJiM prno 
-ya lyDJMI IM'^B I'D JW"! DymyDMK 
pc y a w m snymujm n D*D i w u v i i rmi 
-jnw M W S W O T M *i |y5yBtwyD*nv 
ocisiy: iya«n TO .VDKD mayriDO^i 
fc*r nyajyii ,D?o«ayD jw*»M3 oyn iyB8s?ya 
PU&p vrryn H KAm o^aiK H pra lyayp 
11« — oijm*B | * w nyswD bvipD p« 
oSyn i n PK i$ov |»p yaSjm yawoMK 
.pnmDivyiH D8nya DO oy D$n 
iraftw pa *K ,Wt$9 *pt DnyDtnya oy 
;-K part aaypya DO MW D$H lynayDCDiK 
.naRJiv^p PK.DP'HDD yj,sP B$P 
iyi« nynnD ?8 ,05mtW I'D IMtfii ^«pi 
TPJIH prvra j in ?yno TO ntfyn lyDyst^ 
u i u n y r w a i n n jya"ftnyB w yattt&MK 
H»3«a i'nyrK "pmrtnMpo PK WI#P PK 
j'BMK D-IKDP yDD3yj .H Dip PK ,1)1$ 
w D^K ziaitfii^p J»t no uuTNroKmB 
i n .Tno"Dpi*>p pc nyojyv w r m * 
m o o jypn D^nya a$n D'DS Jmyjyrn 
*CK5II*$P pM iyD8D n naynnyn ,iyay5a$ 
BVTK DaaK^ nya ]V2$n pntp w pK *p pit 
."tttfyat? Dipi fyny^ya fcjt 
1»piip 10 H ?8 ,T5pmDMK iya$r TO 
"HB n jviiTDwann enyni^ Bya o$n yD8D 
uny ^3 j *w jyooJyj^ D8 D*M pnjran 
r« oyoija n fya^n |jw«m H pp ly^Dyo 
DR3ip9va DO jyayp " t t» ^D'njyD'ya w 10 
•" at'^ix nyo^mK jny»t pa fyjjnyni^s n 
-yc^K D-iy-mPDpyfiUKQ H pB njmpJ*P 
iw njNSwfe T^ytDB^n
 #pntj> io a^sn 
wnm rya^n w a m H pM
 rrfc5jn»5^ 
1 nnD cwnw ,|yayiB p'K p« ryo^nya 
"MK DiyDE» n.p« DO nip ^Ka^^onyDa'K 
? pi$* io a5»myo 
Tw Dpi njrwMi iwnijf i po py^o n 
w i » * 10 n PB 33U"o H oasnimyD 
»*K P^IDD SKTyjycn o n 3JP>W r« jyoso 
"
r
^ PB mwm !Mn»woMn« n" io nyn 
1* D"VDD"31K n um nyvy^B p* PIIJ^ 
.iwirSp i w n B n PK nways 
,D"pa»^inyDBi^ H ,D"PDM-U n ;yjyn 
'20 lyamMipiyo p m ps [yDsriDayi^ yn H 
•ya DO iyry^ IJ;TJIN [W«t ,P"1DD fyrssv, 
innnya ^ « ^ n ^yp^Di^ | y r i PK ,D3»P 
•ya fyrn yaSmi lyiy^nyD H iwyn myo 
3MHM1 T'N oyi jyayn >M« jnwnyj DDNC 
D^D .pnviiya jyayncya DO i$a Dyoa ^y t^J 
•IJD8PV11V1B 8 PB D3"^fi ycifcCDMK lyn 
iya^yii p« .^ .» .2 i y i pt< rjyn3 [ye'n 
"iv |yayn I*** oan^cys jyiyn oi jny^ H 
•lyDsnDD^nya pa yoetD n tyDr> i^y;p>n 
po nyavaDMiv n tt< rM'Mt nyna nytn 
y»"> DI^D y in iv iy"iyny: .y .N .2 iy-; 
|DT ^3M i8 ,Da$t T\tfn -iy-i y3>yn rjMit 
".11 .? .K DOVTCf 
n5»83 pic
 (tyoJMi fyanjjB ;yv:»a cyi 
•J$ Fyatjtn
 rp»noD ^Niy:yL"t': "lypn^110 ^ 3 
,na«5n^p PK iya^ 8^ P [nyaivDms [ya:c<Bya 
•vwmi » [jnyii lyaryiOMiM orn 1^2 r» 
PK
 pTnO D"l^ lpD pK PI^P PN P"1DD ?K1 
OIK jyat^ n DijniBiapyDiaBD nypn^' 10 H r» 
-'oiyDa^K njn ps Dijny*? *i os'ipya nyo 
lya^nonyB iv QIK p"ioo 8 [yen iv ^K:i#r 
.p^^1 10 "W T ' I D n na« i^r>p pc 
jyo'nBBnye pK iyt^snya D n^ oy -mi 
"iccpyeioyo ijnay^iv^p n *v jyai^o ytn 
OIK T'K ,D5KPIJ^ ya-D'^ ynyoiK *v onyi 
pK *p
 roiK r» nyaij PK nyan .ooiKiiya 
DO nna VP jyai^ D ytn rP»n ,p-i^ v: 
.DEKC^yB 
.pny io pn.in a^panjpw npuw 
•ya taiK PB 3'VJMI [yai^ n D"X yooiy n 
p-\%" 10 H D**D DaycfTDyo lytaw IK ,D3M^ 
oyn jyBr^ K'D^DK o-yiircpyBOKD pi^p 
VK PUP 10 PK p*noo i n -iyD^Kn:ij aa»> 
n Tin tj^aytDfi'in iyi«nya Din'uwann 
•nyanmo ojn PB Dnrnneuy PR vww 
.oaycy^y ijnya^,ifif'Viijn'Bf,on cyjyoipya 
ps jyDMi D^nya DO o$n v^vv ,yoKD K 
n MI oyiynaK "iyt$ ^ojnya'va^i Dipioy 
•ijnya jyaaiKiivya T^-OV ^K / B K C tra9pM 
" • w n * o v f'yeoyiyEyiB,, K pR9nymj« iin 
a9vn 8 MI inyo DO vtfw jyayn ,omioy 
K) .iy;8DcnyE fya^n D W > , - I PB i w n 
[ya^n
 rTH 20^ 3 ,Dyi iyayn nnaya im^^P 
y^BraynyEyiB nym PB lyoKBiye H IK38T 
Ut tn i 8 D'D (.D8nya DO T I K BKE' l*or 
-8"UIB oyn HMK oy-ranaya PK nya^xni
 V$VP 
nypnsn wyo-wa D*W njn 
P* |1K ,P""IDD P« B»B> DVT HTI»5pny jyp 
V$!MPI0 n HO P"1DD 8 JID |KU»BMK DVT 
-yaytpn oxn D»D jynomya «pw T* WW 
n PK y^ya jnyijK y$y'B p« .^oai$p 5»«T 
-sypya mn>K jyirrB iv " IB ftw y5>8P$5 
n»D fya'sya onyaoyo n Mi DM* ,|y» 
IVpnW "1 DDD Dtp Dtjn SrC:^P ^ 
ivttfyr *pt Donw >*D«»P i j n -y:x ^ « ! 
.lyoyJB itt'mKwpntt D:P :»« 
lyo'WODMi* n$D jyoip DV »«* m 
V I PB D*a 8 pM |^av Vnvtf $ | p ^ 
ny n lyoipya « w y*Rp#> W n-
 r i;y iw 
n iyn"K ^DJ IVP tawyBn ps r : : J 
DTpttjajno t» w » Uh nwri w^s« >•: 
•ay^ya PK ny |y:«n pa np«i -jm pn jyo 
8 PK vBoavne 8 iv vortearo K w tare 
Ml a*D jytatny pc ^«ja Drosynya nynoye 
PK D I P J*ni ,jipjp w i PM pn» DOIP ny 
jyo p« lamyDtma PK ny TK IVD^V K rnJa 
D5«P*5 ynyias n .D»J i*a O?VK IV Dtp 
ivtvn prJm " t an* ,ODVT S jya*n nya$ 
•D3BID 8 mnrumn i en ,!WUDn* osy-i 
opy? MI w n n n i P* lyaoyo *iyi jyn nya 
.|*uv lyn PM iy»*J*o 
y?*P8> 8 pm ,y^yc iyntj lyeyno oy 
iv enyBD38"ia \"p jmnDnw D'3 ?m ftw 
PK •|ya»nw yiaya^ya »»a TOP* .Diyaoye 
lirujro nyacyo nyn qn i n n y*ya y:tfyt8 
tunwi iw^Diii i n 1* P*?BD*P 8 D»» 
>DaiWP bpntDDH nynif i"i8tp 
l«t e«a nyaoyo s jyn 5»8D \VIV p« 
,?yt3"iiv » p« fcpy? p»« pt B^nyaeyo 
D^yo:ypya 5»«p^ ^ iyo5»8 pc ^ S - D I H nyi no 
tic linyii iyayayaDm« ^13 i y " : s pK pnyii 
nyn ,IJM on^yBDaino iy pD9m iv 5 U P ^ 
nyaoyo |yoinyooa»no » pc 112 » pc Pn> 
s pc T»IB nyn MI inyo iyoD$p o*a IJJO 
.o^p^Bn 
jyayaivoMiB jya»iD3v-^n aye ?»p^? « 
-D:«nta y |yaypnyw38 V>K nynyi
 rnjmD5«no & 
•Wtovn i j n gm r?«W(* "WTO* is P2 "ipe 
8 iy n"no j«« pc iinnycDaKita i n ?m 
-8p iv iyo"iyB* pc
 f>y»BB»"a DIV J W M I V 
•J»a ni: l y rn onyDDasio .lye'^ a^B njn^i jyo 
p^« pc y i pnnyDD3«nb oiyaoyo \y\\ yu 
•BBMf
 r t*no jya^yt po tyta^Mv DIV 5 « P ^ 
•tVtyntt DIV T n o |.mi pc o^ a 
•nynwtxno-.pyo .wvn 
yiyraiK pc y?y*B rs ,Dm« v? er*v cp 
-a«a PK D1: r?8 HP TW"t yocvy: 1 : ^ ^ -
"DasiD 8 ps aaio^nya n \vw\: nn r^p ;n 
raw "a ixn^iwa oayovy? T^ N cv:rr- rps 
.yasne y-;v;r: N 
pe yon^s s v^oaya^K r« iyBo:8-.c ?; 
\^t tat^^yo nyrssyo 8 jyn .o-^sr^s » 
,DI$DK> ny^as 18 pw pyii8 Din$E ;:K n » r 
-nytaa'K nyi pc 5»p^ 8 TT orsy; DV ^ K-
D^a ^ n nsnaynyoe'Dia 8 TK jm ,r8:»C"; 
oy^a 8 PK pnny&onra iv TT C-K ,;':y; 
p« naynytacDia pn |yp nyr^y: N .^-rr 
p« DTO'tWl ly^^n TT ^ ip |w .DV"! V:"T 
>*11 ,5BP*5 11B pyil8 OT^'t v* mv .cx?ss 
ny^as 18 "iyi» ^"B 8 iycip:**: c*; r^ v -y 
VW \V2^n SifT ?8P^ nyi !V:sy- iwpor 
8 taaay-13 ny jyii W>$ .uwvx"^ cn*u 
naynyona T^ K ny T8
 roy DJ**V r-ycDar* 
"-WD„ T^K iy T8 "113 ,]"$$ Din |«K •*: B%: 
.|yoan;T r s ;'» |nj| |yonyaa>n8 jyo no nyscy^ ^-s 
-Dttnoa"K*,i "lyztj MI MTB* . ^ y r o c c : " * 
pa — pny^tnyE lya^r D^8P8" , - rw "?-
nyB iv DIK ,nK — 18^1.25 P: c:r= &• 
-"DDMK iy:yp ta1: IV^^T onyaoyc ?8 ;v"°-
-Dtanoa^K yroan ny"T |y>^vy: ^ T 
PK |RP9V3« *P* pSW «: wjv. ,t:^-y" -?y: 
VI PK ^mAfi 8 PiJa pc^p oy IKV -srs^ » 
DV um 58P«? 8 PK iyi^ycDa«"c BI»B»: 
rt8Ka H ta$n
 r185in 25 ,iya^ T i^«r ,ce»P 
iv D^a D5Jh 8 DKfTi 58P8? 8 ^ nvcrry: 
j»>jni nayan^ K pa nyBDajno 8 \v:snx 
DIV taaaK^vi cjjn ivacyc 8:N SMK ^ W 
taa^o D»T ,iyo8aijc opyt M ^ v r ; y * » ' 
-K:^D opyr \"i TID nyrcyr: 8 :s .?': "i"s 
lypnyn BjytntH wb i jn 8 
-<»pyjD".ic W W I D W M 8 lroipytpy ynyi 
-$h imi D-JKDC nvi P« t*P& w P* IW 
py^t oagw w » n * i iya*n fyoruwDMK 
JTOOWI |'« i r n P*UO P« DPO'fiirtDfi^n 
-•atopssyi jnytpna pa t w i a iyn 
PR inya r?8 i n D y^pMioay uibtanyi) y^ 
jynyi iy»"i i D*U PK .oairav yra^n n 
D»*cm«p ti'ttwnpy N r a r w n n TK TO 
s-$y ynyDyia 8 pa D^ytDcyajyostix lyiyn 
ytyn |yD*«n 083t$D «YJ yny1 p« .Diyaoyc 
tro pawn; j y u w i ivoipyrpy D^oaitp 
•ownyayo opnoDH n 
•ID„ 8 T I K iya*n Dat^jv yoonnyo. H 
,.D*P >ip»3*p BI$D » / 9 ' w u p u n ' w u n 
WM ivnya iv aaita38 PK oy DD^DB oyoyn 
^D'DDJ^P *»m pa aavwvBDnn y a w n n 
,[PB«P3'DD'1tt VDMiya |VB3W IV pK ,]$& 
-& H IIM ^DJUP fcwayvn oyi jy^Miv 
Jiroaim cyn lypniv "iyit$ ,oaipai' y^8P 
.onyaoyo ya^yva^K pK ^u i«p 
w : w 3 iyn pa o5n n m i tnsp 
-w p« lyJiagn iv MI D*J n$a L>a$? i(*ar 
Dtp ^oaitp 5myaye>n n ta$n ,y^ya w i i 
aftrnvnya 5^ ? oy MI jyownra >* osyi 
ro iranrajw IV^M D$U H PM jjnw 
w tyn^yss iv taayi 8 fya*n ,oift0V3 ny«i 
(PO*D$P ^tpaatp) 5»Dii#p a w i n m o i n 
ptunfc p« .weoyiuyp lyoopy; ms ">yi$ 
reypya y5>8 5*D3iijp ^«"iy:y^n nyn D W B 
•TT OVBM3 w w H Mftm p« ,FJTD 
H pa yt5o«yaT3fiMn n pa ony^o n 
payn nnyi JB»4P jy^«i oaipav m i ' i 
•imp K iK^tp 800 m nnyn |yoipya 
Hyn na«5roin pK oairav vteptf n 
^RplfS H Ml ,y>D(JJlJDMK 5y»fi M?8 D1: 
no o>n H .Kpnyo8 pn [yynya oa^av 
IVD^ nyaDU D^nyiv jyno Da»'av y>»p*5 n 
%,Vi n« ,yDD»y3 jK iyawn H pa iyiyn 
W T^ K
 ff|p})i ny?»pi(5 nyn pfi wnn jnB 
^ v a y n i oyn po nyoyntDnya "ly^^vyryj 
•un Difii mn^BDMK no ny p«
 t5'D«*p 
•yayrni nxn . D o ^ a S*Dai*p Jmyayrn 
Wna » D5n n on9 T W o^n 5^oai*p ^KT 
»?8P^ >T pa aa^nyinyDM« lyn pM DDSD 
toowra y?8P^ n PB yoo»> n .yoosya 
nn ,5'Da^p ^K-iyayeri ow »p^yaw tinyii 
iva^n ,niKjja nvitj ,^DJI^P inreipyTpy 5>8i 
iv 5"riDJ8 Dayn D$-\ oaKc:yr;^p n >^ 
ryj"? »n v^
 f|yui9iawnyfi y?8 p« lyony: 
" t PK lyD'Dty nyax ,DO "lyitj iyosay^yi 
,D3M^iy D*: 
Mt8 |ya»? DJif^v y3;8D pa o>n n 
iy;yp D"iy2Dyo yaSyva^K t« ,c,D8"ip^Dyi 
IKB'ayiuvp i y i i8D |yav^$VTjn [ya^cnifB 
Da*ov yoDinyo n j*« .or^iwnya iv 
•i^tyn |yav$BnvB pa oawto n lyatj wy^ 
*yipy y$icpv$ "iyi pa iwn H I^ K I U Bratp* 
aa^D'DnyaoyD cyr "3 i jni j ,yo^D^p yivoip 
• 1 p« DH8i OEjn ivvayiuvp H iwi f> lis 
Dtfrt ,iya8T O'D |y^a»n 1* y^ya yonnyo 
•{jtp yoMiya lyaasayaain nynna pw jyrn 
"DMK yay^Bnya H iy26jn yaJvn .oyD^o 
.DvmpDH px D'^ nsya 
Dayui1 y^'o^i n pa Da^cayiiavp n 
tyo^nwow pM ivcnyaiv;^ oDyn D^T lyaijn 
n .yoD8ya $myawn n pa jyon^syT H 
iy*in:yD8 iv oayi Dtp |yavn Dawpaynai^ p 
•3»nw"H H jyo'Dtpya iv ^aifeno^ooaijp n 
.DVI H p« n^ ya 
iv D3jn Dtp ^MK [yatfn oa«6?aynaifp >i 
•ya iv pK
 ryDD8ya ^«"iyaycrn n iy?nymy 
nn -lyanp iy^r »*t nyJ»o JyoMi iyo'Dc 
iv oayi Dtj"i DaKcaynaijp n Tip rya$n nyi 
iv jDyo'cijp y^yvysD TD i?ya iya^Miyn 
lyayn jyaaiainyoaiw ysrDD'DSBD iyD8.o 
-'tDtrya iv TMK PK ,[yD"n:yay^ya3K-rnD 
\T\yw $w |8t?ay :^t?P yoopy: H IKM jyo 
yro^n n pa Da^r;yr.aijp H .lyo^nyaa^ 
TWi 8 rn ayo n^s 8 pa oiym Da^av 
,iyoifJB^a tai^ T D W I °V Dtjn IIM ,D" * 
n .iKenD'tDDaijp nyi pa ^'no 8 taiyM 
MVDM8 Dtp oyw^BBiyfi \V2"i oiy^oysD 
•IVa^B 
I^:v nya"oya^8 Tin na aann^ B n 
-aw ^8-iy;yctT 8 iv jyayayaiya'R bijm 
i n vvm V2 a^^ a pa QXVOVVI V^W ,^O 
Tytto^o^ya "ivi na DM-ia n OM>
 fDiyabyo 
Dnrraya;"8 T^ K na^av yaa8D p« 4 * w 
n DMK iy2,,r,p |yD8ay?jn"iROTyiia^p n r8 
ynynaK p« .yivDipyipy lAiiarna vv38a 
-a«p i y i t8 ,Ti JVo Din'C njnyMi oa^av 
-as H PK .o^nvsya V B lyo^anK yajyn 
* 
nyjTHW WJWUB on** njn 
TpM*$I» .n pB 
D*D m»iw panrw iww wonain TKB 
"W„ K PK tDSynD'OC Dip T« ,*P")ay3 DVT 
p w pa twin i"p o'j PK iww IIB "P^BC 
n >KD ?B jyfllpDMK IMC TIO Blip ,WP3 
DMpw H lie VDD«y3 H *BD PK nyrfcanD 
,iyp«h»i \ i D»o israwntdoiiM ? « ? ! I # *T 
n r i WMWUBTII* iyi no BBK«HWI H t» 
jyoBD n nit /iayn y^yvj"K pK |WP5 
iv urn ,ya?yxa"K n V I K ijronwi *iyinin 
4»D!Br i t f " l iy3ya w iyn fliipi "iy»n jysya 
D3*ur yco" i n T« ,n&jp PK "vn 
pnrraj"M no i m s n IVT PK i r n w r u r * 
.yDmpipin ynyoina K Dapw m»"i p« 
nyeoayn iyn PK iKcayMj$p y^nan^v n 
n prvnmom PK lyase w ^miano 
yoonnyD n PK .DJ^JV H |1B yvytya 
-yaa* DJ*BWU*P H prum DJ*W wra«i 
•inn1 »n y^K ny-t* / i w *n» y*« pntf»n 
-DM1B BTO1 ItfPayiUtfP Dtit 1VUWN iy i 
ny-i$ "i ix D'D D'D$ Sioyayvn no BP'^ ya 
n \vw PK /ini(BjyD»n* I'IKD Btuyo »m 
prum lycnpwnK ft iyaa«D jyaip*tf$»n 
»tt» .voy-ifi D J » W "iyn PK BVSPJM " t 
* i B*D aa^pya onyabyo jyDKo n jynyn 
nifD (Ktsoyiuyp "iyn "3 fy^yii Dip] oyjpa 
.pww 
T»y5yT|*wyiw*p n pa aatfnymy n 
pB Tjny^ao»o n DM* -I$D D'J BDIP \VO 
-oyc faip *i DM? nu,,irap vteptf nmy 
-ya irnm oy /uyaya grown K PK Diya 
-*> y?« PK /lyopnoDn nwpySy, DSKD 
DMK iy3"5»P ,DpnDDH jyDMW 8 PB D?«P 
tf«ay?jn iy*i .iKB'jyMj^ p mv jyowy^jn 
IX D"pa'to*wroinyfi i"p o'J *T5>8 oa^io 
tyn>iDnyi3 iv D K^ .>KP»> |yD0»»wa.i"P 
onyaoyo >n»v y&'ra » b*0 lyopnoon TK 
-J»P I'DMK O3KD 5y»Bi» jyoipys sq j y ^ i 
n^tfiV DID'DPKD n DD'OB'yS t3"iyM ilWBftfU 
iyp opnron nyDMW » wpi ,|ya«ayMn 
l i w n nyn |u oiysoyo yo5mtt« n 
yr^ajy n PK osnyn yjSyii wco^c ^ 
"Dyo H 1KM ,DJ^JV y«6"3KpnycK - |'K [«N 
PK lya^enrmfi pnwm 02^ |yc.P "D^. 
fj#^8TU«n* nyn pc oy:tu H ;yi,TM3-»n 
- W H PK n»t yemmyajw IK MI OJM rK 
DJ*UI ' y^D"T n ps p?n n r« « : r 
lyaKiD y^MMi t«
 fDjypiy;« w ^ C K oiyv 
Dnysoyo n iv jyayaynya^ jyiyv. jy^? 
"tMipi DinajnyBjn, w i nya^ jys'ocnir^ 
Tt ttfrusn oy jyn^D
 fjyoi:ya |yo?PT oiirv 
#IK^yio#p ySy^yeo 8 IVBIVK ;V:I-
oyn PIMK lyoosya « \v5xyvr.y « - r j 
nr»j ,j»-i»Da?ya PK D*M cy:-j< pc rrs 
.oaKTo:y arJxiSB v> o^n DI^II cy:«n :•: 
-3K nyj^ oya^K iv poyjyfi* TW -">" ei 
D^D pno iv ivaipi D^M ly^ NiE n ::irec 
onyaoyo Dyon^BD K IIB ajiDr.DM"i» im 
ytsbKya J»»JV n DMK IIH^D VWSS p« 
nyn .a:iD'DC3K iiv lyaniE lyapirjpB 
n TK ,TSK lyayjyaji* Dnjni Dpi 0:^3^0 
-Day auya o>a iyj"t i"oya>« p« Diyso^ 
lyoip Dipi iyaKnE3 y?» inyocits w D?yp*r 
jyau DVi4 n .?^,v«t,:«a-i^ iy i r« ^s 
•»a DIV ,iya*i Dnysoyo n urn y?V£ is 
PK DtD^ oyaya pajni fyo^tr ominya ,^"sr 
t« ,oyn nfcft OD o^cya »»i iVa^n ,or- ivum 
-nyc nyiij iynn»D3"K Dt^ Byaya n *«' i ^ 
imyayn lyayn tspaiB oyi ijyiruni .unycru 
oi^ n DI#T Dnai rtymyinyB *M \VW .W1*1 ,-! 
.Dt3^y:ya H imn'BiW^K »^5ayDJiK c:^v; 
PK D^a HP H"sro*K ?82 "ivty,"i T^*D»; 
DXTI jyaMiaya ixm y^r ipnn ivo :s
 rtw;»: 
nia taa^xiya^K oy •nntfiycn r« * 5 
iyn^3DMK Diyaoyo n no iyc rt< ,OP»S on 
W'D»in*B PK lyo'DC IY MI inyoriys is 
,naK?CD"i MI natf ymytt^%a N r'*s 
fnnaiKM pnKoc o^ a I^CK T* IJW W 
H DU w DB»iyn oarai' n P« ^S* ::!,', 
r* P5IJB D«T w i BTin jhwPPiPJn J^s' 
^ 
ail i88i cu i ter 
u u *8u< CWC4JWL «L1 L*L acuiudal a(tulu^»l flu <M«b HU riuada* 
« - H « M 
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XL ^wua cftuaitrQ uflLdrtt 
5
 / nyjruni ewiM wb 
PM DWjfODlJJBVT W n 1KB DiyBD^a DTD 1896... 16,290.18 U«2fc 
iv mrtv* VH D3«n pa .IMPWYVB v i 1897 18.639.92
 I0 Il3^ |"K : |»j i5"nD3K n r o Kftrtv m n u w n * i 8 9 8 1 8 8 9 4 1 5 " ^ 
Tno prra'sn VB pjm* n n IBB tttf»nbatt
 1Rqq 
•*a i n no Mi5»noan i»n
 #D5W«5 W W ' 30 '^22 
PK p i n t nin no Mi5»n»an p'K , T H D a n 190° " 71,125.82 6^ .373 3& 
n |1D 33l5"n»3H I"H pK T'lt) piNB 1901 115,220.89 118,70819 
.D"m« D I ^ B D : B I D PK |Wn*a pa Djy'iv 1902 144,498.21 ii9,os6Ti 
P B i«*n 1910—1911 i m p oyn 7 1 " 1903 247,802.96 U6.01s.s7 
- )$ 49 orDBV^ya i jn*«w | M V « w f i "»yi 1904 220,995.97 20:-. s»]
 5 
jyww m a »» no yoonnyo n . D W J W
 1905 207,417.62 1H\701» 
-5"HD T B »» lis » < » « PK ,-mr
 1906 2 1 7 i 8 i 5 1 8 2 IS5 
WW eiVo o n lift tWD*p n jmr -v»m 1907 n ' 
oywyaopy
 fony$8D pu D " 3 - I K - D J ^ Y « P J 
pre r iwa m p oyn o*n T W mm>"-» n« 207,655.23 u , W 3 c 
.$46,962 .05 1909 232,377.64 2u3.702 ft? 
ojn p a 1910 ny3$Dp$ iyol Din pe 1910 193,470.84 \::x,y.A 
-jnyB njn pB iyj"t 1911 "lysoyDByo iyo30 1911 182,188.68 175.524 •« 
3657 Dp^yaomw tsnifiiM D ' B ^ D J i f ^ n 
155,959 .DJDBDpy pK D0$B f l T I ,iyDyp«B $2,430,668.81 $2,241,089.2.1 
PK DUftpi 'D KiJ83KBir>B D'D \VVVVM 1 " * ' 30 n 1KB T» DMK $Tf>8 DOip :y 
. D » W ! " 1 D n a m MftPMOTM yBM-unyo'5 11D ^ Dn«JJ,,« I« wnya w^nnye H C«-
PK Ditfurro MM wna U r m 64772 w * W"1"1 n« mrmn i ro nrJnj »n 
DMhnnt 241,271 PK ,DWtfmuy wtnm 2
 <tD:yD r V 3 8 riK P,K 
M^wrei«K PK lyeoyo yjynymyB w m » | D"v -iyn^yr nyi IKD p a w w H 
.DBltfymy .$2,241,089.25 \vm 
IKK^nyiyB nxn po tomvnmwto&B H nwryiD i n PK Dtttea K D W D3"53 
-yB*v n IIK ,jyopKW3 answno T ^ »'« $189,579.56 iKB^nynys isn nc 
ip I^D tynnooi^K nxny^ aD^o n ps jyn : cnjifD "i iv PK DJ^HDIV t'K# i^ ya n 
|yDwyaD*n« ,aji:3"v i n i *
 r*oi»W9# « D^D .$55,797^2 nave hnywcn PK 
pariB PB Di^Bjn ly^y^v'B^ ayn t^ B -v^y^i f v m n n n TB I:«D D^BP pn 
^
 sWDn«D -$133 ,782 D3»w r:y: 
HWP* >n D5yDt^  Dnyt nyiy^ nyn m W o v y > ' w " ? W"WV* v\ is 
39 ,DJB^V 5K3SEJ,,,3"iyD3,K 112 IVDlpr 
|ym» y?yn n 4T»4 jn raw n« y^yn i*c ^ ^ ^ ^
 w ^ „ i y i y s u „ a : 
Vjaona 5n«v n i« tyr^v PK D n^a nyi PK
 nD w r a i , y ^ p ^ 6 8 0 f D 3 r 3 r 1 ¥ 1 ^ 5 r a 
T»1> p>K PB -nynD-60 D^D B i n v j n ,iyn p>p ^21*3 lya^n o*n DT^D yanre^pc 
IIK tmnir n iKvnna tram mm *«" « n w n ^ 9 V B iwasJys p* ow* 
T ie r nmraiw K Dnyj imp ?yny^  vw D*P — D ^ U V ^ Kiynyo PK ,mr«Tni» 
PK umn jysnor n m Dpnyoys ,vn« rynyDB'ya o«n rowwrwriw Jo»»* iy ;" : 
PB D3KD n MI lvnyr n^p nn^ K mi m • * " D T n t D wwenyu m w « J » 
n«B b*j tyjyp PK uyay^p^K !*N I*° 2 ,i 
nuft - nV3-5 ti« iH^nran inpnwa i n * ^ STSrJ m m rp i m 
-ynya nyo«aift lyjKpnyoK H mARMr
 y?K ? y 5 ; , n D 1 v r , K PM |iv<i-irnn v 
j»D"m yo*y5 n n»B lyopsiw PK — 3313 -jn) jy33^»nD3K y^ynoonrK p« w»^ 
.nnK^ -UK nni*^ 18 yovy? n i«s .(oo^yoenw 
nypwi Bayc-w tenM nyn 
pw rs 183^  M wnrw ww* m 
.y .1? JIB 
19.06 "Dy^yotaK 
Sw4» l*fi DDayoDyos i w m 
19.06 "Daysyn 
H Tfl DDjyDDyDS |T»PD"11 
16254 PWBDMI I^^l'1 
7,63830 DayoDyDS ^yiryBD 
[IK y5»pv5 T B IJ$B D;ysyi 
16,010.75 — o a $ w r " i D ftrurra 
-*D$ T B ona»3 *IMM DDTOOTB 
2,998.55 w i j w pa Diyo 
$365,103.64 — *KD$b 
: IJKNI9DMM 
- "u D*tf) ivawDMK ya^cya^K 
$137,973.74 ( |»Jl»m ynyD 
20,913.56 — "DD^c^nyiyB [ypnyoK,, 
PM Jf5«pij5 V B n^s-o:y£:yi 
4,192.00 Da$\3P ySsijnvB p« 
-J$ |1B DT3IJ3 VIM DDVDyiB 
1,448^ 8 wipav m@*m 
70.78 "oaysyn Sya*5w im Daynoyos 
10,925.62 — Dtyoyn - l ycar DjyoDyoK 
$175,524.08 — fet»*B 
-yss m PB lyaiwDMM p« yoriKaa^K H 
Bnmp H T B i$3"5 tig ppnn ron i«pn 
H pK DM1M V» jypMI 1911 P3 1882 pB 
: prW'Y yiya^a 
i r a r yon«aa"K BDMOMM 
1882
 268.20 252.25 
1 8 8 3
 690.19 352.32 
1884
 357.42 543.20 
1885
 584.03 450.68 
1886
 474.11 635.08 
1887
 1,939.82 2,074.59 
1888
 4,512.55 3,933.67 
1889
 6,838.40 6,678.33 
1890
 23,849.74 21,070.57 
1891
 17,702.36 13,190.07 
1892
 17,834.51 18,324.69 
1893
 20,864.62 21,383.36 
1894
 15,346.43 17,302.08 
1896
 13,751.76 15.612.42 
BIX m i i a r f r i inwjw pa o ^ s y i nyi 
Brno oyn i iwn r i yB iy-i pc [KBWUSP 
vn\ >»n ,*iyoia [yroDrp s \-H www 
i y i w PM ,oyis iv [nya re TT iwon T D 
•njriB lytaiK PB (*.Danayya D'J iK^ayitaifp 
is V D imimny Dunn)nro" i i PK »;jn 
i y i PB DFD"nJjnr3"M yojsoynytDj'K nd«n 
n pa ya«5» ya^oya^K H m i ,tKLw;yua$p 
PK LnyiyaonK tawi "WD^- IK n y w w n s 
.oatnoya 
PM ,KBia lyaatfiaBmya n nn -yat* 
W M iy>yoiyix3$ y^Mi « T» »ma myr 
p« lyny^atro fci$x n "WTK jynyB'Y n 
nyn po D ' w n a y ^ v a w s H iya*M 
.IMcnyrya 
lyn [ID lytDyipyo i y i ,i$Dn$o payis 
TK ,1$ DPMI Di^syn pn p« jKcnynye 
pa 1910 nya^cps fyol pa D^V l y i IKB 
ytaya H lya^t 1911 lyncyosyo iyD30 ayn 
-DMK H PK 182 ,188.68 lynya |yDnvaa"M 
Dtp D$11 ,175 ,524.08 fy«ya |ya»t ryasa 
njn PK DJK^CQ jy^j « [yr^yr.y^'K D n^ 
.$6,664.60 iK^njnye i j n pa n iw r io 
px yon«aa"M i y i pa |y)ynp*cBnn H 
•ya jyj"t jyssaoMK n ps IVDC^P-DSMH * I 
: oa^B MI tyn 
.osyo [yt:30 ,i:yn ;K DJ»5»3 
$182,914.96 1910 
122,958.90 &PVO MD'B«p-ny& 
9,805.44 D'»5BID 
4,372.10 — D-:*D n w oojnyerM 
-y-iyc |ypnysMM PB yonwa^K 
18,213.98 "oo'a^^n 
ot&0 T B DDaycoyoK ynyo'Mi 
-ya iya»i |J^»» 7C" : a^P^e;': (* 
1»K ipanany ey" " "P-^" sw»w p y ' i " ^ 
-Wc;c'-,KiKt:iK :yi*i» iya« ,8"» ^ ' ^ r 
4iK ,Ba>^ae'iyB iyo» "^n i1- =?«" ! W " * " : 
-aiKfi?:;*a is jnairewK pw TO ;ya^t HT« 
-a# i p 1JP3'« i rp ' t rn «i« nja iyt?^ pyt 
pit aiysajwp sapnps pe Hnynwya ,i«wapn 
3 nyjrwjii n^D-isa w^ njn 
•jyo ruyay^-DD'wnB-yJ* n» jMMrnm 
TB imror w OTritffcwiK pnyn iw 
on w * |yay5w> w»t PK i*onyn , m 
iv |jttWU»»H» W no ya«tf Pit 
o n yt^o*p n wnaya jiptiJiron njn 
tpmo' i* nruytfijB 
PK i»3"5 m iM^mnn lypnyo* n 
jnynw y5« cyoa >«I I ,W))(I3W BO 
TO WD<?ifB yay»o ny"T jvatp iy«tfiJ8n 
"a p*&9yB Tt PKrfunMB TO tin ^ o « i 
n tv D-inn oy nu um ^ r a n r t n nyw 
IM«t t'D ziyo^aiK n PD lyoyiytwK 
-$B Pi5a jyrn TO ,cs»&<9ifBjiit b»3 enun 
rnyrnn w DiyBDip o$n oowiiya *ii) 
TDBP oyn OVDBW pw jmwyiuip njn I«D 
-»»D»5*^*D wwa Din JIK inonyn PB J«B 
Ijnyn »*D oy5y»M8 D*5 no oyp^n pvr 
,DIKW tyjy* PK |y»5»nw e$n ny yaSjni 
on* » iyw H navna wwvyJ &«n iy ?jm 
G?ww ly^D'DKB oxn 
pmya iiwamw ym PK p'oytfs PK 
.roinnyJya PK HMKDynyorK inyr 8 
,yoBDyp iny^a H. Dny-wer.s -;•• r--
18B lyin^b ?yf#^yD":n« yro-N- - -*•..." 
n pD y r V .yearn mmsyty-p r r n 
PK nyna D'JIB wya«* y t rc r -— r K : 
-ya "tmw wnspftreifD n wv , n w * 
a n w c i w i p*p D»J DuvhyB %? *X ^rrr 
IWWnB yin^K 18D ,«DI*B iy*:w - r -B 
/imnin DO Dip DHltfiyB n .iy;;i:v-:r ;•« 
lypnyo* n T8
 rD"ii ( " O I * B -» •: 
5KP*D'5I»B |ip 8„ PK I t p ^ 11* 1KCTTC 
.DK H DIP , w n m yninw PK ."*•*: 
y ^ n ^ s D*e a* DO IM o*a "ne^ •*« .-n 
T»D"11 Da»t — jyMB^yD TO Dtjv .;y;«-r 
nyn po MWDliprH iy^K »*« — *jrn:*.p 
IV mijuya lyayaynya'w T^K W-.2 -p 
IKpjip OMh'tjnB*0»^ ^DiyEtrx: tr ,r:v: 
-iv ly^yoK' yaJjni ,won^ nyornyc r* 
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